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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS
No. 1 *n
everyday, (Sunday excepted,! at
Exchange, Commercial Street, Portland.
N. A. FOSTER, Proprietor.
advance.
Terms
Eight Dollars a year in

s ime

MAINE STATE PRESS,
place every Thursday morning

at

$2.00

a

variably in advance.

I

Copartnership Notice.

Kvtes of Advertising.—One nuhot space,in
a “square/*
length ot column, constitutes
$1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
w -ck alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continu1
every other day alter first week, 50 cents.
Hall square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
w oh, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of
$2.00ner square
pe week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
•special Not ices,$1.25 i>er
square for the first insertion, and 25 cents per square for each subsequent

Hyatt’s

Ivon Fronts for Buildings,
Iron Door* nud Vanin,, Iron MIiuIUi-h,
Hoinlius .tlarbinru, nud Builder.’
Iron Work (■<'u<-ruIly.

n'crtlon.
HAdvertisements Inserted in the “Maine Staje
Press (which lias a
large circulation iu every pi rof bo State)for $1.00 per
n‘
square for iirpt imertit
a. id *0 cents
per square for each subsequent insir-

BUSINESS CABBS.

of Messrs. A. O. Schlotterbeck & Co.,

ilOil CougriNH SI, Portland, Itle,

163

Commission
Agents

Merchants.

for the

Nonpareil French Guann.
GS^-Casli advances made on consignments.

mi Ninte Street, and 1.10 Central
Street,
Feb. 25.
BOftTON.
3m

BOOBY

Also tor sale

Belt Leather, Backs & Sides, Lace Leather,
RIVKTS nnii Hitts,
n
311 Co-grew.

septWtt

P.

WALTER COREY & COr

CO.,

IpliolsltTcrs

HOUSE,

COR. CONGRESS AND CHESTNUT STREETS,
ieb!4iltf
Portland.

I^rtrl.

FREEMAN &

Mancfactcbebs and Dealers

in

and Manutacturers ot

FURNITURE!

FUBN1TUBE, LOUNGES, BED-STEADS

Looking Glasses, Mattresses,

Freeman, D. W.

Spring Beds, etc.

tt

n

dealers in

Manufacturers and

&

Stoves, Ranges
Can be

Counsellor

Furnaces,

(Opposite the Market.)

CHASE, CRAM &J3TURTEVAWT,
GENERAL

Commission Merchants,
Wldiety’8 Wliurt,
Portland, Me.

octlCdtt__
HOWARD dc CLEAVES,

& Counsellors at Law,

M.

Force

A

FRESCO

C. Fernald.

8.

31 COMMERCIAL STREET,
Portland, Maine.
_augUl dtf

mian and Lava Vases and other wares.
112 TUEMONT STREET Studio

Building
BOSTON, Mass.

n

SHEPLEY

A

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
O F F I O Ft

Counsellor and

Attorney

at

Kimball, D. D. S.

Law,

Attorney

at

PORTLAND

PORTLAND,

at

ME.

K.

8

TO
lor
PERSONS
their orders

at

Woolens,

Free

Sireei,]

DAVIS,

SlEJSSSS
chapman.

MB

PORTLAND,

nov9’65dtf

E.

W. F. PHILLIPS <£

No. 148

Druggists,
DANA,

Attorney

at

Law,

4R(

WM. II

WORKERS,

Orders ironi out oi U>wnso limited.

eTDOW

H

Jr.,

New York City.

-----

VVM.

W.

PORTLAND,

SMITH A

TEAS, COFFEES
lOO FORK

&

SPICES,

Me.
dtt

W. W. THOMAS. .Jr..

and Counsellor at

240
oct6-dly

[Chadwick House,]

Law,

G. SCIl h O TTKli IS K CK & CO,

Apothecaries

&

one

Chemists,
door above

Brown,

Compounding Physicians Prescriptions
one nt our
own

Specialities. Usin g Preparations of our
manuufacturc, we arc able to vouch lor tbeir

purity.

LUPIN'S
cJVcT?i!i?.fcep
EXlRACTr,, 0?.iian<1
FANCY
GOODS, loiiet Ariitlen, Need’s Liquid Dye Colors.
VVil ou s Herbs, Marsh. Celehraleil Trusses and
Supporters, Patent Medicines, Hair Restorers, Cigars Tobacco,
Artists’ Material., Ac., Ac.
Jan 12—d2in
lull supply of
IOWDIlB and SOAP
»

TT

loop Skirl Manuliietiii.eI.i
DEADER

English,

beg leave

nations

lic

American
Fancy Goods

Lowest I'ash Prices!
a tair sharcof
|*atronagc. The same attention as heretofore
paid to orders for Meats ami VegcCart wUl call for orders every
in™ rsi’
morning it desired.
s. WINSLOW & CO.
to merit

tablVlT.,.,rs/

8. WIN8LOVT.
January 11.

*®W8

PORTLAND,

ME.

M 8pri“*

and

a

SMTV“SSSe. page.
c.

dOm

February

25.

dim

J. H. Cries’ interest in the firm ceased Aug
fe27d&wlm
1,1803.
Mr.

THE

respectfully

he

solicits

February 22,

18C7._
E M O V A

Steam Mills, Iron
-AND-

tJl

E.

Has Removed to his New Rooms,

3

Feb Hi

Free

Street

Over Cliadbourn & Kendall.

Z.

K.

CLAIM

dtt

Foundry,

WE

ed to furnish Castings of every description to
order at short notice. We now have on hand an assortment ot Window Weights. .Sled Shoes and other

castings.

EST Wo are prepared to furnish Castings for Rail
Road Companies and .Ship Builders.
Also, Planing, Jointing, Matching and Sawing
done

J. W. HANSON,
C. C. WINSLOW.

AGENT,

(opposite the Custom House.)
d&w3w
Portland, Feb. 11,1SC7.
REMOVED.

1—d_
XI N
O Y S

rJT_E

!

building. is constantly receiving fresh
O) New V oik and Virginia oysters, which he
is prepared 10
sellby the gallon, quart or bushel, or
served up in any style.
January 3,1887. ,ltl
)vuls

k t < A Km

tST'Be cartful not to confound the
Co. with others similar.

&

GAGE,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
have removed to

INSURANCE

Corner Exchange and Federal Sts.,
Over Lorlag’s Drug Store.
8. 0. STVBOUT.

—AND—

B~E~M
JAMES

OVAL.

General Insurance

(VDONNELL,

have returned to

Counsellor at Law,
Notary Public & CommiaMiouer

of

JkTjVl

R

W.

EXCHANGE

Deed*,

And

Losses equitably
tebiudtf

over

NS & BA1XEV.
janMdtf

G.

dtf

200 M. imported auu domestic Cigars
C. C. MITCHELL & SOU,

179 For. Str.et.

where orders

HAS

REMOVED

CORNER

OF

Lea.

Harris &

H. C.

CtuDoinonrt

HOOP SKIRTS AND OORSETS,

And

de4tf

J.

E.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
63F* Corner of Congress St. and Tolman Place.
Feb 7, 1867.—dly

Casco St. Seminary.
Spring Term of this School for Young LarpHE
X dies and Misses will commence
March 11.
at

No. 15, Preble Street.

MARY C. HA

cipat.

wchl<12w*

Seminary

SPRING TERM of Thirteen
commence on the lltli of March.
H. P. TORSEY,
Kent’s Hill, Feb. 10. 1867.
feb21 w2t deod-’w

THE

Portland
Union Hall,

Weeks will
President.

Academy,
(Entrance

ou

Free

Street.)

S of all ages and attainment* received at
any
time in the Term. Particular attention mid to
Private clauses and Private pupils,
Terms S10.cn
l>er Term ol ten weeks,

BO!

C. •« PILES. Principal,
28 Hanover St, P. o. Box 927.

Fel9d3w

Family

School,
MAINE.

-_-

GOOD HOME SCHOOL for Bovs, easily accessible bv K. & P. R. R., twentv-tive miles from
nine miles I tom Bath. For Circular, ate.,
address the Principal,
fell 16 dtw
H. A. RANDALL.

A

Portland,

Westbrook Seminary.
SPRING
The
_-’Tt-h.

TERM

RolT

MI

February
lebl.kix wzw

commences

SALE.

horizontal Strum Easin'.
JJ
ier 11 mches diameter, 44 inch stroke
Two Hue Boilers
T/i'n!’il^mieiro-alw*vy. ?y wheel.
,,>U.K Willi two flues in each 13
I1.01)i.„„.?i?.r T1,°

Portland,

Fe^, 1807.

A.

8.

SQUARE,

would
ed at No. 27 MARKET
be happy to receive all those wishing lor Photographs,
Ambrotypes, etc.
-N. B. All work warranted.
*7 MARKET SQUARE.
27 MARKET SQUARE"

Janlt—8m*

would respectfully call the attention
undersigned
the citizens of

of

he is

—AND

RS.

Which he will always WARRANT TO BE AS RECOMMENDED, with

REED. Counsellors at Law, Morton
Block, Congress St. Same entrance as U. S. Ar-

iyl2dtf

Prices

I

N.

Beyond Competition

B.—Repairing of nil

J

kinds neatly and

promptly done.

CHAS. B. WH1TTEMOBE,
(Successor to Geo. T. Burroughs tf Co.,)
feb20dtf

LANCASTER

BALL.

—

K. M KA.V U,
No. 1C Free Street,

JSi

Attomeys and
near Middle.

Counaellois,

jul!3

bfSoULD, Merchant Tailor, has removed
fJATHA
*■'
to No. 1C Market Square, over Sweetsii’s Apothe
tary store._
JylU—tt
A-

WEBB, Attorney,
4'our.si llnrs, at the Boody House,
DEHI.OI84
and Chestnut streets.

nnd
ol

comer

Congress

jy26

GAS FIXTURES!

00YELL & 00, 554 Broadway, Hew York,
Importers and Manufacturers of
Gas Fixtures, &e.,

Chandeliers.

Of the latest stylea. Store Pendents ami Brackets of
every variety of pattarn made to suit any sized room
The attention of Archltcclsand Builders Is
or hall.
respectfully solicited. Prices to suit the times.
Hefera by permission to Mesais. Marrctt, Poor &

Co., Portland.

Heatingr Apparatus
For Stores, Hauls, School-houses,
Churches, Ac,

THE

prepared to put up Steam or
Apparatus, aud guaraniec as good

subscribers

Hot Water
results in every

are

particular as can be obtained from
Boston or New* York contractors. We use »or Steam
Radiation coil-* ol Wrought Iron pipes, Cast Iron or
Sheet Iron Radiators. For Hot Water Circulation,
Cast Iron Pipes, in Hot Air chambers or coils in the
Rooms

feb26dlm

DANIEL WINSLOW & SON.

complains that “the maintenance and man‘■agement of penetentiaries, of marine hospitals, and of seacoast and inland fisheries,
“which, under the Quebec scheme were specially assigned to the Provincial governments
“and legislatures, have been by the Imperial
“Act handed hack to the exclusive control of
“the Federal authorities; that the power

“committed to the local

authorities

“Quebec scheme

provision

to make

by the

for all lc-

“cal works—for the local advancement of

“agriculture, and for the local promotion of
“immigration—has by the Imi>erial Act been
“placed in subjection to the action of the
“Federal Government and Parliament, which
“are clothed

with supreme power

over

all

undertakings in all or any of the
“Provinces, and over everything affecting
“agriculture and immigration.” The Globe
insists that the good reason for putting
these matters under local control in the Quebec scheme, was to put an end to scandalous
abuses, and says‘•tlieir reckless and unauthor“works and

ized restoration to Federal control is calcu“lated to entail in the future the same scandaious scenes of scrambling for local advantages, and of buying local popularity by lo“eal jobs that have been witnessed in the

“past.”

growing
subsidies—money

is that

out of the distribution of the

common

ments.
self as

gas

febHulm

FixturesI

JOHN KINSMAN
has

G AS

a

good

distributed from the

treasury among the local

govern-

On this point the editor deliveis himfollows:

According the presont estimated population of the several Provinces, the annual subsidies are to be distributed by the Imperial Act
in the following most unjust fashion:
to

Population.
1,802,051!

Per head.
GO cents 1
74 cents!
107 cents!
125 cents!

Upper Canada
Lower Canada
1,288,880
Nova Scotia
368,782
New Brunswick
295,084
The thing is so preposterously unjust that
wo are amazed how any one could have the
audacity to propose it, much less the folly to
coucede it.
Only think of it! The burden
thrown by these gentlemen in London on the
Federal Exchequer—over and above what was
settled in Quebec to be amply sufficient for all
local purposes—is the enormous sum of 8447,008 a year—or the annual interest on nine hundred millions of dollars!
A special dispatch from Montreal to the
Quebec Chronicle says,; “the full textof the
"Coniederation Bill in the Globe is received
“this morning, and creates much interest and
“is generally approved of.”
The St. John Globe, anti-confederation'
contains the long and able memorial of the
Nova Scotia delegates to Lord Camavan, in

opposition to forcing a union of the maratime
provinces with Canada, which. discusses at
length the question of forced unions, showing
their evil tendencies, and specially showing
the injustice of the Quebec sehomc.
Refering to the proposition made in the U. S. Congress lo admit the lower provinces as States of
the American Union, the memorialists say:
The terms offered to the maritime provinces
far more liberal than those grudgingly
yielded by the Canadians. Let us contrast
them.
By General Bank’s Bill Nova Scotia
would, at once, secure free trade with thirtyfour millions of people, whose markets are accessible at all seasons, instead of with three
millions, who are frozen up for half the year,
and in the summer can bo got at ouly by a
long tedious river navigation. They would
participate in the American fishing bounties,
so long as these last.
They would secure protection abroad, which the Canadians cannot
them.
would
flow in from Bosgivo
Capital
ton and New York, to work their mines and
employ their water power. Canada has none
to spare.
Turning from material to political
Nova
interests, how would matters stand?
Scotia would enter the Union as a State,
clothed with the accustomed rights and guarded by recognized securities. She would select
her own governors, judges and senators, uncontrolled by any Federal authority.
All
these, by the Quebec scheme, are to be selected tor her by the ruling parties at Ottawa.—
We trust wc have said enough to show that,
as compared with GeD. Banks’s
Bill, the temptation held out by these schemes at Quebec
are “poor indeed.” It may be said, “Aye, but
you will have to surrender your custom’s revenues to the general government.”
What
matter? The Canadians are to take all but 80
We shall not be much
per cent, per head.
worse oft' when tho balance has been taken.—
“But then you must bear the heavy taxes of
the United States.”
True; but the taxes will
be reduced as the debt comes down, and in
twenty years it will be reduced one half by
the natural increase of the population. In the
meantime we shall enjoy protection which the
Canadians cannot give us.

The memorialists in conclusion say:
We have thus, my

Lord, simply
presented us by General

stated the
case as
Banks and
the Quebec Convention. With all the temptations offered us at Washington, we ask simply to be let aloue, or we ask to be folded to
our mother’s bosom, and not be cast out into
the wilderness of untried experience and political speculation. Nova Scotia says to England
as Kuth said to Naomi, ‘‘Where you go we will
This
go; your people shall be our people.”
love and affection spring ftom a thousand
sources that we need not linger to describe,
but which it would be a fatal mistake to supposed can ever be transferred, You cannot endorse our hearts or our allegiance over to the
Canadas as you would a note of hand, or invest a village on the Ottawa with the historic
interests and association that cluster around
London.

The Glohe editorially says, in commenting
upon this memorial:
Let us hope that the warnings uttered by
these gentlemen will have their due effect, anu
that we will be spared in this enlightened
quarter of the world the melancholy spectacle
of seeing a tree people forced into a connection they detest.

In offset to this blast against Confederation,
we give the opening paragraph of a leader in
the St. John Morning Journal of the 22d
ult:
ttTho details of the modifications of the Quebec Scheme agreed upon in the convention in
London, which we published on Wednesday,

and the telegram received on the forenoon of
that day, intimatiug the triumphant progress
of the bill in Parliament, have produced the
liveliest feelings of satisfaction in this community. We find that great importance is attached to the influential position in the Senate,
which will be secured in the Maritime Provinces, and while it is only just and equitable that
it should be so, the. fairness and the statesmanship ot the Canadian delegates, whose powers
were not so extensive as those of the delegates
from the Maritime Provinces, are freely admitted.

The Montreal Witness, leferring to the article in the Toronto Glohe from which we
have copied above, under the head of “Confederation n<it what

OP DISOWN MANUFACTURE !

QMITH &

EANTERN EXPKEKn'cO arc now
l permnncntly located at No. 21 Free street, and
prepared to do Express Business over all the Railroad and Steamboat routes in tile State, and West
by P. S. & P„ Eastern and Boston & Maine Hoads
toBostoD, connecting there with Expresses to all
parts ol the country.
For the convenience of our customers on Commercial and Fore 81 reels, an order book lor Height Calls
wid be kept at otllce ol Canadian
Express Co., No.
Fore street.
J. N. WINSLOW.
Jy24 tt

SUITS

ALL—

UPHOLSTERY GOODS

JullCtf

rUHL

Portland to the tact that
prepared to offer them

PARLOR

WEBSTER A GO., can be found at the store
of C. K. Babb, Clapp’s Block, No. 9, where we
•
of fer a goed assortment of Clothing and Fnrnishing
*
Goods at low prices.
jul 1G

1JAYIS,

respectfully Intoim bis former customers
WOULD
and the public generally, that be is now locatwhere be

The

HPA^ARl),

°rl,R"‘t

Photographs! Photographs!

Sons,

now

Bookseller and Stationc.r, may be
found at No. 237 Congress St., corner of Oak

my offices.

Duncan’s

IIKATTIIRE !

lyI2dtf

pared to furnish Coffees, Spices, Cream Tartar,
at their new place ol business, No. 10U Green St.
An Order Slate may be found at Messrs.
Low,
Plummer & Co’s, No 83 Commercial St, and at Mr C.
M. Rice’s Paper Warehouse, No. 185 Fore Street.
All orders promptly atten Jed to.
Goods at »he lowest prices.
JullCtt

_

Worcester.

_

LLS, although burned up, the ProIpJ prietors, Messrs.
L. .1. Hill & Co.,
pre-

SL_

PERKINS,

NEW YORK, Agents for the United States.
oc!7dly

KRONE

•

esteemed in

delicious oud unrivaled

ot this most

John

MERRILL. Dealer in
JAM
Watches, Jewelry, Masonic Regalia, ami MiliNo 13

are

highly

India, and is in my

opinion the most palatable a9 well as the
most whol esome
Sauce that is made/'

Manufactured by
LEA Ac

H. J. LIBBY
CO., Manufacturers
and Commission Merchants. Counting Room
over First National Bank, No. 23 Free
street, second
*tory.iyll U

AtiLE

is

per, Label, Stopper and Bottle.

Dow._Jy25dtt

Free street, Portlaud.
Geyor and Caleb

1851.

lic la respectfully and earnestly requested to see that
the names ot Lea & Perkins are upon the Wrap-

oi

MOT1CE.

Same store with

success

to his

condiment having caused many unprincipled dealers
to apply the name to Spurious Compounds, the pub-

WATERHOUSE.

Office of Boston; Narragansett Office of Providence;
Putnam Office of Hartford; Standard Office of New
York, and other reliable offices, are represented by
this agency.
John
F. W. Libbey.

tary Goods,

to

DISH.

•

Maine Wesleyan
and Female College.

Madras,

“Tell Lea & Perrins that their Sauce

OF

Exchange Street,

HARRIS.

applicable

a

Gentleman

Worcester, May,

EVER l VARIETY

The

letter from

Brother at

Good Sauce!”

Waterhouse,

Portland. Dec. 3d 186e.
& WATERHOUSE, Wholesale Dealers
in Hats, Caps, and Furs, have removed to their New
Store,
V. R.

at

The “Only

H AUK IS

12

a

PEABODY.

Hats, Caps and Furs.
No.

ot

Medical

To be

JOBBERS OF

FOIjLETTE,

EXTRACT

PRONOUNCED BV

Near the Court House.

SCpotftl

Perrins’

Worcestershire Sauce l

dtt

PEABODY,
and Counsellors at Law,

B. HOLDEN.

Ac

CELEBRATED

CHESTNNT

n
August 30, 1866.
HOLDEN &

_A.

Maine.

Monday,

fulieti

TO

No. 233 1-2 Congress Street,

Portland,

particulars inquire

be left.

can

DOWNES,

Office, 229 1-2 Cotigress Street,

HOSIERY AND GLOVES,

For

pubi

place

MERCHANT TAILOR,

Attorneys

331

B.

L.

General Insurance Broker,
c
friends and the
generally
prepared to continue the Insurance Business as a Broker, and can
Fire, Life
and Marine Insurance to any extent in the best Companies in the United States. All business entrusted
to my c re shall be faithfully attended to.
Office at O. M. Rice’s Paper Store, No. 183 Fore St,
•

n

G.

are res-

Twombley,
would inform his many
LS.
that he is

NO. 16 MARKET SQUARE,

Wararooma Nos. 1 & 2 Free Street Block.
12,1867.

EIRE !

—AT—

fully invited.

Portland, Ja

BUILDING,

ESr’ Parties preferring first class insurance,
pectfully invited to cal!.
November 5,18GG. dtf

Photograph Rooms,

New

THE CUMBERLAND BANK

terms.

corner

THE

Street,

where he is now prepared to place insurance, in all its
forms, and for any amount, in companies second to
uo others on the globe, and on the most favorable

B. F. SMITH A SON’S

inspection

E

IN

dtf

Exchange

OF

from No. 80 Commercial
to the new and commodious rooms

NO. 66 EXCHANGE STREET,

Congress Streets,

X. & s. eTspring
removed to their tormer place of business,
HAVE the
Ocean In.urauce Office,
lebll dim
and Milk Street.
OUT

day removed

Patents)

BROWN’S NEW BLOCK.

jal6

L

Insurance Oflice

Sparrow’s
is this

Has Removed to

Oomer of Brown and

adjusted and promptly paid,

B EH O V A

CLIFFORD,
at
Law,

Solicitor of

STREET.

F. C. & S. continue to represent first cla9S Companies in all departments of insurance.

vaEj

o

II.

Agents,

their old stand,

Ocean Insurance Co.’s Block,

Has removed to Clarp’s New Block,
DOR. EXCHANGE AND FEDERAL STREETS,
Jan 15.
dtf
(Over Sawyer’s Fruit Store.)

The Globe.

are

UNDERWRITERS ,

d&wtf

dec31

NOTICE.

FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN,

GAGE.

H. W.

tf this

name

foblO dtf

Office

WENTOk,

WII.LIAM H. DAHTOK,
Ids stores. No*. £31 )Sr 233Congros8Slrect,near

Jull3tt

losses.

ARTICLES

in. diameter. Jhe whole is complete in all its nartP.
and in good order, and will bo siTld a, a barimin
T. II.
Apply to

40 York HU, Hmil of Nmiih’M Whnrf.
Jan

CtJ lor sale by

Non Forfeiting, Endowment, Ten Year,
and all other Forms of Polieiea are ■*•ned by thin Company* on more favorable advantaged than by any other.
This Co. issued during the last 12 months, 13.343
Policies, being 1,000 more than issued by any other
Co. in this country. Cash rcceivod for PREMIUMS
$5,342,812. Receipts for interest, $1,112,000, while
its losses being only $772,000, showing tho receipts
for interest to be nearly $350,000 more than its

Has removed to bis new office, at the Old Stand in
Jose Block, No. 88 Exchange St.,

STROUT

Co,

No TO Commercial St, near the Old
Custom House.

IlAltMOM,

WAR

Sum

W. D. LITTLE &

Block,

REMOVAL.

of every description.
By a strict attention to business and the wants of
tlieir customers, they are in hopes to merit a fair
slinre of the patronage of the public.
An
of our stock and prices is respect-

TOPSHAM,

Plougfli Mall 11 Victory,
would inform the public that we are prepar-

promptly

Am’tof
Dividend
Pres. val.
Policy. Insured. Prem. Pd. Additions. ofPolicv.
618
$35110
$2252,25
$2740,22
*6240,22
636
600
261,23
375,02
875,02
4146
1000
533,90
685,93
1885,03
7767
8000
3699,20
4836,87
12,836,87
7862
6000
2608,00
3217,84
8217.84
10325
1000
544.52
359,80
1541,02
10793
3000
1000,20
1579,53
4507,53
12410
1500
410,93
623,24
2123,64
These cases are made np to Feb. 1, ISOti. Another Dividend is now to be added.
Do not fail to apply at the Agency of

WEBB,
Merchant Tailor,
No.

legislature!!

local

No of

continuance
WM. A. HYDE.
fol>23 dim

a

of the Provincial

If you have $50, $100 or $1,000 to
spare, or to invest, there is non here you can place it Bo securely

nished if desired :

assortment of

FIXTURES

of all kindfe, and will sell them os low as tliey can be
bought InlRoston, New York or elsewhere.
JOriR KIRlIHAlf, rsioa torcet,
mchAdtT
PORTLAND, Ms,

equal political power in parliament, notwithstanding the population of Canada West is
largely in excess of Canada East. The Toronto Globe has long labored to correct this
evil, and succeeded in creating a strong refoi m

party, but under the lead of the present Attorney General, Hon. John A. Macdonald of
Kingston, opposition to this reasonable measure lias been kept up even in Canada West,
sutiicient to checkmate ail efforts to give it

practical success.
Now that, by the Imperial Act providing
Interest.
COWFEDEBAPION.
(or Conlederation. the principle clamored for
Tire Toronto Globe, an ardent supporter of by the ‘’Reformers'’ has been at least partialConfederation, has a long and severe article ly recognized, the reform party are organizing
to defeat the ambitious
aspirations of those
condemnatory of the course of the Confedwho have
hithertodefeated them, and to place
in
now
Commissioners
London.
It
eration
the
administration of affairs in the hands of
accuses them of consenting to very unjust
t e friends of
reform.
To show the
and injurious changes in the Quebec scheme
spirit and bitterness with which the conoi Confederation, making the bill passed by
test is waged we
quote (torn the Sarnia Obthe Imperial Parliament a very different
server:
thing from the plan agreed upon at Quebec,
Reformers have an
imperative duty imposed
and which had received the
sanction
them

The greatest act of injustice in the changes
made in the Quebec scheme, the Globe claims,

No other
Company can furnish such results.
The following statement of Policies, taken out at
this Agency anu now in force, show the large increase, or dieitUnds. over the payments in these tew
cases.
Many othors, with references, can be fur-

undersigned has removed from his old stand,
to No. 223, corner of Fore ami Union Streets,
where he has tor sale Sperm, Wliale, and Lard Oil;
Sperm, Adamantine, Paraffine, and Wax Candles,
which he will sell at the lowest market price. Thankful to Ids friends and the public generally for past
favors,

Provincial Hatter*.

A brief review of the
Provincial papers received at this office during the
past week, has
the
afforded
following synopsis of more or less

Vo not insure until you do so.

Removed,

March 5, 1867.

(^"Government Bonds ore ft xempl from
taxation, so with Money invested in a
Lite Policy!

advantageously as with this Great Co. Govt.
Bonds may be lost, stolen or destroyed by Are, as
many have been. A Life Policy if destroyed, stolen,
or tost, may be restored, and in no case will there be
any loss of the money paid. For the rooB SIAN it,
is the best savings' bank ; tor the bicu it is tho
safest investment, yielding more than any other.
Any one haring doubts may be satisfied by colling
at onr Oflice.

GREENOUGH d' CO.

Oil Store

York,

or so

REMOVAL

aug20

FOR BOYS,

HANSON A WINSLOW’S

an

<ttt

class stock of

first

FURNISHING

nOUSE

Franklin

Oorsets, ATNew City

AND LACES, HOSIERY, GLOVES,
And all kinds of TRIMMINGS and Dress Buttons.
mad«
IE^*Hand-Knit German Worsted Garments/O
to order.
Hoop Skirts made to order.
JJoj. « Clapp’* Block, CONGRESS STREET,

THE

Bedding, Upholstery Goods,

for

generally,

IV

Trench and

RKOfKRV,

to return our Thank* to our numerous
pasr lavois. and inform them and the pubthat while endeavoring to maintain our
reputation for selling the best ot BEEF, and all kinds
of MEATS and VEGETABLES, we have added to
our stock a choice
variety of pure groceries, and hope
by selling the best of goods

we

PORT1AND, ME.

J. F. HOD8DON,

CIsAHH

At the

Congress Street.

303 Congress St,

CO.’S

GROCERY I

FI KMT

STREET,

PORTLAND,

8 Jaull

pleasure in informing their old patrons and
friends that they have resumed business at their
OLD STAND, fornerof Market and Milk streets,
where they will keep constantly on hand the best as-

HA

CLARK,

Casco National Bank will remove to, and be
prepared tor business at their NEW BANKING
HOUSE on Middle Street, on Tuesday. Feb. 26th,
instant.
E. P. GERBISH, Cashier.

<fc LIBRE Y. Insurance Agents,
Ladies' & Children's Underflannels, Dow
will be found at No 117 Commercial,
Exchange St. Home Office of New York; National

YING moved into our new store, next door below our old stand, and fitted it tor a

Wholesale Dealeia in

I

Glass and Silver
Plated Ware,

New

Cash Assets, Feb, 1, $18,500,000

REM OTA I,.

Crockery,

^

COOPER A MORSE,

JNTEW

MK,

Of

BETTER!

corner

S. WINSLOW A

tt

~o

FURNITURE,

Improved Roofing,

That the market afloras, and it will be their earnest
andeavor to serve their customer* with promptness
and fidelity.
decllutt

MARKET SQUARE,

assortment ot

St,

Meats, Poultry, Game, &c.,

Druggist,

OPEN

complete

and

JOHNS’

sortment of

WHIPPLK,

Who lesale

W.

Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

St.

JOHN E. PAIHEB.

Congress

TAKE

I3F*Comniis8ioiier for Maine and Massachusetts.
Jan. 29 dtf

Ie

a new

jfl

For buildings ot all kinds.
CAR and STEAMBOAT DECKING. ROOFING CEMENT, for coat
kinds
and
all
ol
rods.
PRESERVArepairing
mg
TIVE PAINT lor iron and wood work, Metal Rooft,
&c. COMPOUND CEMENT, for repairing leaky
shingled roots. BLACK VARNISH, lor Ornamental Iron work &c. Full descriptions, c rcular, prices,
Arc. furnished by mail or on application at tlie office,
whore samples and testimonials can Le seen.

and Counsellor at Law,

Wall Hired,

WM. G. TWOMBLV.
dtf

Store, Hewr Goods.
EVANS &~BAYLEY,

WALKER,

sepl2dtf

JAUNCEY COURT,

A

tuning and repairing promptly at-

Maple Street.
General Agent, tor tlie State tor

Oak Street, between, Congress ami Free Sts.,
PORTLAND, MK.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing promptJOHN

PRICES.

good assortment of ORGANS and MELODEOLD PIANOS taken in exchange.

a

Foot of

M.AIN AND ORNAMENTAL

ETUUOO AND MASTIC

attended to.
May 22—dtf

sell at the manufacturer's

ONS.

241 COMMERCIAL STREET,

F LAST E It ERB,

Attorney

wi I h

prices.

RONS A- FEJEX 1,

21

can

MONDAY, Jan. 14th,

HITEUTUBE At ENGINEEKINU.
Messrs. ANDERSON, BON NELL * CO., have
made arrangements with Mr. STEAD, an Architect
»f establi*lied reputation, and will in future carry on
Architecture with their business as Engineers. Parties intending to build are invited lo call at theii
5fllce, No, 30G Congress street, and examine elevations and plans ot churches, banks, stores, blocks ol
buildings, $-c.
j 12

No. 30 Exchange St.
Dec 6—dtf

Attorney

which lie

Millinery,

his New Store (Old Stand)

Middle

GOOD!

BUT A POLICY WITH THE GREAT

d2w
Portland, March 1st, 1807.
CASCO NATIONAL BANK.

Steinway Instrument,

Nos. 1 & 2 Free Street Block,

BUILDERS.
once

140

PIANO FORTES

Connsellor
jul2t

HT Remember—STEVENS & MERRILL,
d2m

Fore Street.
IF,

Counsellor and

,y

and

Block.

Has removed to

Hew

no21dt

ME

STEVENS & IflERRILL,
it their Lumber Wharf, Commercial Street,
near loot of Maple Street, where can
always be
tbund a large Stock ot Pine, Spruce, Walnut, Chestmu and Butternut Lumber, Clapboards, Shingles,
Laths, &e., &c. Also—-Doors, Blinds, Window
Frames and Window Sashes, glazed and unglazed,

it lowest

CO;

OCt 17-dtt

JOHN

The subscriber having obtained the nne store No.
Congress Street, will continue the business, and
will keep constantly on hand

337

Celebrated

ABE

Dealer in

Counsellor

fob 11

Wholesale

GALVIN EDWARDS.
WILLIAM G. TWOMLEY.

November 26, 1866.

wishing.for Spruce Dimension Frames
earl}’ Spring business, will do well to leave

Jobbers of

and

IS

and settle

WILL

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & 00.,
An'Rili*

copartnership heretofore existing under the
name ot CALVIN EDWARDS & CO., is tills
dissolved
day
by mutual consent. All persons holdng bills against the firm, arc requested to present
them for payment, and those indebted will please call

BSP* Orders tor
tended to.

BUILDING.

U

Goods

R. M. RICHARDSON,
J. W. DYTSR,
,1. E. HANNAFORD.

Dissolution of Copartnership

Also,

aboyc Preble House,

Importers ond

Business in
W. I. Goods, Groceries, Flour and Provision*.

Fred A. Prince

PIERCE, Attorney,
L^w, No. Clapps
Law, LEWIS

Bloch, Congress Street,

novlO

Co.,”

No. 30 Exchange Street,

PEBCIVAL BONNEY,

Two Doors

oclOcotltl

STOCK BROKER.

Street.

old

LOWEST

H.3t. PAY80N,

Jan 4—dtf

Counsellor and

IJentiwtN.
Olapp's Block, Congress Street,

5-20’s & 7-30’slTs. Gov’t Bonds

eTIpalmer,
Wholesale

A.

&

from tho BEST MANUFACTORIES, among them
the

Wiipo.ite Old City Hall,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

CHADWICK HOUSE,

Congrens

Packing, Clothing, Ac., Ac.
No. 8 Exchange Street,

FcbTendCmPORTLAND, ME.
Kimball & Prince,

ROBINSON,

of

337 Congress Street.

Steam

Uo. 11

name

“Richardson, Dyer
stand,

Belting,

Lace Leather and Hemp Packing.
Rubber Belting’,

•

Post Office Building, 2d story; Entrance on Exchange street.
1
SUEi LI
A. A. STROUT.
jy»tl

W.

Leather

Hose,

STROUT

IX

Premium Patent Eivetted Oak and
Hemlock

Hoyt's

conducted under the firm

Feb 2— d3m

The Best Investment!

L!

john

Straw Goods and

Gomp’y,

payment,
073,000.
Total Surplus Divided,
2,200,000.
Losses Paid in 1866,
314,000.
Total Losses Paid,
2,367,000.
Income for 1886,
1,778,000.
HE"Annual Distributions In Cash, .ffn
Local Agonts should apply to
RUFUS SMALL & SON,
General Agents at Biddeford, Me.
_feltldtf

will

babbourTi THE

FEALERS

Peurhyn Itlarble Co.
Manufacturers and Dealers in Enameled Slate
Chimney Pieces, Brackets, Pier Slabs, Grates
and Chimney Tops. -Importer and dealer in English Floor Tiles, German and French Flow er Pots.
Hanging Vases, Parian, Bisque, and Bronze Statuette
ana Busts.
Glass Shades and Walnut Stands, Bohe-

Morton

PAIN TERS,

manufactured.

A

England mutual
Insurance

Life

the

V

O

MUTUAL!

OF B06TON, MASS.
Oho a sized 1843.
Cash Assets, January 1,1867,
*4,700,000.
Cash Dividends of 1864-5, now in course of

TNo. 140 Middle Street.

No. 143 Commercial Street,
Whrre they will continue tho General Wholesale

QLAEK,

M

No. lO Month Street.

i\ew

O. M. Sc D. W. NASH.

B E

WEBSTER, Agent,

THE

Grateful to our iTiends and patrons for past patronage, would solicit a continuation of the same.

&

At the

Agents for

are

aud bellel, and that they have conmaterial tacts.
A. P. STEVENS, Notary,Public.

PURELY

Have removed to their NEW STORE

Notice.

RICHARDSON,

bo

and Distcmpor Colors. Also House and Sign
Painters, Morton Block, two doors above Preble
House, Portland, Me.
BbJjr' We are prepared to design and execute every
description of Wall and Celling Decorations, for
Churches. Public Buildings,Private Residences,Halls,
&c. (Hiding and Embossing on Glass.
Every description of Wood linished in W’ax and Oil Filling,
and inTarnieh or French Polish.
jal9d3m

j. & c. j.

JOSEPH STORY

94 9

T

s

now

no

Ieb27-d3w

McGregor New Furnaces,

tirin of MORGAN. DYER
AP.
CO. in favor of R.
M.
and the business hereafter
*

large stock

both PORTABLE and BRICK, and give our personal
attention to setting them up.
Wo warrant it the
Best Furnace ever offered for sale in this market.

MORGAN has this day retired from the

In Oil

Deering. Milliken k Oo.,
Wholesale Dry Goods,

R.

I

WEI GHT &

STREET.

C. N. Peirce.
February 21. dtf

T

We

and have taken store

Copartnership

Studio No 301 1-2 Congress Street.
1$^Lessons given in Painting and Drawing.
February 1—dtf

DENTISTS,

aug22—6m

B

said to be the best Cooking Stove

BYRON

Their old friends and the public generally are reto call.
CYRUS GREENE,
JOSEPH W. READ,
GEO. M. SMALL.
feblSrllm
Portland, Feb. 14, 1867.

HUDSON, JR.,

our

PEERLESS,

GREENE, READ & SMALL,
Ho. 157 Commercial St,, corner of Union,
where they will transact a Wholesale

knowledge

JOS. H.

of

We have for Sale the P. P. Stewart’s
anil
Pnrlor Stoves, Gardner
Cbilson’s new Cooking Stove; also a new
Gookiug Stove called the

copart-

a

spectfully invited

MLV,

y7 it

n

DRS. PEIRCE & FERNALD,

THE

BROKERS,
J. B.

Notice.

undersigned have this day formed
nership under tho name of

•2(o. 178-Fore Street.

"•

public

to examine

Cooking

Flour,Grocery & Provision Business.

Me.
d.3m

PORTLAND, ME.

NIBBLE

Portland,

W. U. WOOD &

Maniiiacturcr ol Silver Ware,
Temple Street, first door from Congress Street

175

Closets, Copartnership
Hatha, Waah

janl5

—AND—

NO.

OF

NO. ISO FORK ST.,

Oold and Silver Plater

May 10—dly

!

FRANCIS O. THOMES,
GEORGE H. SMARDON.
Portland. March 1,1867.
d2w

tbelr

cealed

House, Ship and Parlor Stoves.

UNION STEEET.

NO. GG

Moulton

lrom

Exchange Street,

would invite the

genoral Jobbing

a

Store,

at New

ranged and set up in the best manner, and all orders
in town or country thithttillv cxccntcd.
Constantly on hand Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead
and Beet Pumps of all kinds.
Aiso, Tin Hoofing, Tin Conductor* aud

HE ARSON,

THOMES, SMARDON A CO.,

and Water

Pumps

\o.«i

copart-

a

of

name

for the purpose of transacting
business in

Me.

Warm, ('old and Shower
Bowls, Brass mid Silver Plated Cocks.
Every description of Water Fixture for Dwelling
Houses, Hotels and Public Buildings, Ships, etc., ar-

Nathan Cleaves.

n

CALVIN STOCKWELL.

TAILORS’ TBIIIllIinS, Arc.,

H U R

MAKES

STOCKWELL,

J. W.

Fine German,English and American Woolens,

workin that line done in the best manner.
BTAll kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

PORTLAND, M 3NE.
Office No. 30 Exchange Street,
Joseph Howard, jyDti

Law,

No. 113 Federal Street,
PORTLAND,
tcblSillm__
WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

P L IJ M

DOW’S,

54 l-'i (Jniou Mireet, Portland, Me., our authorized Agents. Orders left there or at the Factory
will receive prompt attention.

have this day formed

Solicitor of Patents,

Where they will be pleased to see all tlieir former
Customers and receive orders as usual.
augl7dtf n

GOOD THING.
If AN MON A

a

undersigned
under the firm
THEnership

—AND—

found in their

NEW BUILDINO ON LIME ST.,

Attorneys

at

KNOW it is

Samj »les can be seen at

Copartnership Notice.

Fcbgdtf_
GEO. S. NUTTING,

A. N. NOYES & SON,

State of New Yobe,
I__
City and Codnty of Albany, j as'
Albany, Feb. 21,1807.
Personallyappeared before me Adam Van Allen,
President, and li. M. Hamilton, Secretary, of the
above named Company, and made oath thattlie toregotng statement made by them is true to the best of

STORE,

NEW

mcli4dtf

(Opposite Foot of Chestnut,)
PORTLAND.

C. L. Quinbv.

Deane.

they

The undersigned having removed
street to their

29

Unadjusted Losses,.*11,775 00
A. Van Allen, President,
R. M. Hamilton, Secretary.

d3m

teb28 eodtf

Clnpp's Block, Kennebec Street)

Portland.

*532,701

REMOVAL!

ML.

Hriii.1.

LIABILITIES:

ITS Middle and 118 Federal Street*.
tebla

Tuesday Morning.

1806.

HARDWARE,

At JvING Ac OKXTKH’S,

Street,

These Pipes are altogether ahead of those made of
brick, because they are smoother, more dura*
ble, easily laid, and cheaper. They cost less
than hall as much as lead or iron, and do not rust or
corrode in any length ot time, but will deliver water
any distance, as pure and sweet as when it leaves
the fountain’s head.
Thev are used in New York City, Albany, Brooklyn, Hartford, Springfield, and many other cities,
towns and villages.
The Western R. It., Connecticut River, Rockvillo,
and Hartiord & Springfield Railroads use them for
cu verts, &c.
Justin Sackel t, Superintendent of Streets, Springfield, Mass.; ML ton A. Clyde, R. R. Contractor; Edwin Chase, Civil Engineer, Holyoke, Man*.; Daniel
Harris, Esq., Pres. Conn. R. R.; Sam’l Bowleg Esq.,
Smith & Wessop, Wasson & Co., Jessup & Laflin,
Paper Manufacturers, Westfield, Mass., among ma
ny others, can tell of its merits.
Engineers, Architects, Manufacturers and Business men who have used or seen this Pipe, adopt it,
tor

Spring-Beds, Mattresses, Pew Cushions,
No. 1 Elnpp’d Block-loot L'heMuui Street,

Dauforth

PORTLAND,

Mattocks,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,

(Successors to J. Smith & Co.)
IVIanutnclurcr of Ecathcr Helling.

W.

Portland Cement Pipe Works,

Charles P.

TVER,

II. M.BRE

sciiseoitg

—AND—

THE—

—AT

fine door above Brown.

,ial2dt f

no re its>

Comp’y,

assets:

Handled Table Cutlery.

Ivory

GENERAL

FLUMES, CHIMNEYS, WELLS, HOT and
COLD AIR FLUES, <£c.,

PRODUCE

Store

Bubbar aid

Y., Dec. 31,

Heal Estate,...$ 45 000 00
Bonds and Mortgages,. 169j875 00
Bank Stock,.
7,500 00
United Stales Securities. 227,472 00
Demand Loans wit h Collaterals,. 45,745 00
Cash on hand and in hands of Agents,_ 34,259 47
Accrued Interest,.
4,849 82

(12w#

J. SCHUMACHER,

Drug

manufacture and gale ot

!

money Drawers i

jraient

calibre from 3 to !M inches,

BLOCK.)

COLLINS, BLISS tk CO.,

PAINTER.

the

on

Of Albany, N.

SCALES

00,

FOR DRAINS, SEWERS, STENCH-TRAPS,MILL

Exchange Street, cor. of Federal,
ICLAPP’H

Oflco at the

In

and Counsellor at Law,

Attorney

carry

Commerce Insurance

STANDARD

HYDRAULIC CEMENT PIPE,

M. GIVEEN,

THOMAS

feb25

FRESCO

Will

AMMI SMITH,
_JOSEPH LOVETT.

leMM8m»

tlon.

C.

J. W. STOCKWELL &

57 Devonshire Street, Boston.

“Amusement*,’’

Copartnership

a

name

Portland.

TDK

OF

FAIRBANKS’

Sidewalk Light,
undersigned having formed
ot
under the iirm
THE

Patent

daily press.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION

REMOVAL!

Manufacturers of
the
year,

INSURANCE

REMOVALS.

CO FA KTNERS11IP.

cards.

SMITH A LOVETT,

published at

is

^THE

_buisness

e

was

Expected,” says:

We sympathise deeply with the Globe in
the sore disappointment it feels at the changes
that have been made at the eleventh hour in
the Quebec scheme of Coufederatiou. Some
of these, as it s'rows, are for the better, but
most of them, it thiuks, greatly for the worse,
and especially unjust to Canada West. On
this latter point lie is perfectly correct. Canada West, the only province which has been
heartily for Confederation, first and last, and
which may be called, if not the author of the
scheme, at all events its chief promoter, is
wiih singular unkindness wronged in a variety of points by the changes made in Loudon
with the sanction of her own delegates, Messrs
McDonald, McDougal, and Howland. The editor of the Globe's great object from first to
last was to exclude the French Canadians of
Lower Canada from any share in the management of the local affairs of Upper Canada,
and to keep their hands out of the pockets of
the Upper Canadian people; and, to attain
this, he cared not what became of the English speaking population of Lower Canada.
But these aspirations, for which he sacrificed
so much, and made others sacrifice so much,
have been disappointed,—and the log-rolling
and jobbing, which has had such a disastrous
effect on the Canadian legislation and Canadian finances, is to be continued,—doubtless to
the great satisfaction of all the trading politician class.
KEFOT5M.

Like the parent government Canada is and
long has been agitated by questions of

reform,
principal of which is that relating to the
basis of representation in the
provincial parliament. At present representation is not based on population,but the Eastern and Western divisions of the Province are allowed

the

by the connection of
upon
with the past. This is a connection
which
Tories would no doubt gladly obliterate if
they could. Oblivion of the past
grateful to a party which so far has been always in the wrong, and which has always
been obliged to succumb and see Reform
measeres carried out—even when it lias meanly endeavored to lighten the blow to its prestige: by stealing and passing those measures
which it bad opposed for years. Tory orators
and writers now glibly and hypocritically
prate about “those unfortunate sectional differences" which have so long distracted Canada. What were these (inferences, we should
like to ask? Were they not In a general way
founded on this one great grievance, viz.: the
denial to Upper Canada of an influence in the
Government proportional to her population
and the amount contributed by her to the Provincial chest? We scarcely recollect of any
complaints of injustice preferred by Lower
Canada; the, injustice was so palpably the
other way that such could not have been
maintained with gravity of face before the
Legislature. The differences are said now to
lie settled, and how? Why, by conceding to
Upper Canada in substance just what Reformers have so long struggled for, and which
was
so
long and obstinately refused to be
conceueu. Ana now aia tne struggle come to
be so protracted? Was it the opposition of
Lower Canada alone that did it? No, indeed!
it was that traitorous lew amongst us, who on
this question followed the lead of Mr. John A.
Macdonald, that arch betrayer ofUpjter Canadian interests, that held the balance against
ns, and protracted and embittered the struggle.
It is less upon Lower Canadians, who we may
say only iought for their own, than upon Upper Canadian traitors to homo interests, that
our reprobation must rest.
And now when
the battle has been fought and the victory
when
that
hated
won,
principle of Representation by Population, which the Attorney General again and again
declared to la; so
totally subversive of Biitish constitutional
Government that he would never assent to it,
hus been carr.ed, witli the approval, be it remembered, of a British Conservative Government—we are coolly asked to shake bauds and
be friends, and have no more party differences.
We venture to say that tho great body of the
people in Upper Canada will not so judge, and
that the men who have sacrificed our interests
in the past are not to lie chosen to look after
our interests in th e future.
Our people will,
we believe, refuse to reward
Tory politiciau
for services rendered against Upper Canada.
The past will not so readily la; forgotten as
those renegades to the trust reposed in them
affect to believe.

lihe
mS?'

On the same subject the IngersoU Chronicle
holds this language:
The prospect that Confederation will be carried in a few weeks is so great as almost to
amount to a certainty, and we naturally bethink ourselves of the elections to follow.—
There will, if Confederation be successful, be
two elections, one for members of the Federal
and another for members of the Local Parliament. The Federal elections, however, will
come first, and we
may bo in the midst of that
struggle in a very few weeks. That will be the
fiercest struggle ot the two, because it will to
some extent determine tho character of most
of the doubtful constituencies. Besides, it is a
foregone conclusion that the Reform party will
control the Local Parliament of Upper Canada, and our opponents will not make so hard a
fight over that as they will over the Federal
*
•
•
Parliament.
Tho
triumph of Reform principles which is involved in the success of Confederation is someof which Reformers may well bo proud.
thing
It will not soon be forgotten under what discouraging circumstances Reformers hare toiled for years in order to obtain Representation
by Population; and when at last victory is
with us, we need but little argument to induce
us to stand
by our colors. When there seemed the least prospect of success, few of our
party fell away, aud it is not likely that those
who stood firm under difficulties and defeats
are going to desert in the hour of success.—
Besides the preatige which the triumph of Representation by Population is sure to give the
Reformers as a party, the redistribution of
seats in Upper Canada must be another advantage. In place of 65 members, Upper Canada
will hereafter elect 82 representatives, and we
ought to elect by a larger majority under the
new than under the old arrangement ot constituencies.

One paragraph from the Brockville Recorder shall suffice under this head:
The present is the commencement of a now
in the political world ot Canada. There is
a prize to win, and we trust some little exertion will be made to win it. With no friends
in court, the
party is powerless. John A.’s
suckers are still hovering round, ready to
catch and gobble up office at all hazards. No
new
appointments, however, ought to be made
till the new Parliament meets. Then the battle will have been fought, and the Administration be in a position to deal with vacancies ina
more honorable and
independent spirit. An
honest Administration would act thus, alsuch
we
cannot
though
boast of at the present
time.
era

MADOC GOLD

MIKES.

The Globe'a correspondence from the gold
region of Madoc, some sixty miles from
Kingston and thirty from the line of the G.
T. railroad, gives a glowing account of the
prospects for rich digging, and says:
The report of Mr. Michel on the gold regions
of Madoc, will dissipate the doubts of those
who were not disposed to believe that gold existed

hero, and will help to confirm the belief
of those who from the first have been satisfied
that a new El Dorado had been discovered,
which would equal in richness those of California, of British Columbia, or ol Australia.
That report was based upon observations made
some two months since, and must be considered exceedingly favorable; but if Mr. Michel
were to revisit the gold region now, I am certain from the developments that have been
made since, he would be satisfied that the
successful results” he anticipated from further
explorations, would be more than realized.
MISCELLANEOUS.

The salt well at Goderich, on Lake Huron,
alter a brief stoppage, has been started with
better results than ever. The brine is said to
lie the iiest known on the continent, producing salt of the purest and whitest quality.
The brine as it conies from the well is suffici-

ently strong and
beef and pork.

pure to be used for

curing

The oil wells of Botliwell are nearly all
shut down, and at Petrolia, where the yield
may be increased to almost any extent, crude
oil is quoted at from 75 cents to $1 per barrel,
with little demand at these low figures.

The Government buildings at Ottawa are
to meet the new demands to
be made upon their accommodations by tbe
expected speedy consummation of tbe Confederation scheme.
The Canada papers record a full share of

being arranged

gallows,
outrages,” showing
which retgns there in all its vigor and tearinspiring terrors, does not prevent the frequent
outbursts of murderous passion any more
than tbe milder regime wbich obtains in
Michigan on one side and Maine en tlie
that the

“horrible

other.
The Rolling Mill at Toronto is about passing under the ownership of the G. T. Railway
Company. It is hoped when the Company
get lull control of the works they will have

fewer accidents in consequence of defective
rails.
William O. Browulaw.

Tin re are probably very few persons ol refined taste who would not find much to except
to in the speeches and writings of the distinguished gentleman whose uamc we have
placed at the head of this article. Of invective he is a perfect master; in bitterness his
soul is not deficient; of intense, burning hatred of enemies he is perhaps justly
suspected. At any rate, he will never be
to
sutler

martyrdom

likely

his love of enemies,
while the coals of fire that he would
heap upon their heads, would not be
half so likely to
melt and purify as to burn and
blister tbe
souls of those thus
for

scripturally baptized.

But while saying thus much
adverse to tlie
Governor of the first reconstructed rel>el
State, it should not be forgotten that he has
passed through an ordeal such as few men
have been subjected to, and that it he hates
rebels and traitors he does not do so without
oc-

Another Tennessee gentleman,
boastcupying high official position, has often
an
his
country,
for
ed of what he suffered
in his fawhile “swinging around tbe circle
last fall, he never
tal electioneering campaign
who had suffailed to bold himself up as one
for his devofered more than any other man
tbe
but
and
law;
suffering of
to
tion
liberty

excuse.

this latter gentleman seems always to have
been attended with perfect personal liberty,
with jierfect freedom from personal Injury,
and with a cash salary by no means to be despised tor its narrowness or lack of sustain-

ing

power.

Not so with Mr. Brownlow. From the
bosom of his family he was insultingly and
roughly torn by rebel enemies, thrown into a

dirty

and loathsome prison, subjected to inconceivable indignities, and daily and hourly
exposed to a revolting death, Irom which evils
and dangers he was telieved
only to suffer expatriation, to be thrust out from the home of
his choice, and to find his friends and a refuge
among strangers.
But it is of what Wii.liam G. Browniaw
has done for the Union cause, to restore h i
Sate to her normal condition in the Unit a,
to make her a free,
liberty-defending, democratic State, and to place her in harmony with
the genius of our institutions and the spirit of
tho
that
we
would speak at
age,
the present time. That much is due to his
personal efforts and his indomitable will in
producing the graud results achieved iu his
State, no one can doubt. He has proved a
man of iron will to do what Andrew Johnson
promised; to become both the Moses and tha
Joshua to a down-trodnen and oppressed race
to whom “a. J.”
proposed to be a Moses but
to whom he
only proved a Pharaoh. Suppose
Andrew Johnson instead of Mr. Bbowni.ow
had been the Governor of
Tennessee, and had
occupied that position for the last two years,
who believes Tennessee
to-day wtu’d be a restored State m the Union, that her freedomloving representatives would occupy seats in
the national Congress, and above all that the

loyal

negroes of the State

would now bo

clothed with all the rights of American citizens!
To Governor Bbowxi.ow is due a large
debt of gratitude from every loyal heart for
what he has done and what his State has become. He is one of the few men ot the South
who have tully “conquered their prejudices,’’
and accepted the doctrine of the Declaration of
Independence in all Its logical results.—
He isa tiue man, impetuous but honest; hotheaded, but clear in his head as he is hot; implacable in his hatred but faithful to his
frieuds and the right; the deadly enemy of
treason and traitors but the true Iriend ot tho
poor and unfortunate; coarse in s| leech, if you
pleace, but as forcible and truthful as he is
coarse; apparently vindictive towards enemies but as tender as a woman where
pity is
not weakness and forgiveness does not cease
to be a virtue.
All
low.

honor, then, to William G. BrownHad his spirit and will been exhibited

in the Executive chair of the

nation—his inflexible loyalty and determined purpose to
make treason odious and Unionism and liberty respectable—how different to-day would Iks
the condition of the South! What he has
done for one State might have been done for
eleven States, and the national Congress, no

longer vexed with questions of reconstruction, and composed of delegates fro* a part
of the States only, would be composed of full
delegations from all the States, laboring with
concentrated purpose to promote the material

prosperity of the nation, and to make liberty
and law, justice and equal rights the universal rule of action.
Aa 014 N|raai>h City.

g

A

correspondent of the Hartford Evening
Press very pleasantly describes some of tho
external characteristics of the old Moorish
town of Cordova:
The streets of Cordova are just wide enough
to admit of a person on oaoh side, and a donkey in the middle; but if the donkey has his
panniers on, man or beast must stop till the
other has advanced. When the water-carriers
pass, with thirteen little kegs tied in an uncomfortable manner about one mule’s body,
there is do resort for pedestrians except tho
door-ways ot the houses, and ho is dextrous
who always secures this retreat. The houses
themselves are like those everywhere in the
south of Spain, presenting no decorations of
any kind to the street—only whitewashed wall
and dark windows crossed by iron bars. In
toe principal piazzas we find, perhaps, balconies, but they are an innovation upon Spanish
architecture.
The street door
invariably
opens into a court, and around the court you
will find the front of the house. Beautiful'entrances and porticos, pillars and balconies,
statues and fountains, and not uncommonly,
frescoes will ornament the wal s; whfle even
the poorest house will have its clean-swept
pavement, its oleanders, palms and orange
grove.
The coutt is as much a part of the home as
the apartment itself; a place to be enjoyed in
the heat of summer, where the sun and tho
noise are alike shut out. There is something
that strikes one as decidedly sensible in the
taste which makes the habitable portion of the
house the most beautiful, and that does not
decorate front walls for the passer in the
street, while the back-yard, where tho children
play, is left desolate and neglected.
A little stroll through the streets—where, as
everywhere in Spain, the staring of the people
indicates how unusual is travel in that vicinity., and the traveller is regarded as an
object of curiosity and amusement
and
we find ourselves within the
market-place.
To readers of Don Quixote it is an intercstlng spot, and tho compass of a book would
hardly suffico for its description. ’Tis an immense square, surrounded
entirely by high
buildings, where the balconies, that originally
were crowded with the fairest dames and damsels of Cordova, gathered to see the entertainments of all kinds for which the
place was renowned, are thronged with unwashed children
or hung with
dirty clothes. There is left ono
little path for the water carriers, and the mules
that Dear away the refuse of the markets.—
—

.fvsiae

irom

tms tne

wnolc

ground

is

cov-

ere<! with the wares of the sellers—and I espied many a little group, that would have been,

indeed,

a

An old

stndyfor

a

painter.

with her snuff-box aud her
frame of blue and
yellow
herself and the eurtheii-waro
distributed in the most picturesque, if not in
most artistic
manner. Pomegranates
vied
with sweet potatoes, and great piles of oranges
lit up with gold a mosaic of onions, figs and
vegetables. To reach any special point you
must thread very earefully, winding in aud
out with dexterous skill and careTlest some
unfortunate move sweep aside some of the possessions, and you be instantly assailed with a
torrent of Hugo decidedly sharpened to your
eais. Even a foreigner can detect the tone of
abuse from petition! Over each little patch
sways the great straw covering, supported on
sticks, and a great cotton umbrella ot various
hues, (particularly red—a color in which they
delight), makes a protection over vegetables, or
a tent for repose.
Leaving aside (ho beggars,
less numerous here than about the mosque, it
was such a picture of lazy luxury, of
poverty
sweetened by contentment as is rarely seeu.
woman

knitting, set iu
crockery; both

The

a

Abaltwlrs ofEVrn York.

Evening Poet contains a description of the ucw abattoirs, three of which
are now nearly completed in that
city, and by
means of which it is hoped that the
many evil
effects arising from slaughter-houses, as at
present conducted, lying within the city
limits, may be to a great extent obviated.
The New York

The

new

fully put

system, wliicb has been most successin practice in some of the best regu-

lated cities of Europe, and especially in Paris,
is at present attracting deserved attention iu
New York. The Post remarks;
The difference between a slaughter-house
and an abattoir is very grest. An abattoir receives within its enclosure the live animal, and
sends forth nothing but the meat; all the rest
is retained, and is either preserved or utilized
and this is effected so promptly and thorough

ly

as

to

cause

no

offensive

odors—certainly

none that are allowed to escape in the external
air.
A slaugiitcr-houfte, on the other
hand, la a
distributor of bad odors; a
place where the an
lnaal is killed, and from which are sent forth all
the parts tor humau food to the
market, th«
hide to the currier or
tanner, the fat to the tallow Tenderer or
chandler, the feet to the glue
manufacturer, the bones to the button manniacturer or the manure maker, ihe entrails to
Uie offal dock, the blood to
the sugar refiner,
&c., &c. A slaughter-house is, in short, a distributer of unpleasant odors,
polluting the air
throughout the entire circle of its influence.
These various substances are usually carted
from these slaughter pens through the streets
of the city to different and widely distant parts
of the city, and each in turn becomes a nuisvarious*
ance and ground of complaint in the
which these subst c
modifications

through

pass.
The advantages of a
need
these evil, are avoided
■»
i W moan, »
out

Through
*

",
work oft

1'T

»hlc.h

•*>'

^
^Heved tha‘ th"

..hundred slaughter-houses now
e
be disposed of in
«■«**." a)]
eYiat nir in the city
establishment, going up. The
the th.ee new
account adds.

ration, of these establishment, are adselected. While they are sufficiently
of our city,
removed from the built-up portions
near the termini ot im•hey are conveniently
the
that
portant railroads ; so near, indeed, of the catpens.
tle oars are run to the very doors
on the river
They are situated immediately
bank, where can be disposed of wi thout ofience
the condensed odors and retUBe liquids of the
estabUshments The meat aud other product,
can ho conveyed to the cities of New York and
in
Brooklyn in properly constructed hargesi
lar*»e masses and at a nominal expense. For
the
meat
these
of
barges
may
the1conveyance
have the conveniences ot a refrigerator, keepof cold to
ing the temperature at any degree
suit the season; and while the meat can thu,
_.

idv

Iw* iii the market ready for Immediate use, it
au at tin* -aim* time* be ko preserved as to
it
uv
market for days or even weeks. The
hides or the rendered
conveyance ol the cured
or docks
tallow to any portion of the
around the city, can be accomplished for a nomton;
for
one-half the
inal price per
certainly
our present
slaughter-houses.
pre «*ut cost from
The hide- will be worth fifty cents each more
The tallow, if rendered
than at present.
while entirely fresh, by the present improved
methods, will be worth twenty-five cents additional on each bullock. The head meat will
command more ready sale, because it can bo
secured while
entirely fresh, and not, as at
present, be soiled and jammed by being carted
iu bulk three or four miles in
open carts. 4
same will he true of the offal; all of whjon
can and should be utilized before the
dec:
heat has even departed, certainly before
feet, tor conv
position commences. The are
worth fuii> ten
Intc isinglass, glue and oil,
as
cents per bullock more than when exposed
house.
at present in the slaughter
that
fn the whole country it
there are k'lled yearly about 5,500,000 neat catThe
one
abattoirs
year.
tle above the age ot
be hall employed
now constructed will hardly
But it is
in order to dispose of this number.
only reasonable to anticipate a very large inThe packing heretofore
crease of business.
done at Chicago, Milwaukee, Dubuque, Cleveland and many other points west will, to some
extent, be trausterred either.

shipping

^estimated
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of

ACT

AN

Uoncurniog Specie I'eymapU.
,
Authorizing the city of.*»d

ex

certain arnaunt ot money towards the putthe
ater Power within
chase and improvement of
its limits, ana tor other purposes.
of
construction
a Wharf !n the
To authorize the
town of Camden.
aited
b
Stales
ol
tlio
America the jurisTo code to
o« l and in tho
diction oi a parcel
city of Portland.
To make valid tho doings of the town of Limerick.
C.'ra'iiy
a“enament of the Constitution of
the Unucd States, proposed to the
legislatures of
the Bovirni htates by a resolution
adopted at the Hrst
session ol tlie diJUi
A. D.,
Es ntaaia Dam Company.
41
entitled an Act to
.1..

pend

a

1*60.

Congress,

ammSSF?** thf
t0JH1 A.ct
Log
A

^^ttawaurkeag

Companyan
lo

Incorporate

Driving Company.
^ucorP jrkte the Kennebec

incorporate tho Pietou

Mining Company,
lo legalize tho
doings of the town of Skowbegnn
at town
meetings held on the 24th day of March anti
0X1nth day of August, A. !>., 186C.
To authorize Robert Bogart, Henry Kelley and
Edward K. Kelley, to extend and build a Fish VN *®r
in Johnson's bay In the town of Lubec.
To Incorporate the Portland Institute and Public

Library.

To authorize Robert Hucklns to construct Fish
Wiers In .Johnson’s bay In Lubec.
To incorporate Paris Lodge No. 94 ol Free anti
Accepted Mas 3ns.
maintenance of
Authorizing the construction and
a wharf in Augusta.
in the town
wharf
a
Authorizing the building ol
..

_

°^For<the>protection

of trout in Cathance Lake.
To change the name of Waterville College.
To increase the salary of the Judge of Probate for
the county of Sagadahock.
To incorporate tlio Saco Water Power Machine

Shop.

incorporate the Castine Brick Company.
To incorporate the York Institute.
To authorize the construction of a Marine Railway
at Tennant’s Harbor in the town of St. George.
To incorporate the Equal Rights
Mining Company.
To amend an act entitled an Act to
prevent the
destruction ot 11 sli in the East
Machlas waters, approved February 13,1833, chapter 320, Special Laws.
To change the name of the Portland and Machlas
Steamboat Company, and to increase the
capital
stock of the same.
To incorporate the Merchant Exchange Company
of Portland.
To Incorporate the Newport
Manufacturing Comao

‘ft'he 1'birty-uialb Congress.

Chat the Congress whose life lias just expired has some sins, both of omission and commis-

sion,

to answer

for,

disposed to
important question

are

we

doubt

not

On more than one
we dare say, to realize the expectations of those who gave it life and power; on
others it may have shown too much readiness
to listen to influences by which true statesman-

it has

failed,

never he swerved.
But after all the drawbacks upon its merits
are set forth, there remains much in the action
of the 39th Congress to challenge the admira-

ship should

tion

of every
patriot,
in the fairly chosen

dence
tree

and

and to

inspire confirepresentatives of a
intelligent people.
true

Never since the institution of the Government has a Congress been called to act upon
more vital issues, or under circumstances in
unfavorable to the strictfidelity
principle and the popular sentiment whoso rising tide brought its majority
into power. From its first official assembling
the 39tli Congress found itself confronted by an
some

respects

est

more

to

Executive elected by the very States and the
very men by whom its own members were
<
looted; elected, too, on the same issues and
pledged to carry out the same great principles.
Tins Executive,—proving lalse to all ins

pledges, recreant

principle of the parhim,—accidentally brought

to

every

ly which elected
into power by the knife of the assassin wielded in the interest of an expiring rebellion,
from the very start undertook the formidable
task of forestalling the legitimate action of

Congress, usurping its functions, and assuming
dictatorial powers, and to this end he allied
liimsell with those whom he had fought for
four years, closeted himself with men lresh
from the rebel service, and called around himself all the odds and ends not only of the
Southern rebellion hut of the Noithern
wing ot the rebel army. With a Cabinet,
many of whose members were as unscrupulous
uud treacherous as himself, he commenced a
regular system of bribery in distributing offi-

regulate the taking of fish in the Damariscotta
river.
To make valid the doings of the town of Palmyra
relating to school districts.
To establish the Salary of Register of Probate for
the county of Penobscot.
To authorize certain towns to grant aid in the construction and completion of the Dexter and Newport Railroad.
To authorize Patrick Galise, David L. Brown and
James Whelan to build Fish Wiers within certain
limits in West Quoddy
bay.
To incorporate the Lewiston Equitable Co-operaTo

tion

Society.

Granting'additional powers

to

the Kennebec Com-

pany.

amend Sec. 1, chapter 91 of the Revised Statutes relating to Chattel mortgages.
To graut authority to Edmund Leighton t0 build
Fish Wiers in Pigeon HU1 Bay, Steuben.
To provide a mode of estimating and securingdamages on the location ot telegraph lines.
Granting authority to William Phelps, Jeremiah
Kennedy and George Millholland, to construct and
maintain Fish Wiers in West Quoddy bay, Lubec.
Ceding jurisdiction to the United States over a
site tor a Military Asylum for disabled Volunteer
io

Soldiers.

10 amend

cnapier my oi the Bubiio Acts ol 1804
legalizing the doings of West Bath.
Bela ling to Judicial Proceedings.
To incorporate the Casco Paper Company.
To authorize the inhabitants of the town of Hartlord to aid in the construction of a Bailroad to Centre Hartford.
To incorporate the Valley Cemetery Company of

Greene.
To
To

incorporate

incorporate
pany.

the Button Wood Peat Company.
the Temisconata Pine Land Com-

To amend an act
the city of Augusta.

entitled An Act to incorporate

To incroase the Capital Stock of the Lewiston
Steam Mill Company m Lewiston*
Vo establish the Salary of the J udge of Probate for

Androscoggin County.

To make valid the doings of the Town Officers of
the town of Baldwin,
To amend chapter 132 of the Revised Statutes relating to the proceeding! of Magistrates in Criminal

Oases.
in addition to

an act to incorporate the Oriental
Powder Company, approved Feb. 2.1859.
To amend chapter 260 of the Public Laws of 1863
entitled an act for the establishment of Normal

Schools.

Authorizing the Assessors oi Sherman to exempt
cial patronage to those, above all others, who
from Taxation a certain Grist Mill in that town.
To incorporate the Binkley Knitting Machine Co.
would prove false to the people and become
Additional to chapter 12 of the Revised Statutes in
the supporters of his own treacherous course.
relation to Parishes, Religious Societies and
Meeting
The Senator or Representative who would thus
Houses.
To incorporate the Ne Plus Ultra Collar Co.
forswear himself and prove the tool of the acTo amend chapter 6 of the Public Laws of 1866 recidental President, could become the dispenser
lating to Executors and Administrators.
To provide for recording the description of Buryof patronage throughout his district, and al- !
ing Grounds and of Deeds of Lots therein.
to throughout his State,provided he alone of the
To authorize Sidney R. Smith and others to erect
Wiers in the Carrying Place Cove in Lubec.
representatives ot such State proved false to the Fish
To amend chapter 56 of the Revised Statutes of
party to whom he owed his election. The this State in relation to Libraries of Charitable and
Benevolent Societies.
course of Senators Dixon of Connecticut, CowTo authorize a ftrrtbcr extension of ths Androscogan of Pennsylvania and Doolittle of Wisconsin,
gin Railroad.
To
author ze the Leeds and Farmington Railroad
and the manner in which they were taken into
the inner sanctuary of Executive confidence
anil favor, show plainly enough how strong
the temotation which members were called upon to resist in order to maintain their integrity

to make

in

a

lease,

an

1 tor oilier purposes.

To incorporate the Dirigo Business College located
Augusta.
To incorporate the CUv of Saco.
To incorporate the Houlton Branch Railroad Com-

pany.
in relation to Fish Wiers on the flat
and Little Deer Island.
To incorporate the Dirigo Sewing

between Great
and to triends.
Machine ComIn view of the considerations and facts here
pany.
10 make valid the doings of the town of Otisfield.
suggested, we insist that the 39th Congress
To unite the Maine Baptist Convention with the
contained a vastly larger proportion of men ol
Maine Missionary Sooietv.
unbending integrity than has been usual in
To incorporate the North American Petroleum
Company.
such bodies, when more than two-tliirds of the
To authorize L. G. Pliiibrook and others to build a
whole, for two long years, withstood all the
wharf in the town oi Sedgwick.
To set off Rufus Stowell and others from the South
hlai dishments of Executive ftivor, and fought I
Paris VII age Corporation.
shoulder to shoulder for the Right, ior equa’
To amend section 1 of chapter 24 of the Public
justice to all men, for making treason odioufi Laws of 1808.
the surrender of the Charter of the MaAccepting
and for keeping the control of the nation in
chine Water Power and Mill Company.
To authorize Joseph T. Grant and another to exthe hands of its loyal citizens. We do not hestend their wharf in the town of EUswortu.
itate to say that, in our judgment, no Congress
To amend an act entitled An Act to amend former acts o Incorporate the Penobscot, Lin oln and
elected by the Democratic party for the last
K nnebec Railroad Company, approved March 21,
quarter of a century, would have so held out

nysrineiple

under similar
tuch Congress

circumstances;
any
majority if not a two-thirds
majority, could have been bought up with onehalf the patronage vainly employed by Anthat with

a

1364.
To make valid the doings of School District No. 2,
in Frankiort.
Additi nal to an act additional to an act to incorporate the city ot Bangor.
Additional *to An Act to incorporate the Ticonic

Water Power Manufacturing Company, approved
drew Johnson to corrupt the members of the
i'eb. 7, 1866.
To make valid the doings of the town of Frank39th Congress. Thanks to their integrity the I
fort.
nation is yet safe, and a corrupt and treacherTo amend An Act to incorporate the Skowhcgan
Hall Association, approved Ja*i. 23, 1816
ous Executive has found himself unable to reof an act to encourAmendatory and
store rebels to power, to
consign the loyal men age Manufactu es. explanatory
of the South—white as well as colored—to the
Authorizing the construction of a wharf into tide
waters at Sabbath Day Harbor in the town of Islestender mercies of men fresh from the massaboro
cre of Fort Pillow, the
a ltborizing tho town of Wiscasset to
of
Union
soldispose of
starving
certain Public Landin^wiu said town.
diers at Audersonville, and other atrocities too
Authorizing the re-assesement ot certain taxes in
numerous to mention.
the city of Calais.
A full measure oi
To authorize the town of Wiscassot to
layout a
praise and honor, then, to the recently-expired street
over Tide Waters.
39th Congress.
To authorize John Mclntire to extend a wharf iulo the Tide Waters of Camden Harbor.
the location of WIscasset bridge, and to
j To change
An Important Call.
provide that the same may be made a free bridge.
To
the Proprietors of the Plummer
incorporate
Ou this page will be found a call lor a meetMarsh.
To Incorporate the Kenuebec Land and Lumber
ing of citizen*, signed by the Mayor and other
Co.
distinguished gentlemen, to take into considerAdditional to An act to authorize the town of
ation the question of raising funds to purchase
Wis asset to aid in the construction of the Kennebec
and
Wiscasset Railroad and the several act9 revising
food ior our destitute and starving fellow-citiof the South, It is hoped this call may
be generally heeded by our citizens, particular,
ly those who have abundance, aud who cau
well afford to part with a portion ol that abundance for the relief of suffering humanity.
The South is uow suffering trom the dire
effects of a long and devastating war, and we
are not to shut our eyes to their necessities and
allow them to perish because the war was one
of their own choosing. They have been subdued on the field of strife, and now while “the
zens

wolf is at their doors,” as God grant he may
be at ours, we can do nothing that will
more surely tend to subdue all remnants of a
rebellious spirit, aud make them feel their comnever

mon

brotherhood with

Northern people,
than listening to their cry of distress, and with
ready hands and willing loving hearts contributing to their necessities. As Beecher has well
said, there is no constitutional law against the
the exercise of love, while practical love and
kindness constitute not only the least expensive hut the most profitable investment possible for sinful mortals to make. Impressed with
this feeling, and with a desire to benefit our

suffering fellows,
by

a

our

let the call referred to be met

general and generous response.

The G abdinfr “Banner."—We are request-

ed to state by
Engineer Townsend, of Washington Fire Company, No. 4, of Gardiner, that
a
misunderstanding has arisen as to the company s having requested the City Government
of Portland to furnish them with a
banner, to
replace the one lost by the fire In this city on
the 4th of July last. It will be recollected that
No. 4 came to this city ou that
occasion, and
rendered good service. Our
City Council recently voted on said request to furnish them a

handsome banner. But it now appears, by Mr.
Townsend’s statement, that no such vote, making tho .request, was passed by the Company,
and thus the matter ends just where it begun.
We trust no injury will arise to the
by this misunderstanding.

Company

Hancock.
Authorizing the Vniversallst Church in Augusta
to hell its church and lot.
To make valid the doings of 9chool District No. 7,
in the town of Parkman
To make valid the doings of the Universalist Meeting House Corporation ot Lewiston.
To incorporate the Web ter Trotting Park Association.

To make valid the doings of the Pearl Street Universalist
of Portland.
To mak# valid certain doings of tho city government of the city of Bath, A.
186C.
Permitting Assesors of Plantations organized for
election purposes to establish a basis on which school
money may be raised in such
To make valid the doings of the town of Kendnskeag in voting to exempt certain property in said
town from taxation tor the term of three years.
Additional to incorporate tho Augusta Ace Bridge

Society

6.,

plantations.

Company.
To incorporate the Portland and Ogdenshurgh
Railroad Company.
To authorize the First
Congregational Society of
Orono, to move, alter and repair their meetinghouse.
To fix tha salary of the Adjutant General of
Maino.
To incorporate the Trustees of the Norridgewock
High School.
To authorize the Kennebec and W iscasset Railroad Company to unite with the Knox and Lincoln
Railroad Company.
To authorize the P. S. 6t P. Railroad Company to
aid the construction of the
European <Jfc North
American Railway.
To authorize certain persons to extend and maina wharf In Rockport harbor, in the town of

tain

Camden.

Granting authority

Oliver M. Reynolds to construct wharves or wiersin Lubec.
To incorporate the Matinicus Wharf and Dock
to

Company.

To make valid the doings of the town of Fort
Fairfield.
To amend chapter 41 of tho Public Laws of 1866,
relating to salary of County Attorney for the county
of Knox.
Authorising Samuel B. Locke, John Locke, and
Charles R. Locke to maintain a dam and sluice
across the Lower Koazar river in the town of Lovell
and establishing the rates of toll for slipping lumber
through the same.
To annex Ssrstield Plantation to the town of Fort

Fairfield.
To authorize Samuel McDougal and James Race
to extend their wharf in the town of Bootlihay.
To change the State valuation of the town of

Chelsea.
Relating to hills of Exchange.
To incorporate the Homeopathic Medical Society.
To incorporate the Camden Village corporation.
To incorporate the Turner and South Hartford

Cemetery

I'oultrniHliou* anil Krjrvlienn.

Among the acts of the Senate, before adjournment on Sunday, nut heretofore given in
our columns, we note
the following confirmations in this State:
Gideon Mayo, Pension
Agent at Bangor;
John H.Rice, Collector of
Customs at Bangor;
Jeremiah Fenno, Collector of
Internal Revenue
in the 4th district; James H.
AsChamberlain,
sessor of Internal
Revenue, in the 5th district
Among the rejections were Ehen F Pillsbury, Pension Agent at Augusta; Charles P
Kimball, Surveyor of Customo at this city.
Every Saturday, for March 9th, contains
Mr. John Stuart Mill’s Glasgow address on

“The Study of Languages”; the conclusion of
the lively jeu d’esprit, “A Girl at a Railway
Junction’s Reply”; an extract from Mr. Hepworth Dixon’s “New America,” containing
some speculations on the “Four Races of the
New World"; an interesting account of|the
duel between Lord Byron—not the poet, but
his great uncle—and Mr. Chaworth; and continuations of “Silcote of Silcotes,” and “Black

Sheep."

Au,lrew
Hunter, elected United
States Senator from
Arkansas, declines on
ground that ho cannot accept without
injury
to the church of which he is
a member

—^onJ,

-In answer to various
inquiries, Governor
Aiken authorizes the Charleston
Mercury to
that
no arrangements whatever
say
have vet
been made for the distribution of the
Peabody
fund among the several States. A
meeting of
the trustees will he held this moth.
Each
Stato will be allotted its
quota, and all

site organization will be perfected.

and amending the same.
To Incorporate the Monroe Trotting Park Company.
To incorporate the Dex er Savings Bank.
Granting to Hansom B. Abbot the right to establish and maintain a Ferry between Sullivan and

requi-

Co.
To amend former acts to set off certain lands trom
the town of Frankibrt and annex the same to the
town of Monroe.
To incorporate the West Bangor and Herrnon Mu*
tual Fire Insurance Co.
To set off a portion ot the farm of Arthur Max wall
from the towns of Litchfield and Wales and annex
the Eauie to the town of Webster.
To incorporate the Androscoggin Water Power

Co.

To make valid
doings of the plantation of Van
Bursa.
To incorporate the Narragansett Manutactnriug
and Trading Company.
To increase the Capital Stock of the Damariscotta
Manufacturing Company.
To amend the charter of the Cape Elizabeth Steam
Ferry Company.
To incorporate the Portland Stone Ware Company.
To incorporate the Bangor Oil Company.
To incorporate the Maine Shipbuilders* and Ship
Owners’ Association.
To incorporate the town of Glen wood.
Creating the Oxford Village Corporation.
To make valid the doings of the town of Richmond
and to authorize said town to issue its bonds,
in addition toan act
to incorpora, e tho August
Das L ght Company.
To authorize John F.
Gilkey to extend a wharf into the tide waters in Camden Harbor.
T > provide in part for the
expenditures of government.

incorporate the Hollis Manufacturing Company.
To amend chapter 92 of the Public Laws of 1*59,
relating „o the annual distribution of school blanks.
To increase the
salary of the County Attorney for
the county of Aroostook.
Additional to an act entitled “an act to incorporate
the Monmouth Mutual Fire Insurance Company,”
approved March 18, 1836.
To amend section 52 of chapter 11 of tho Revisod
Statut s, relating to Superintendent ot Schools.
Authorizing the town of Houlton to aid in the construction of tile Houlton Br nch Railroad.
To farther limit the Jurisdiction ot tho Municipal
Courts of the city of Biddeford.
To incorpora e the Quantabacook Water Company.
To amend section 12 chapter i of the Revised Statutes, relating to Elections.
Additional t, an act to incorporate the Penobscot
Mill Dam Company
Extending the time within which certain Banks
shall redeem their bills,
To set off a part of the town ot Frankfort and annex the same to the town ol Winterport.
lo

’"to authorize
Westbrook,

school Jietriot No. li"

to raise
an act

money for a
entitled An act to

Qtown

of

si^oculiouse.
incorporate
Passadumkeag

**

Defining the ownership of down timber.
To change the names of certain persons.
To set off the town of Plymouth from the West
Penobscot Agricultural Society and annex the same
t» the North Waldo Agricultural Society,
For the protection oi trout In Grand Lake Stream.
To incorporate the Shapleigh and Acton Agricultural Soclty.
Granting certain powers to the Baptist Society
in
J
Berwick.
To incorporate the Casco Mills.
To Incorporate the Lockwood Mills.
To incorporate the Knox Fire Insurance
Company.
To incorporate the Madawaska Mills.
authorize Ruel Philbrick to extend a wharf into
4lj°
tide waters of Camden Harbor.
To provide uniformity in the taxation of
legal coats
by the Clerks of the Courts In this State.
To incorporate the Boston and Saco Steamboat

Company.
To Incorporate the

town of Mars Hill.

To authorize the tow n of Winn to exempt certain
property from taxation.
To authorize James C. Storer, Samuel T. Cleveland, Joshua P. Slmonton and John M. Simon ton to
extend a wharf into tide waters in Camden Harbor.
To auncx the town Of Danville to the town ot Auburn.
To amend an act to incorporate the city of Lewiston.
To incorporate

the Farmington and Strong Tele-

graph Company.
To amend tie charter of tbe New Sharon Water
Power Company.
Additional to “An act regulating the taking ot alewives in the Damarisrotta river.”
To change the names of certpin persons.
To incorporate the Trustees of the Augusta

Acad-

emy.

incorporate the Maine Dental Society.
To Incorporate tbe Masonic Trustees of Portland.
To protect the rights of Indians of the Penobscot
To

Tribe

certain Islands.
To establish the salary of the
to

Androscoggin County.

County Attorney

for

make valid the doings of tbe town ot Milo In
voting to exempt certain property in said town from
taxation for the term of ten years.
To incorporate the Saco ana Biddeford Shipbuilding
To

Cnmpany.
To make valid tho

doings of Municipal officers and
Superintending School Committees of the to*»n ot
Cornish, and to establish the limits of school districts
therein.
To authorize the Selectmen of the town of Harpswell, or the County Commiseioners of the County of
Cumberland to lay out a highway over tide woters.
To incorporate the
Skowhegan Gas Company.
To establish the salary of the Judge of Probate for
the county of Cumberland.
To incorporate the Nahmakanta Dam Company.
To extend the corporate powers of the President,
Directors and Company of the Alfred Bank.
For the protection ot fish In the Maguerrawock or
Beaver Lakes.
To amend chapter 67,
utes. relating to tolls

bolting grain.

section 6, of the Revised Statfor grinding, cleansiug and

To incorporate the Mousam Manutacturieg Com-

pany.
io incorporate

rne

norm

Anson ana

axowuegan

Telegraph Company.
To inkorporate the Maine Building Block Co.
To incorporate the Biddeford and Saco Railroad
Co.
To make valid the doings of the town of Springheld.
Relating to the Thomaston Academy.
To extend the charter of tl»e Thomaston Bridge Co.
To incorporate the Kittery Marine Rail way Co.
Giving to Woodland Plantation authority 'to raise
money for the repairs of ways and Bridges,
Additional to incorporate the Augusta Hotel Association.
To amend an act to authorize John Mclntire to
extend a wharf in the town of Camden, approved
Feb. 8,18C7.
To authorize the First Parish in Falmouth to sell
and convey certain lands.
To amend section 61 of chapter 11 of the Revised

Statutes, relating to raising money In plantations
lor building school houses and for school purposes.
Relating to the Reports of Railroad corporations

and Insurance companies.
To establish a Municipal Court in the city of Saeo.
Additional to chap. 140 of the Revised Statutes, relating to the State Prison.
Additional to and to collate certain provisions of
former acts relating to tho Kennebec & Wiscasset
Railroad Company, and to amend the same.
To amend an act to incorporate the Pictou Mining
Company, approved Jan. 22, 1867.
To amend section 6 of chap. 135 of the Revised
Statutes, relating to removing convicts from the
county Jail to the State Prison.
To make valid the doings of school district No. 4,
In Richmond.
To amend section 142 of chap. 6 of the Revised Statutes, relating to collection of taxes in incorporated

1

To enable the city of Portland to aid In rebuilding
said citv.
To amend chapter 34 of the Revised Statutes relating to Auctions and Auctioneers.
To make valid the doings of the proprietors in the

Harmony Village Meeting House Parish.
Relating to fees of Sheriffs and their Deputies and

Constables.

Establishing the times ot holding the
ot the Supreme Judicial Court.

several terms

For the Incorporation of the Pembroke Shipbuilding Company.
Authorizing the employment of Stenographers to
report proceeding in the Supreme Judicial Court.

Defining a

mutual and open account current.

Additional to an act incorporating the Cushnoc
Manufacturing and Water Power Company.
Relating to the testimony ot persons taken in the
trial of civil causes who have since deceased.
Authorizing any city or town in tbe State to raise
money to aid in the construction of any railroad In
this State.
To amend chapter 50 ol the Public Laws of 1866,
so as to allow to County Clerks a compensation tor
services rendered under said statute.
To Increase the salary of the Governor.
To authorize the city ot Bangor to aid in the construction of a railroad into Piscataquis county.
To revive and extend the charter of the Bangor and
Piscataquis Rail road Company.
To incorporate the Webster Fire Insurance Co.
To incoiporate the B.lfast and Moose Head Lake
Railway Company.
Authorizing the sale of the Free Will Baptist Meeting House in the town of Readfleld.
To incorporate the Winterport Railroad Co.
To amend chapter 47 ofthe Revised Sta. utes relating
to Banks.
To amend

section 105 of chapter 82 ot Revised Statrelating to proceedings In court.
Additional to chapter is of the Revised Statutes,
relating to Ways.
To incorporate the Eagle Sugar Refinery.
utes.

To accept the surrender ofthe charter of the Plscataqua Fire and Marine Insurance < ompany.
To provide for the incorporation
ofMlning Cos.
To make valid the doings of tbe town of Machine in
voting bounty to their soldiers.
Authorizing the town of Richmond to aid in the
construction ofthe Knox and Lincoln Railroad.
To amend an act entitled An Act to amend former
acts to incorporate the Penobscot, Lincoln and Kenuebec Railroad Company, approved March
21, 1864.
To renew the Charter of certain Banks.
To t>xteud the Charter of the Thomaston Marine
and Fire Insurance
To amend an act entitled An Act to enable tbe
city
of Portland to aid in lebuilding the said city.
For the assessment ofa State tax for the year
1867
J
to
32.
amounting
$967,201
Providing for the taxation ofthe property and stock
ol Natiional Banks and Banking Associations in this

Company.

State.
To provide for the inspection of petroleum and
and burning fluids, and to regulate the manufacture and sale thereof.
To provide for the restoration ofthe records of the
Court of Probate for the county of Cumberland.
To Incorporate the Knox Agricultural and Horticultural Society.
To provide in part for the expenditures of Governcoal oil

ment.

To provido for a State Police In certain cases.
Granting authority to St. Stephen's Parish in Portland to convey land where their church formerly

stood.
Additional to and amenditory of chapter 38 of tho
Laws of1858 for the suppression of drinking houses

tippling shops.

of charter 33 of the Laws of 1858 for
tho suppression of drinking houses and tippling

Amendatory

shops.

Additional to chapter 11 ofthe Revised Statutes relating to building ol‘school houses.
To exempt from taxation the capital stock of certain Railroad Companies for a term of years.
To ascertain the will of the people concerning the
sale ofintoxicating liquors.
Authorizing the town of Newport to take stock in
the Newport Manufacturing Company.—307.
RESOLVES
Relative to the restoration of Sea Fish to the rivers
and inland waters of Maine.
Authorizing the Land Agent to convev a lot of
land to James McKeon.
In favor of
Henry M. Harlow.
Authorizing the Land Agent to convey a lot of land
to Rodney C. Barker.
In favor of William Glidden.
In <avor of Rufus Mclntire.
In favor ofthe town of Webster.
For the payment of lost Bonds, Coupons and other
State securities.
In favor of the Chicago Historical Society.
In favor of Peol Mitchel Francis.
Relating to the distribution of the Adjutant Generals Report for 1864 and 1865.
In favor of the town of Kennebunk.
In relation to the distribution ot Public Documents.
In favor of James Merrill.
In lavor of the town of Chelsea, in the
county of
Kennebec.
Authorizing the Land Agent to apply the proceeds
trom sales of certain lands in Sherman
upon tho

roads in said town.
In favor of Francis
Susup.
In favor of Sabuttus
Lewey.
In tavor of the Penobscot
tribe of Indians.
Relative to the
interests of Maine.
In favor of George W.
of
Quinbv,
In tavor of the town of Trescott. Augusta.
Amending resolve entitled “Resolve In aid of building a bridge over Aroostook River at Fort Fairfield."

Shipbuilding

In favor of Increase Blako.

Boots and

Vicinity,

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Shoes-®. E. Moseley &

Co.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Festival and Promenade Concert.
Portland Society of Natural
History.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT
COLUMN.
c. M. A.—Stated
JJr
Meeting.

Boots and Shoes—Tyler, Lamb & Co.
Removal—Stephen dale

States

t'onimi.elont r'a t'turl.
CLIFFORD, ESQ., COMMISSIONER.
Monday.-.Michael Burke was
arraigned before
the Commissioner on two eomplaints, one for assaulting Melville D. Haines, mate of brig Minnie Miller,
<n the harbor ofMatanzas, on the 1st of
February,
with a dangerous weapon, with intent to commit
murder: the other for assaulting the mate with Intent to commit mayhem.
The prisoner was a seaman onboard tho said vessel'
Messrs. Howard &
Cleaves appeared for him, and G. P.
Talbot, United
States District Attorney, for Government. After examination, the Commissioner decided to hold the
prisoner in the Bum of $1000, to appear at the April
term of the United States Circuit Court.
Failing in
bail he was committed.
WM.

H.

T* the Citizens of Portland.

The undersigned respectfully request your
attendance to-day at 11.30 A. M., at the Merchants’ Exchange, to take into consideration
the subject of raising funds to purchase food
for our destitute and starving fellow citiiens

Commissioners to locate grants and determine the
extent ot poseeesory claim* under the late treaty
with Great Britain.
Granting the Penobscot Tribe of Indians authority
to lease their lands.
For the purpose of carrying Into effect chapter 334
of the Be solves of 1864, In thvor of Westbrook S minary.
In thvor of Joint Standing Committee on
Military
Allairs.
°f Jolat 8undin* Committee on
Military

South.

Stevens, Mayor.
Herskt, President Board Trade.

Eben Steele.

L

Washburn*,

Jb.

Woodbuby Davis.
S. E. Spring.
Jonas H. Pebley.

flairs™

Belatlng to the appropriation for the State Library.
Additional to a resolve approved Feb. 23, 1866, in
aid of the State Normal School at Farmington.
In aid of the Canada road.
in aid of opening and repairing the road leading
from Patten to Township No. 6, R. 7.
In favor ol the State College ol Agriculture and
the Mechanic Arts.
In aid of the road leading from Letter E plantation
to Sandy River Pond, in the county of Franklin.

municipal election yesterday was one of
the most quiet we ever witnessed. With the
exception of two Wards, in which the Demo-

road.

ing,

Municipal Election.
Our

crats made some efforts to get out their voters:
there waa nothing dono to get up voters. The
weather was unpleasant, snowing in the morn-

Laying a tax on the several counties in this State.
Authorizing repairs upon the Houlton and Baring
Authorizing

sey.

a

and drizzling in the afternoon. Voters
came to the polls or stayed at home,
just as
suited them best.
The result is just what we anticipated—a

conveyance of land to H, B. Hus-

Authorizing the Land Agent to remit certain
tling duties in favor of Elbridge Knight.

set-

In favor of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company.

thorough sweep

in all the Wards from 1 to 7,
iwiauuK iu in* uistriDuuon oi me Report oi toe
and au increased majority for Mayor Stevens
of
Adjutant General Maine for 1866.
I over tho vote of last year. The vote is not so
To reduce tbe valuation of the city of Portland.
In favor of Marv Pomeroy of Hampden.
heavy by some five hundred us it was a year
Relating to tbe defiance of the State of Maine.
ago, but the majority for Mr. Stevens is 233
Relating to State Arms.
I larger than it was then.
Relating to Reconstruction.
In flavor of the State Reform School.
The majority for Judge Kingsbury, forjudge
In fhvor of Henry Freethy.
In fhvor of Elizabeth Foster of Littleton.
of the Municipal Court, will vary but tew
In favor of East Maine Conference Seminary.
votes from that of Mayor Stovens.
Providing for a Hydrographic Survey of the rivers
of the State.
The Union Republicans have elected every
In favor of Stevens & Sayward.
To carry into effect chapter 284 of the .Resolves of officer in every Ward, leaving not even a constable to the Democrats.
1864, in favor of Bates College.
In favor of State Prison.
The following are the returns, the Island
Of sympathy with the Cretans In their struggle for
votoTiot having been received:
Independence.
In fhvor of William W. Qnimby of Bucksport.
Volf for tinier.
In fhvor of Adam Richardson.
•
1866.
1861.
Relating to the assassination of John King Robinat
Salt
Lake
son,
City.
YJ
X
’Ji
T.
J:
V.
In tavor of Abbot Cushman.
®
n>
o
p*
p*
5»
»
In fhvor of the Eastern Normal School.
2
b
2
I
3
3
a
Ward*.
5
5
In favor of the State Normal School at FarmingS
®
<n
1
5
»
T.
ton.
«
on
P)
pn
Authorizing a temporary Loan.
To aid in the repairs ot certain roads and bridges
1
212
129
40
292
97
In this State.
2
224
136
7
174
107
1
In relation to Bliss's new Decimal System of
3
343
96
23
196
32
4
229
140
28
Weights, Measures and Currency.
210
64
5
308
120
30
Authorizing the completion of the State Map.
310
136
In favor of Charles A. Luce and Charles B. Sea6
357
158
23
309
137
1

j
j

^telatlve to the assumption

by the State oi tho
War Debts.
in relation to the
compensation of the two temporary clerks employed In the Secretary of State’s
office during the nresent session of the Legislature.
Relating to the
History of Maine.
In fhvor of the Insane
In tavor of the destitute orphans of the soldiers
and seamen ot the late war.
Relating to the pay ot the private Secretary of the

Municipal

7

Islands,

324
32

137
18

399

sick

171

library, &c.

He had to

Pure

which Col. A. W.
the orator of the

Bradbury
owning.

934

Cl TIT

192

1880

744

2

A

a

Irrilnli.il sf Ike Lunge,

and patriotic suggestions. His allusion to his old friend and
teacher, Gov. Chamberlain, and his easy transition from the staid walks of academic life to
the martial field, his
quiet return and subsequent transfer to the chair of State, wearing
the robes of office as
gracefully as ha had
those of literature, was
very fine, and received
with the warmest applause. We wish wc had

•r

HAVING

For

IN BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

Eassed

Baptist Society $4500; Lorenzo Taylor $2200;
Moses B. Nickerson $1700; John H. Williams
$1100; Mr. Hatch $825; George Waterhouse
$1100; John E. Donnell $450.

THOCHE8

Moderator—Jonathan

on

“STRUMATIC

and beautiful locomotive named "Renwiok,"
built at the Taunton Locomotive Works, for
the Bangor and Oldtown railroad.
Wabd 7.—The vote in this Ward for Aiderfollows: Ambrose Giduings, 382;
William H. Clifford, 188.

SALTS!**

CO.’S

mar2d&wlw

Make

Your

NO

pair.
hour* notice.

SWEET,

Own

Soap

point to FELLOW’S
the most pertect remINTESTINAL

troublesome pests,

Manufacturing

After years of careful
experiment, success
has crowned our efforts, and we now ott'or to the world

occur, let them bo used in whatever quantity.
Not a particle of calomel enters their composition,
They may he used without further preparatioa. and
at any time.
Children will eagerly devour all you
give them, and ask for more. They never full in expelling Worms from their dwelling place, and thev
will always strengthen the weak and
emaciated, even
when ho is not amlcted with worms.
Various remedies have from time to time, been recommended, such as calomel, oil of wormseed, turpentine, die., producing dangerous, and sometimes fatal
consequences. After much research, study and experiments, embracing several yeare, the proprietors
of F’ellow’s Worm Lozenges, have succeeded in
producing this remedy, free from all objections, and positively sate, pleasant and effectual. They do not kill
the worms, but act by making their dwelling
place
disagreeable to them. In order to assure consumers
of the genuineness oi these lozeuges, the analysis ot
Dr. A. A. HAYES, State Assayer, is annexed:
“I have analyzed the Worm Lozenges, prepared
by Messre. FELLOWS & CO., and find that they are
free from mercury, and other metallic or mineral matter. 'These Lozeuges are skilfuUy
compounded, peasant to the taste, satt?, yet sure anil effective hi their
action.
A. A. HAYES, M. D.
Respectfully,
Assayer to the State of Mass.
Price 35 cents per Bex j Fite Ter #1.
GEO. W. SWETT, Proprietor of the New England
Botanic Depot, 106 Huuover Street, Boston
Mass.,
Sole Agent for the United States, to whom all orders should be addressed.
w W. WHIPPLE & CO. 21 Market
Square
^
Wholesale and Retail Agents.

AAJLor<lep

4.u5«or?er

Long Sought

Kitartitmay,
th?
uvrf!pn?m yfiC<)1Uplaims\a8
SESSS

marvellous WINTER

Berry Wine,
al?

SOAP !

McFarland,

3®, ‘15 and 3® eta. par foot,

1®

Franklin, Lincoln, Mayo, Smith, Fremont,
Congress Monument, Atlantic, Munloy. North,
Walnut, Montreal, Melbourne. Quebec, Willis, Turner, Poplar, Winthrop, Madison, Fox, Hammond.
Eastern Promenade, and severa new contemplated

ON

streets.

Co’s

Sapontfler.

fharSdedlw then eod3w

nolfaxsodawly

TYLER, LAMB &

ITNirumatir Nnlla nnd Sirumnlir .MinWnicra, just received and tor sale bv
-T. W. PERKINS A CO..
No 8# Commercial St.
noL'Isaeowdawly

confection without a single fault, being sale, convenient, effect ual and pleasant. No Injurious result

a

eral

can

Mains' Elder

101

ALSO.
Water Lot9 on Back Cove and on Fast Commercial
Street adjoining the Grand Trunk Railway, fronting
the deepest water in Portland Harbor,* and well
CONCENTRATED LYE.
adapted for Wharves and Manufacturing Sites.
The subscriber being in a feeble state of
health,
Iiwfll make 12 pnunda excellent hard map, or 28
and desirous of
his ov.n estate, now offers to
gallons ol the very beat soft «o»p tor only about 30 eta. persons wishingsettling
to invest in Real Estate the greatest
Directi,ms on each box.
For sale at all Drug and
Bargains to be had In Portland,
Grocery storos.
i
510SEM GOI LD.
Enquire of
BEWARE GF COUNTERFEITS.
No. 55 North Street, between the hours of 8 and 10*
A.
M., an 1 2 and 4y P. M where Plan? of Lots may
Ur-Bu particular In asking for Pennsylvania Salt
be seen.

LOZENGES.
as

edy
WORMS.

and Using Your Waste Gwaie

-or-

Office 31 Gray Street.
consulted daily without charge.
*

with

Lots

AT PRICES FROM

(Patentsot 1st and 8th Feb., 1859.)

FELLOW’S ORIGINAL
ran

Bargains!

House

lOO

NECEMHARY!

8APONIFIE R.

can be
hi

confidence
WEforWORM
LOZENGES
those

!

Pennsylvania Salt M’fg. Co’s

treated.

WORM

Great

BUY ONE BOX OF THE

BONE SETTER.
Doctor of all ailments Incident to the Bonos, Cords,
and Muscles, Hip Diseases,- iff, anil oularged
Joints,
Weak and Perished Limbs Paralysis, Spinal and
Rheumatic Affections, on: Lameness, successfully

Iebl5 d3w*

I.IftlE

By Saving

Feb 9—is (13m

—AT—

s x

83F“French, German and American Corsets Irom

Where he

House Lots and Water Lots

Gray

HOOP-SKIRT FACTORY/
333 Congress St, above Casco,

DR.
NATURAL

NEWADV ERT ISEMENTS.

RENEWER.
Is the best article known to preserve the hair.
It will positively restore
Hair to its Original
Color. It keep9 the hair from falling out. It is t> *•
best hair dressing in the world, making Hleles*, atlft,
brashv hair, healthy, soft and glossy. Price Si.
For sale by all druggists.
K. P. HALL Sc CO Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.

Boot ami Shoe Store of T. F. MOSELEY & Co.,
Summer St., Boston, continues to make to order
the beBt class of goods for Ladles', Gentlemen's and
Children's wear.
inohBUU

one

man, Callao.

{

HALL’S VEGETABLE SICILIAN HAIR

The Old Established

order at

Nova Scotiau. (ss) for Portland 21st;
Adr'16th, for
do 22 I, lextru steameri: El Dorado.
David, (s)
Otis, lor Boston 2«)lh; Mary Ann, Hamlin, lor do
Great
Western.
25th;
Cuuninghaui, for New York;
Nunquam Dormio, Cousins, tor do; Thos Horward.
Strickland, and Matterhorn, Curtis, lor Philadeldhla
witli dispatch; John Clark, Letourman, lor Baltimore; JoLn Patten, Hill, for Savannah; D Cannon,
Walsh, tor Mobile: Thos Freeman, fetwens lor New
Orleans lkth: Aberdeen, Anderson, lor do 20th.
Cld at London 15ih, Freedom, Biadley, New York.
Oft" Dungencss 14th, Assyria, Delano, irom Callao

Sid iu Flushing Roads 14th ult,
Viking, Benson,
These SALTS are made from the concentrated
j for Cardiff; Golden Rule, Hall, Boston; Alexandria,
Liquors ol‘ the Mineral Well of the Penn’a Salt Mau- Crosby, New York.
Ar at Valencia 4tli, Harry Bluff', Oliver, Callao,
fa«turlng Co., in Pittsburg, and are packed in airtight boxes. One always sufficient for a bath. Di- j Geo Washington, Haine>, do.
rections are attached.
Sid tin Penang Jan 7, Ceylon, lor New Vork.
I
INTERNALLY USE
SPOKEN
“Strumatic
Mineral
Waters!”
Dec 18, lat 7 N, Ion —, ship Hemisphere, from LivIn bottles 01 one and a half pints. One sufficient for
ol
ior
Point
de
Ualfe.
erp
a
Jan 9, lat 21 44, Ion 39 46 W, brig Sparkling Sea,
day’s use.
HrSoM by Druggists generally.
Dunham irora Brunswick. G*, for Montevideo.
Merrill Bros, No. 215 State st.. Boston; Rayncbls,
Feb 1, lat 4 \ Ion 9 W, ship Union, Miller, firom
Pratt Sc Co, No. 106 Fulton st., New York, Wholesale
Liverpool for New Orleans, (apparently with loss of
Agents.
no20sxeod*wly
rudder.)

New Engine.—We noticed yesterday, on
freight cars as they passed our office, a new

made to

nah.
St

DYSPEPSIA CURED
for Uamourg.
HIIEUMA risttl CURED
Sid ftn the Downes 14th. Winfield Scott, Rand, (ftn
ERUPTIONS •■■he PACE CURED
) Shields; for Singapore.
SCROFULA CURED
Ar at Messina 2d ult, Addie M Chadwick, Doane,
BY TREATMENT WITH MINERAL WATERS. I Alicata; 3d, Wm Robertson, Reed, Trieste; 7th, C F
Eaton,
Curry, Cette; 8th, Graita, Craig. Alicata.
Do away with ail your various ami often perniCld at Havre 13th ult. Harpawell, Owens, tor New
cious drugs a ud quack medicines, and uae a lew baths
k’ork.
|
prepared with
Ar at Cuxliaven 13tb ult, W B Dinsmore, Free

the

Hoop Skirts

Wallace, Carney, New Orleans.
Ent lor hie 14th,
Mejjunticonk, Hemingway; I5th,
Quccu. Halliday. lor Eastport, Me; Rochester, Oil
ver. New Orleans; New England, Hodge, lor Savan-

the

true and

MINERAL BATIIS AT HOME.

Ward, he declined being a candidate and the

a

iPer steamer Asia, at Boston. |
Ar at Liverpool 14th nit. North American, (ss) ftn
Portland.
Sid 15th. PC Mcrriman. Merrlman, Buenos Ayros

world.
only
perfect Dye—Harmless, Reliable.
Instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous
tint*. Natural Black or Brown.
Remedies the ill
effects of Had Dye*.
Invigorates the liair, leaving
It sott and bountiful.
The genuine is signed William A. Hatchelor. All others are mere
imitations,
and should be avoided.
Sold by all Druggists ana
Perfumers. Factory 81 Barclay street, New York.
Beware
of
u
idT
couuierfitii.
November 10. 18G6. dlvsn

the list of nominations made
in this Ward, and published in the Press yesterday was that of SamuelfR. Leavitt for Warden. As Mr. Leavitt did not reside in the

$10,00

Lubec.

Batchelor's Hair l»ye.
in

si ^

B'IU'![U'“1'

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid ftn Cienfuegos 20th, brig Loch Iromond, Biacir,
Boston.
At Arroyo, PR, 15tb ulr, sobs Mary Patten, for
New York, Idg; R E Pecker, for do, do; Elizabeth O
Hart, lor Naguabo. to load tor New York.
Ar at Maosauilla prev to 15 ult, brig Sam Lindsey,
Wilson, Aspinwall, o load for Boston.
At Zaza 13th, brig T J Maguire, Littlefield, from
New Yor*,dise.
At Sagna l:»tn, barque Anna Wash, Coombs, from
Havana, to load tor United States ; brigs Hiram
Abiff, Tibbetts, from Havana, Mary C Couiery, Comerv, from do; J C York, York, for a Northern port;
sch Gen Banks, ldg
S>d riu Cicn.uegob 13th, brig Alex Mil liken, Eustii,
tor New York.
Arat St John, NB, 25th, brig Galatea, McLean,
Portianu; 20tli, sch Mary E Stephens, Dinemoio

Cough Balsam.

This splendid Heir Dye is the best

The

iork lor

BSSm**

Druggists. Manufactured by
dRADHlBI,
Druggist, Bangor.

by

v

?„•?' ^,w

sbaw

In port 2d, brigs Henry Leeds. Paraarm Pit«r.
Bernard; schs Senator Crimea. FlvIn* Scud*
Had, Wm Walton, G M Partridge, and
BOSTON—Cld 2d, sebs Robt Woodruff, Marshall
Frankfort; Ada Ames, Marston, Rockhnd.
Sid, barque Teyuca, and others.
Ar 4flu brig Jacinto, Simmons, Cienfuegos.
Cld 4tn. ship Ocean Rover, Carlton, San Francisco;
>n, New Orleans.
barque C iuinerce Robins
SALEM—Sid 2d, schs \ lcksburg, for Portland
Jas Lawrence, lor Ellsworth.

Bronchitis, Astbmn, Catarrh, Coueumplire and Throat Diseases,

0ctl5d&W9N6m

\Y ard 6.—In

75 ctt to

and^Bav SST

PARTS,

II. F

was

The same oommittee also reported in favor
of continuing Cedar street to low water mark
in Back Cove, and award to Chas. O. and A.
W. H. Clapp $3800.
Pembroke, recently became the mother of a
The reports were accepted, and orders were
child, weighing at it* birth, fifteen and a quar- passed in accordance therewith to widen Conter pounds.
gress street and to extend Cedar street.
An order was, also, passed to pay the 1st
BS^Sold by dealers In Medicines everywhere,
—Three deers were taken in the town of DexoctS-deow6msN
u
Baptist Society $1500, additional, in full for all
ter a few days since. The dears, it is undersustained
them
in
Condamages
by
widening
stood, are not all taken. There are “a few gress street. This order was introduced upon
REMOVAL.
recommendation from the committee.
more left.”
The petition of J. Straus for a pawnbrokers
DRS. CHADWICK & FOGG
—The Machias Republican says the United
license, was referred to tbe next City Council.
have removed to
States Mail Stage from Calais, was pursued
Leave to withdraw was voted to Messrs.
by
301 1-9 CONGRESS STREET,
Custom House Officer, Foss, who seized a lot Thompson, Robinson and Egerty, who petiBBOWN’g NEW BLOCK,
tioned for an increase of damages for land takof articles declared smuggled.
The team and
over the store of Messrs. Lowell & Senter.
en in the extension of Cross street.
all the contraband goods were taken into his
Office Hours—10 to 12 A. M., and 3 to 5 P. M.
The order introduced at the last
meeting to
custody and returned to Calais, the driver be- pay additional sums to the Police officers, viz: Dr. Chadwick’s residence 168 Cumberland street
Dr.
Fogg’s residence 28 High street.
to
the
$200
City Marsha), and at the at the rate
ing left without any means of conveying the,
J@f?“Free Clinical consultations will be held on
of $100 per year each to the Deputy
Marshals,
return mail.
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 4 to 6 P.
Truant officer and Policemeu, came
up, the
M., for the poor.
jan28SNdti
—The shell boat to be used by Walter Brown
Common Council insisting upon their vote
oi this city in the approaching champion boat
passing the order and requesting a committee
Some Folks Can’t sleep Nights.—We are
of conference.
now prepared to
Hospitals, Physicians, the
race, at which Pittsburg Hami 11 will be a comAlderman Holden moved that tlie Board re- trade and the greatsupply
with the standpublic
petitor, has just been completed at Harlem. It cede from their former vote, refnsing the order ard anil invaluable remedy,generally,
DODD’S NERVINE, which
article surpasses all known preparations for the cure
a passage, and concur with the other Board in
is a single scull, 32 feet long, 31-2 feet beam, 35
ot all forms of Nervousness. It is
rapidly superceding
passing the order.
pounds in weight.
every preparation of opium—the well-known result ol
Tlie motion oi Alderman Holden was
opposwhich Is to produce costiveness and other serious
ed by Aldermen Morgan and
Phinnev, and difficulties; it allays Irritation, restlessness and
supported by Aldermen Giddings, Whittemore and induces regular action of the bowel andspasms,
secreOrigliial and Selected.
and Holden. The Board by a vote of 5 to 2
tive organs.
voted to recede from their former
No preparation tor Nervous Diseases ever sold so
—Our first page, “British Provincial Matvote, and
readily, or met with such universal approval. For
passed tbe order in concurrence.
Loss of Energy, Peculiar Female
ters,” “Wm. G. Brownlow,” "An Old Spanish
An order was passed
unanimously, to pay Sleeplessness,
Weaknesses and Irregularities, and all the .cartbl
City,” “The Abattoirs of New York.” On the Jonathan M. Heath the sura ot $150 tor extra mental
and bodily symptoms that ttillnw in the train
servioes rendered the past year.
last page, “The Answering
ol nervous diseases, Dodd’s Nervine is the besf remeHeart,”—poetry,
The annual reports of the
City Solicitor and dy known to science. Sold by all druggists. Price *1
“Bothering a Witness," “Early Trials of Edi- Superintendent
of Burials were presented, acOeo. C. Goodwin iS Co.,
n
Wholesale Agents, Boston.
tors," and other humorous miscellany.
&ugjlsulyd£w
cepted and ordered tojbe printed.
Alderman Giddings, from the Committee on
—At the recent municipal election in
made a report, in which the
Liquor
Fisher’s Cough Drops.
Georgetown, at which colored men voted, a death ofAgency,
Lorenzo Hamblin, the Agent, was
This certain ami eli'ectual cure for Coughs and all
mentioned in appropriate terms, and a
young white man was seen in the line of voters
diseases
of the throat anil lungs, has been
just
generally
throughout Mew England for the last sixty
passing the ballot box, between two colored tribute was paid to the character of the de- known and
ceased.
is warranted to cure, or the price will be
years,
men, one of whom had been owned by the
reminded. Prepared by Georoe W. WallingJohn J. Qerrteh was
appointed Liquor ford, Grandson
white “gentleman’s" father and the other by
of the late Dr. Fisher.
Agent in place of Mr. Hamblin, deceased.
SYMONDS & CO., Proprietors, KenneThe
bis aunt. A suggestive sandwich!
committee of conference reported in
Maine.
bunk,
mvor of concurring with the Common
—A brother of John Surratt has
G. C. Goodwin &
CounCo., Boston Agents. Sold by
appeared cil in nassmg
the order increasing the
of all Druggists.
in Washington from
marld3m a n
pay
livhas
where
he
F. D. Moore, Assistant Civil
Texas,
The
Engineer.
ed since 1859. The Surratts are of French dereport was accepted and the order was passed
Why Suffer trom Sores?
in concurrence.
scent, and Catholics from the first.
When, by the use ol the ARNICA OINTMENT
was PaMetl authorizing the
—Roland McDonald of
City
can be easily cuYed.
was
you
N.
It baa relieved thousand*
B„
Richmond,
Auditor to make his annual
irom Burns, Scalds,
report in print
killed in the woods, near his
Chapped Hands. Sprains, Cuts,
house, a few days and that 500 copies be printed.
Hounds, and evei'y Complaint of the Skin. Try It,
since, by the fall ot a tree. He was at work
pa88ed; establishing the grade of lor it costs but 25 cents. Be sure to ask for
alone, and not returning home as usual,search tkeLastern end of Congress street.
Hale’s Arnica Olniment,
The annual report of tlio
was made, wbioh resulted
keeper ol the I For sale by all druggists, or send
in finding his dead
rowder Magazine was presented and
your address and
placed
35
cent*
to O. P. SEYMOUR <St CO.,
body the same night, frozen stifl'.
ob nle.
Boston, Mass
and receive a box by return mall.
tcb'.'ej.'ui s JJ
The Tennessee
to
passed
8.
B. Krograan
pay
Legislature ha* passed a a
SIO^O for refreshments and
sedition law. It provides for the
lodgings furnishpunishment
ed on the 4th and 5th of J
For
l
uly, to firemen who
of persons uttering
seditious words in speeches, came to the city to assist during
the great fire.
Come at Last!
or threats to resist the
to
Adjourned
Friday evening, March 8th, at
laws, or inciting other*,
by such language, spoken, written or printed. 7 wo clock.
—At a late town
We take pleasure In
announcing that the above
meeting in Nantuoket there
Deerino Hall.—A
b« fo'u>d lor aerie
densely packed and dewere present three
City
hundred and seventy-five lighted audience
Druggists and lirst class Country Grocers. by
the
greeted
first
opening last
people over seventy years old,
ia Invaluable, being
who
seventy-five
of
the
anmng
viSS*e
,Wine
famous
night
exhibition of the Apoca- among the best, if not the best, remedy for colds and
were over eighty, and
nine who were over
weil a* onhuf the most
lypse
Lost To say that all were
ninety.
Manuftctnred from Urn pure
pleased would he but faint praise to bestow on
"errV. aiKl unadulterated by any impure
—Professor Agassiz received a
vote of thanks
ngreuiciit, we can heartily recommend it to* the sick
so beautiful and
an exhibition. As
at the close of his last
as a
lecture in New York on scene after sceneenchanting
medicine, ami to the well, as a beverage.
of the marvellous visions of
m‘
the "Origin of Man.”
To the days of the
aged itaddeth length,
George Bancroft moved St. John passed so wierd-like before the
wie mighty it addelli strength,”
vision
the vote of thanks after a few
JJ*
Tis
a balm for the sick, a
complimentary of the beholder, a feeling of awe
joy for the well—
remarks.
deeply maniDruggists aud Grocers buy and sell
fested itself in the breathless stillness
of the
in AINU’ ELDERBERRY WINK
-It is stated that Caleb
Cushing was among audience. And as the epic story of Paradise nov 27 s n d&wu
the prominent Democrats who
urged President Lost unfolded its
gorgeous scenery, and our
Johnson to sign the Reconstruction
bill.
first parents were discovered in that
l-OLOATE & CO.’S,
beautiful
The N. Y. Evening Gazette remarks that
paradise on earth, the Garden of Eden, the
the question whether streets were
designed for audience seemed transported by the
any other purpose than the accommodation of
Recommended for CHAPPED HANDS aud lor
skill of the
and seemed satisfied that
railway corporations seems to have long ago the climax ofArtist,
general T.ilct use during COLD WEATHER. It
and
art have been arrivbeauty
been settled in favor of the latter
ed at In this truly
interesting and instructive may bo obtained of all Druggists aud Fancy Gouda
-Placards lately posted
throughout the entertainment. Again this evening it will be Uea,er8SN Ieb20d23t
workingmen’s quarters in Pari,, contained the
open, and on Wednesday afternoon also.—
words, “The Emperor’s head, or
cheaper Families and children may witness it at a reTilton &
bread.”
duced price.
Desire to call the attention to
-Hon. William H. Hooper has been
the fact that more than
re-electad delegate for Utah.
He was Brigham
Wellcome'b great German Remedy recom4 O
Young’, candidate, and therefore there was mends itself to all
Of their Safes
who use it foi throat and
gave AMPLE PROTECTION .in the
little opposition to him.
lung difficulties. Thousands declare it superi- late fire. Parties desiring a
-The three largest towns in
Massachusetts or to any other. You will find it so
by using
first rate safe.
are Gloucester with 11.938
DorB.
inhabitants;
jan4—dlawtf
At a MODERATE PRICE, will please call on
Chester with 10,729; and
Haverhill with 10 650.
EMERY it WATERHOUSE,
They are thinking to be cities soon.
HOPKDfs, at the Fulton Fish Market, FedeMiddle Street, Portland,
—The correspondence between
has
ral
received
another lot of fresh salstreet,
young Mr
Or
at HO Mudb.rr »tre«t, BwMa.
Bennett and the Duke of
Edinburgh got into mon, which he will deliver to customers in any
the English paper* by way of this
ty Second-hand Satin taken in exchange for salecountry.
part of the olty.
Jan is—sststw In tach mo.adv rsmsindsr of time,

and^Paradise

Enrlnd^

TO THE
GIVE IMMEDIATE RELIEF.

KdT'For

Selectman—Henry B. Walker,
247; Rufus Johnson, 248; Myrick Emerson,
for
Clerk
and
Trcadws>r—H. J. Bradbury,
249;
250; for Superintending School Committee—
Jahez T. Denning, 244; for Town Agent—J.
C. Brackett, 247.

ANDERSON &

Qr1oI^'?uSdeIipSTo'Mahtl
JrBotkSoB’tw
r^p,I,in*
Haii uSi

<lo torPortamouih;
Portland; U M

the Throat ancl Lungs.
diseases^ of sale
all

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Communicaation from Mr. James L. Farmer in relation to the blowing up ot his buildings corner of Pearl and Cumberland streets
on the morning of July 5th, and
petitioning
for a suitable award to be made to him for the
purpose of rebui ding, was referred to the
next City Council.
Remonstrance
of George Jewett et als
against granting the petition of Daniel F. Lar
rabee, that he may UBe a building in tbe rear of
India streot as a livery stable, was read.
A
memorial was also presented trom Mr. Larrabee which was signed by several of his nearest
neighbors who do not object to bis keeping a
stable there
After tlie above memorials bad been read,
the petition of Mr. Larrabee for permission to
occnpy the building as a liverv stable, waB
taken from tbe table.
George Jewett., Esq. appeared for the remonstrants, and stated some reasons why permission should not be granted Mr. Larrabee, to
keep a stable there. He requested that a committee should be appoiuted to visit the place
and examine the stable lor themselves, and
they would see at once that permission should
not be granted.
It was voted that the whole Board should be
acommittee to examine the premises Wednesday at 3 o’clock, P. M.
Communication from E. W. Woodbury, attorney for E. H. Neveus, of Sweden, who fell
into tlie excavation made for a sewer at tbe
Grand Trunk Depot, and requesting tlie city
to remunerate him for injuries caused thereby,
was referred to the next City Council.
Communication from M. A. Blanchard, Esq.,
City Auditor, stating that the specific appropriation for streets, sidewalks, and bridges,
by the City Council June 4,18C>6 is exausted, and recommending tbe passage of an
order providing that all bills contracted by the
committee in charge of said department be
paid from and money in the city treasury not
otherwise appropriated, was read, and an order
was passed in conformity with the views of the
Auditor.
The Committee on Laying out New Streets
reported in favor of straightening Congress
street from Pearl to Franklin street, and award
the following damages: Pearl street Universalist Society $80; Mrs. John T. Gilman $500; 1st

pSNrAr,

the result.

A DIRECT INFLUENCE

Warren’s

Republican Ticket.—Moderator—James John222; for Selectmen—George C. Codman,
306; Daniel Dole, 301: William R. Pennell,
306; for Town Clerk—Fabius M. Ray, 305; for
School Committee—E. H. Elwell, 296; for
Treasurer—FabiusM. Ray,296; forTown Agent
—Horace

City

p»r-

Tlie beat Remedy ever compounded for Cold*.
Cougla*, Catarrh and Consumption, and all

son,

name of Samuel S. Rich was substituted
the ticket and Mr. Rich was elect.

At anenor in West
Bay 2d. brig N Stowers, from
Havana lor Boston.
5ALL RIVER—Ar 1st Inst, sobs Geo Brooks, Hane^iiSur ffaracaibo, Ilonloy, Portland.
8011 Catharine Thomas,
GihhH
EL,6xRTnw’l!,or N'ew
«»«* Convoy. French.
^tli,
nnTl
y F etcUtr,
Fcinilcton, from N.w York tor
Boston.

Stingers and Public Speakers
will liud Troches useful in clearing the voico when
taken before Singing or
Speaking, and relieving the
throat after an unusual exertion ol the vocal organs.
The Troches are recommended and prescribed
l>y
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
men throughout the
an
article
o
country.
Being
true merit, and
having proved their oiilcacy by a test
ol many ycare, each year ttnds them in new localities in various parts of the world, and the Troches are
universally pronounced better than other articles.
OBTAIN only ‘-Brown’s Bronchial Troches”
and do not take any of the worthless imitatiuns
that may be offered, sold kvkrwiif.ru
Dec 4—d*wOin sn

No other course was left for the Republicans
but to nominata another ticket, which they
did, and with a good result. The following is
the vote:

—

Philadelphia.

TROCHES ABE USED WITH ALWAYS GOOD SUCCESS.

town has been under the domination of the
copperheads, but the yoke is now thrown off.
A fusion ticket was originally agreed
upon,
but tbe leaders of the Democratic
party repudiated and called a eaucus last
week, at which,
according to the Argus, 200 were pesent, and a
full blooded Democratic ticket was nominated.

for

a

Philadelphia.

lor

Returned, sch C Fantauzzi, Woester, Eastport tor

ensanplleu,

BRONCHIAL

Right.—The whole Re-

Democratic Ticket.

t

is often

publican ticket was elected in Westbrook yesterday, and by handsome majorities, as will be
seen by the returns below. For
years past the

Smith, 206;

Warded, Belfast

snowy's

The exercises were interspersed with
singing by a quartette consisting of Messrs. Shaw,
Morgan, Thurston and Burnham, which was
admirable, and called out the most generous
applause.

R R. Record

«r

Dlwase,

nnnrnl Thr.ul

time and space to notice more at
length this
admirable production of a
gifted young soldier.

F. Milliken, 298.
chosen Collector.

Cold.

Throat.

If allowed to continue,

thoughts, apt illustrations

all

bore

IMMEDIATE A M ENTION
AND SHOULD DE CHECKED.

as

half an hour in the graceful delivery
very finely written address, lull of fine

Westbrook

»
Nickerson, Queenstown.
NEW LONDON—In port 1st, whs July Fourth
Shaw, Providence tor do; Gen Scott. Leach, Newport tor Elizabethport; Lamartine, Hill, Elizabethport tor Providence.
NEWPORT—At 1st inst, sells Red Jacket, Averlll;
Cornelia, Henderson, and Richmond. Guptill. from
Rockland lor New York; Leesburg, Davis, Portland
tor do; Carrie Melvin, Watts, Rock port tor Norfolk;
Dlrigo. Baker, Providence lor Ph ladel^.hla: Cabinet.

ECEQEIRES

introduced
Col. B. occupied

was

A

«

cLnt\Va?ve*ton*

and Cur-

Cough, A

I

n.

*

Also ar 4th. whip Fawn, Nelson
Richd Irwin, Buenos Ayres; Nineveh
sells Vicksburg, Jamaica; Keokuk,
lKO-'
Cld 2d, sch Susan. Blanchard, Para.
Sid 2d, barques Annie M Goodwin, G W
»
«orton,
Eastern
Star.
brig
NEW HAVEN—Ar 1st Inst, barque Jas E
Brett

apolo-

AFFAIRS.

The regular monthly meeting of the
Council was held last evening.

Elderberry

precisely
of a

Sent to any aduntil the book la received,
•’ ls » perfect guide to the
«* "’ *

r«nt Wiiu>w

OrtBU*,

EUiugwooU,’pu|(,™'~rrl?“l,<*i
klermo, brig S,glial,

Snow, do.

price 25 rente.

Trem^ter^eu^
Mains’

man was as

2929

Documentary
Hospital.

35

»*««

'«,,r.v,‘n’ney r<’‘luir«d
orVn.ifH y *r,1'r'jV’"1-

reart

*»*»?«»I

GalvcsJm' D,rto’ Ma,auz*,<
MiWen?Ht5'
Si^M3 Ct»nfti.go».

■jr g
At 2J. brig Alex
Ar 4fh. barque H II
nie Ellhigwood,

family Physician

gise for tbe absence of Mr. Barker, who was
expected to give a poem on the occasion.
A very appropriate prayer was offered
by
Mr. Mr. Fenn of
High Street Church, after

E.

T. C.

a

P«tengil|b*<’?»rf'
naib''‘'
Tmii.-t, Wllgou,

1> li.S. 8. FITCH’S
*

a

establishing

Wanted—Partner.
Lost—Pocket Lodger.
Removal—McCobb A Kiugsbuiy.

SOTKIM.

MMBrt.iL

very attractive appearance.
The meeting was called to order by Dr. Gordon, President of the Association, who, in a
few appropriate remarks, stated the
objects of
the organization, and its need of assistance in

Ua 111 Grs“ *“«*“•

I uEted

I)KDlCAftoK.~Th6 new and beAutlfr.i Hall of
the Portland Array and Navy Union, in the
1st National Bank building, coiner ol Middle
and Plum streets, was dedicated last
evening
The hall, capable of seating perhaps two hundred and fifty persons, was densely packed by
an appreciative rudlence.
It was tastefully
decorated with flags and bunting, and presented

W anted—Situation.
Clothing—California Cheap John.

tionary war.
Amending resolve authorizing the appointment of

A

and

New Advcniiwnituli
To-Day.

In lavor of Reuben Burnham.
Authorizing the Land Agent to convey a certain lot
of land to Joseph Pollard.
In fhvor of Penobscot. Tribe of Indians.
In favor of Penobscot Tribe of Indians.
Relating to files of the N inborn Tribune newspaper in the custody of the Clerk ol the Courts for the
countv of Lincoln.
Authorizing the Land Agent to convey a lot of land
to the widow and children of a deceased soldier.
In lavor of Wales Hubbard.
Providing for an investigation of the management
of the Insane Asylum.
In fhvor of the Committee on Education.
In thvor of Rocky Ripe bridge in Township No. I,
M. Division, Penobscot county.
In thvor of Susan Beed of Freedom.
In thvor of the Passamaquoddy Tribe ol Indians.
In aid of roads and bridges In the county of Aroostook.
In favor of the road leading from Brighton to
Greenville.
In favor of Mandevllle T. Ludden.
In aid of building mills at the mouth of the Madawaaka Blver.
In thvor of Joint Standing Committee on State Beform School.
Belative to the claims of the State of Maico against
the United Stale*, for expenses Incurred in the late
rebellion.
To amend chapter 339 of Besolvea of 1864.
In thvor of the Paaeamaquoddy Tribe of Indiana.
In fhvor of the Joint Standing Committee on the
State Prison.
In thvor of procuring a Portrait of Abraham Lincolm, late President ol the United States.
Abating State taxes of Frankfort and assessing the
same to the town of Monroe.
Belatlng to Manufactures.
Additional In ffivor of claimants under resolves in
fhvor of certain officers and aoldlert of the Revolu-

lands of non-resident owners.
places
To provide for the election of School Committees j
Governor.
a’ d a Superintendent oi Schools m the city of LewAuthorizing the Land Agent to receive and obtain
iston.
certain records and other data from the archives
to
James
Lancaster
and
others
build
Authorizing
of Massachusetts.
a wharf in Winterport.
Relating to the claim oi the State against tbe
To incorporate the Lumberman's Savings Bank.
sureties of B. D. Peck, late Treasurer.
In addition to an act to Incorporate the Augusta &
In favor of compiling and printing tbe school laws.
Hallowell Gas Light Company.
On Pay Roll ot House.
Additional to the acts which constitute the charter
On Pay Roll of Senate—167.
ol the Maine Central Railroad Company.
To Incorporate the Kennebec Sale Deposit Co.
Providing for the appointment of weignors of coal.
To increase the salary of the County Attorney for
State Items.
the county of Cumberland.
To increase the capital stock ol the “Star Match
—The Ellsworth American chronicles the
Corporation of Portland.’*
To amend an act to establish the compensation of
death from burning by clothes taking fire, of
the Clerk of the Jud cial Court of the county of CumMiss Sallte Abbott, of Franklin,
aged 70 years
berland, approved March, 29,1859.
Authorizing the County t ommiasloners of Waldo
—The Damarlscotta river is now free from
count v to lay out a road over tide waters in Belfhst.
Additional to charter C ol the Revised Statutes in ice and open to navigation.
relation to the collection of taxes.
—On the passage of the Bankrupt bill the
To incorporate the Great Works Log Driving Co.
Senators from this State divided, Mr. FessenAdditional to an act to establish tho Dexter &
den voting for and Mr. Morrill against it.
Newport Railroad.
To incorporate the Muzzy Iron Works.
—“Perley" of the Journal learns positively
To amend chapter 81 ol the Revised Statutes and
chapter 74 of the Laws of 1859, relating to the attach- that the President has nominated Judge Busment of personal property
sel as Collector of Boston, and George W. Bucki.emulating elections in organized plantations.
more as Collector at Frenchman's
Tolncorporate the Specie Payment Mining Co.
Bay, in this
Relating to constructing Aqueducts.
State.
Additional to an act to establish the Stato College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.
—Capt. William H. Mitchell, belonging it Is
Additi nal to an act entitled An Act to annex the said in
Machiaa, fell from on board his vessel,
town oi Danvillo to the town of Auburn, approved
the James Murche, in New York
Feb. 21,1867.
harbor, on
To amend an act entitled An Act to supply the
Saturday, and was drowned.
people of Portland with pure water.
—The Lincoln county veterans have organTo amend section 11, chapter 6 of the Revised Statutes, relating to taxation.
ized a Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Union with the
To incorporate the Greonleaf Law Library.
To amend section 36 ol chapter 38 of the Revised
following offloers: President, Major General
Statutes, relating to Pressed Hay.
James A. Hall; Secretary, Captain James A.
36
of
40
To amend section
of the Revised
chapter
Sanborn of Damiriscotta;
Statutes.
Treasurer, Lieut.
Relating to the challenging of Jurors in civil and
George A. Hall of Nobleboro.
enminal cases.
—The Bath Timet requests the publisher of
To incorporate the Eureka Milling Co.
To continue in force an a t authorizing Pension
the New York Day Book to desist sending his
for disabled soldiers and seamen.
To protect Yarmouth Harbor.
publications to that office, and says, “The spirit
Relating to bail n criminal caseB.
iu which it discusses national topics.is offenIn relation to the divorce of Franklin Simonds.
sive to the sensibilities ot every American citiIn relation to evidence of the enlistment and situation of soldiers during their service under the Un
sen. We have no use for such a villainous and
ted States Government.
attrocious publication."
To amend an act to amend former acts to incorporate the Penobscot, Lincoln & Kennebec Railroad Co.
—The result of the preliminary examination
approved March 21,1864.
of the Sumner incendiaries, at Paris, is the
To amend chapter 418 of the Special Laws of 1865,
relating to the Brunswick Mutual Marine Insurance discharge of Standish Buck, and the
binding
Co.
over of his father, Ambrose Buck tor his
appear;
To amend section 136 chapter 6 of tbo Revised
auce at the next term of the S. J. Court for OxStatutes and the collection of taxes, and Treasurers
ot towns.
ford Co., on the 12th mat.
He promptly gave
To annex certain Islands to the town of Friendship.
To authorize the Trustees of Farmington Academy bail and was set at liberty.
to convey certain property to the State ot Maine.
—The Republican is informed that a lady in
on

PiVtlttad

Raton.

To amend
the citv of Calais.” approved August 24,1860.
1*0 incorporate the Trustees of the

and
the

In aid of btiUdin'mills In Chapman plantation, In
the aounty of Aroostook.
in addition to the resolve in relation to Indian affairs, approved Feb. 21, 1866.
For the appointment of a Commission for Industrial School for Girls.
Authorizing Urn Land Agmt to convey a lot of land
to Tijyhema French In trust!
Authorizing the adjustment of the claim ot Jane A.
w eeke Cor Improvements on certain lets of
land in

Accepting tUe mmemUr of the chuter of the iHrtgo IniWanc* Company.
Hogulating the taking of trout iu certain Lakes in
ail(l Pftoklin counties.
To regulate the
building and maintenance ol‘ weirs
on Presumpscot River.
To change the names of certain persons.
To change the name of John H. Black.
To amend section 27 of chapter 59 of the Keviseu
Statutes, in relation to the adoption of children.
To incorporate the Milo Water Power Company.
To incorporate the Wiscasset Village conjorauon.
To incorporate the Bangor Water Power Com-

Manufacturers of

BOOTS AM) SHOES,

For Coughs, Colda and Consumption,
Try the old and well known I’EGETARLE
PULMONARY' RAUitiAM,approved and used
by our oldest and most celebrated Physicians for forty
years past. Get the genuine.
KEED, CUTLER & CO., Drugglste,
dec24-Nd&wGjn
Boston, Proprietors.

and Dealers in

Leather and
37 &

IJXIOX

39

Copartnership

[Portland Transcript please copy.]
in West Newtkld, Jan. 21th.
by R, v. George S.
Kemp. Mr. Moees M. DunnelL, of Newfleld, and
Miss Sarah H U, ol Dover. N. II.
Also bv the saino. Feb. tstb, Samuel K.
Hamilton,
Esq., or Allred, uni Mlsa Anna E. Davis, of Newfield.
In Belfast, Feb. 21, Col. Edw. H. I.elh, T7. S. A.
and Miss Ellen L., daughter ol
Judge Dickerson, ol

JORDAN

&

Tailors*

RANDALL,

Trimming Business
all Its branches.

In

WM. P. JORDAN,
GEO. A. BANDALL.

_Mareh 1st, lift*.

_DIED.
Mrs. Pl,ebe M wife of
Jr- “k-1124 yet"1' Remains taken
to Ba*h lor interment.
ton

_marSdSw

Houses

SoothporL Ct., Feb. 27,

-Morton, aged

-also-

To

Farraftfaged 78 years'.
yearsSWanViUe’ Feb'21' 'fr' Jacob Smart, aged 78
Mrs'Rhoda’ i<e of William
Grover]taged<78 years*’
FebE,hriu K

Micl“e’

Do°' a^' 26

v

--

—

Proposals for Fresh Beef l

IMPORTS.
MATANZAS. Brig Snow Bird—310 hbds
molasses, to Churchill, Browns & Manson.

OFFICE OF THE A. U. 8.,
I
Fort Preble. Me., March 5th, 1867.)
will be reeived at thin oflice until
FRIDAY, March 15th, ot 12 o’clock M, for the
of “Freeh Beef* at Fort Preble tor the
troope
anpply
in the U. S. service, for one year o such less time as
the “Commissary General” mev direct
Proposals
to be accompauied with the names of two
responsible persons as suretief for the faithful
performance of
the contract, and to be en torsed “Proposals for furnishing Fresh Beef,” and directed to
WM. C. BARTLETT,
1st Lt. 3rd U. S. Art’y Bvt Maj. A. O. 8.

xn tre.

PROPOSALS

Miniature Aliuanut
r.
.6.30 Montfthtft
7U|1
B.57AM
Sun set.*.
.5.54 | High water.10,45 AM

MA-RHSTE NEWS
PORT

OF

PORTLAND.

WANTED!

WoiuIrt. March 4*

ARRIVED.
Steamer D rtgn Sherwood, New York.
Bng Sn°w Bird, (Br> Bacon, Mntan as 10th ult
Sch Laconia, Merrill,
Rockland forNew York.
CLEARED.

VERYBODY to know that store 336 Congress St.
J has been replenished with a new stock of

If'

Clothing, Furnishing Goods,

Nhch
Sch

Georgetown,

DC.

Agate, Cummings, New York
Kensell A
Maine, Brown, Fall River-Pierce A James.

From Branch Office Western Union
Telegraph.
C*rdena“ 24111' b»«I“e
Brunswick, Davis,
Cld at Mutanzas 25th.
barque ‘*N Slovens (Norton) Stover, lor P.r laud.
Eliza
barque
White. Look, t aibarien.
S|d2Sd,
Sid mi Sagua lath, brig K ,s
Hassell, Siaphs. loi
Portland.
Ar at Havana 21th u’t, brig Wiulield, lor Mobile;
27th, sch Maine Law, Irom Georgetown.
Chartered—Barque Eliza Whit", for New York via
Remedies, 570 hlids molasses, at $8,25; Br brig Silver Oar, lor Portland via Matauzas, 400 hhils do, |gBr brig Beauty, lor North of Hatteras via Cardenas
$4.75; Br barque Bumbler, lor Falmouth, Eng via
Remedies, 20nu boxes sugar, at SX

Boots

and JIats,

Which will bo sold cheaper than over.
laf-Remember the nitfu,
4'nliforiiin 4 littnp John.
.March 5—dtl’

Wi"eh“*WSKIoh^^B^^n’.
Petltt, Clark.

and
Sch O M

Lease,

1® HOUSE LOTS and several Store and Wharf
Lots, at prices from *12 to *200 per year.
Enquire of
.HO.SK* GOll.D,
NO 55 North St., between the hours of 8 & 10* A. u.
and 2 * 5 p. m., where
plans of lots may be seen.
Mar 5dlw t eodSw

«

rSfimSSS!’

Sale!

TWO

Hatvey H“rs°'

for

new 1a story Houses
just completed, with 7
finished rooms. Price 1,S«0, within fifteen
minutes walk of the Post Office, together with other
houses ar prices from $15®® lo 91®.®®®.

04 years 3

papers please copy].

S°PWa’ Wift

copart-

a

And have taken Booms at the Junction of Free
anil raidille Mirerover H. H. Hav’s
Apothecary store, where they will transact a Wholesale

.....

^

Nolice.

undersigned have this day formed
THE
nership under the firm name ot

Beliast.
In Belfast, Feb. —,
Elbridge C. Tufts, of B., and
Miss E. L. Abort), ol Knox.
I" Stockton, Feb. 22. HetJ. C. Studlev, of
Prospect,
and Arvilla George, of Frankfort.
In Leeds, Feb. 20. John L. B
WilPartington,of
ton. and Orralt A. P.oothOv, of L.
F6b- -M’ Ug°' W
SP™g'

months^CC’
f Bos

STREET,

(former place of bnsiness previous to fire,) where
with improved thciliiics for manufacturing, they feel
co«ffdem that they can make it an object to the trade
to lavor them with their patronage.
Portland. March 1,18C7.
ruchMlm

In this citv, Feb. 2«, bv Rev. F. C. Belles,
Dwight
G. Parker and Miss Flora M.
Driekett, both ol r„rtland.
In Gorham. March 3, by Rev. c.
Fuller, Daniel S.
Foster oi Hollis, ami Miss Viola Saw y.r.oi Buxton

4”

Findings,

have removed to

_MARRIED.

1

CaT

COPAKTN

KHSHIp7

Sagua*'"

',0n

R

IWcCOBB

tor Peconsin

No. 38

27th,

sch

Joseph Long,

NORFOLK—Sailed 27th. brig Golden Lead, Lang

Philadelphia.

BALTIMORE—Ar 28th. sch Margaret, Tarr, Irom

New Haven
Cld 2*th, schs Julia Baker, Baker,
Net Ua, Doughty, Bath; Elia Fi^li, \\

York.

lor

Portland;

illey,

for New

Sid 28th,
.Jennie Prince.
Cld 1st, sch \ aukee Maid, Thomas, Camden.
Ar 4th, sch Lucy A Orcutt. Butler, Boston.
PHIL A DELPHI A—Ar 1st, brigs Wm R Parks,
Llpplncott, Havana; A J Ros9, Small, Matazras
CJd 1st. brig Sarah. Coombs. Gulvesfon.
Sid tm Delaware Breakwater 27fb, barque Henry
P Lord, for Matauz&s.
NEW YORK-.ar 1st Inst, ship Alice Thorndike
[of Rockland) carver, Shields, <3 days ; brig Nhvarlibo, Lord, ClenlUegos.

barque

__mchadiw
KINGSBURY,

LAW,

Opposite Ike Post Office.

M.

V

AT

Exchange Street,

mchSeodlm*

STATED
TABLE

Mar 5

AlT

C.

MEETING of the MAINE CHARI
MECHANIC ASSOCIATION wUIK.

8rkPH“^

did

Rodlngton, Greg wy,

1st. brig Myronus. Baltimore.
DCHAKLESTON—Ar
NC—Ar
thorn.

&

removed to the office occupied bv them be
lore the fire, in JOSE BLOC ft,

have

MOBILE—Cld 21st ult. barque Eva H Fisk, Emery,
Havana
Chi 2fitb, sch Wings ot the Morning, McFarland,

Perrv, Boston.

Doer and Middle Sts.,
stand, on the opposlt. side

tew steps below the old
ot the street.
a

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 24th, ship Ella S Thaver,
lb mpsou,
Havre; ach Nellie Tarbox, Pendleton,
Charleston.
Below 24th, at quarantine, ship .Marcia C Day,
Cha-e, from Havre.
Towed to Sea prey to 28th, ships \ auguard, aud
^

seh

GALE

has removed to the

River, Va, which got blowed oir and afterwards put
into Bermuda, nailed tor
destination 2 all ult.

WILMINGTON,

O~yTT

M

■n<tlo.ttoE&“’ ATTORNEYS

,he

SAVANNAH--Ar 26th,

K

STEP HE JV

trom Havana

Simmos, from Portland

Cftrdou^9.

KEAZER,

ffil.

Corner of

DISASTERS,
B Mnhony, Coffin, from
Philadelphia i„r
Boston, wiul ashore Sunday night during
u 1 „n,,w
* tlic
now
atone, on t.ie east side of Tarpaulin Cove
Brig Wm H Parks, at Philadelphia
Sch M

Xmma"t
Sch Se>Ionia,

H. B.

business will be conducted under the same tlriu
l-OW PLUMMER. CO

and

M'VRSH. Secretary.

Lost.

o’tsrsss^'ssss;»e
fastening, coutaintn’g seven5®rt«.ii£!!*?r’

elastic

currency, together wph a Si??,"?1
Stephen
by le,"lnK *IM
street
of

or

*•««

wlt*!

L^Watcrhouse The^ftSdSr'rtnL^1
-«5 2Tx?

433

Congress

street.

S10

mch*13t*

wanted”
hy practical Book Keeper with
A Situation
ol
City references.
a

Please address
m»r6d3t*

S

F.

bsst

C., Press Office

Wanted.
with $260 to rake the sole
a first rate paying boilnaas

young
A SMART
right and interest in
man

already established, Enquire of CO X* fOWars
Wl, Congress Street.
BMltHlw

NEWS

LATEST

by telegraph to the

PORTLAND DAILY
--

■

PRESS.
--

Tuesday Morning,

March 6,1867,

XXXIX CONGRESS- SECOND SESSION.
Washington, March 4.
SENATE.

increase
The hill providing that the
the duty on wool shall go into effect five days
after its passage, was passed.
At two A. M. the Senate took a recess until
nine A. M.
„
The Senate re-assembled at nine A. At. ana
several bills and resolutions relative to the District ol Columbia were reported from the District Committee.
The number of Senators present being too
small for the transaction of business, at 9.10 a
receSB for twenty minutes was taken.
At the expiration of the recess, business was
resumed.
Mr. Wilson, from the conference committee
<.u the
joint resolution to facilitate the settlement of accounts of disbursing officers, made
a report, which was agreed to.
The bill is agreed to as it passed the Senate.
Bills and Joint resolutions were called up and
acted on.
Mr. Buckalew complained that the Associated Press had totally
ignored his experience,
and studiously avoided
mentioning his name,
except on one or two occasions, when it had
misrepresented him.
Other Senators were about to state their
grievances at the hands of the reporter in not
giving them the prominence they thought they
ought to have in his reports, but the time was
too brief, and the reporter providentially esact to

_

caped.

Only one

hour and twenty minutes of the
session was left, and at 10.20, Mr. Foster in the
rose
and made a few remarks.
chair,
Mr. Foste-, at the conclusion of his remarks,
vacated the chair, and Mr. J. W. Forney, Secretary of the Senate, assumed the duties of

Message

HOUSE.

(Sunday night session].
The business on the Speaker’s table

was takup as follows:
The Senate joint resolution concerning the
right of way for the survey and construction
of an inter-oceanic ship canal through the Isthmus of Darien was passed.
Mr. Stevens, from the committee of conference on the deficiency bill, made a report, which
was agreed to.
At 10 minutes to 1 A. M. the House took a
recess till 9 o’clock Monday morning.
Saturday’s session was resumed and continued at 9 A. M. to-day, with but few members

en

present.

The Senate bill, releasing to Wm. H. Webb
of New York, the iron-clad ship Dunderberg,
on his refunding the amount paid him on account of his contract, was, on motion of Mr.
Darling, taken ftom the table and passed.
The business was taken from the Speaker’s
table, and several bills and resolutions not of
general interest, were acted upon.
Finally, no quorum voting, there was a call
of the House, and 102 members answered to
their names, and further proceedings under
the called ones were dispensed with.
The Speaker presented a letter from the
Clerk of the House stating that he had presented to the Secretary of State a bill to provide for the more efficient government of the
rebel States, with a certification of its passage
over the President’s veto of the Clerk of the
House and Secretary of the Senate.
Bills were taken from the Speaker’s table
and passed and referred. Among those passed
was the Senate bill for the removal of cases
from State to United States Courts.
Mr. Dawson, from the conference committee
on the bltl to facilitate the settlement of accounts of disbursing officers, made a report
which was agreed to.
The Senate bill to amend certain acts in relation to the navv, was among the bills taken
from the Speakers table.
Several amendments were adopted and the
bill passed—94 to 66.
By leave of the House the Senate resolution
of thanks to Cyrus W. Field was presented by
the Speaker, out of the regular course of business, and read three times and past ed unani-

mously.
Mr. Hasson, from the conference committee

the bill in relation to the Indian Bureau,
reported that the committee was unable to
agree. The report was agreed to and the committee was discharged.
On motion of Mr. Schenck the Senate bill in
relation to brevets in the army was read and
on

passed.

On motion of Mr. Banks the committee of

the whole were discharged from the further
consideration of the Senate bill making further
appropriation for representation of American
industry at the Paris Exposition. The bill was
amended so that the Commissioners shall serve
without compensation and reducing the amount
of the appropriation irom $103,000 to $30,000.
The amendments were agreed to and the bill
was

passed.

Mr. Farnsworth, from the select committee
the murder of Union soldiers in South Carolina, made a special report, which was tabled
and ordered to be printed.
Francis Thomas, from the Judiciary Committee, made a report on the testimony taken
in the investigation of treedmen’s affairs in
Maryland, which was placed in the custody of
the Clerk of the House, to be submitted to the
40th Congress.
On motion of Mr. Maynard, chairman, all
other committees had leave to pursue the same

tbe

New (erk Market.
New Yoke, March 4.
Cotton—dull, heavy and declining; sales 800 balesMiddling uplands at 31 @ 31 jc.
Flour—10 @ 15c lower with ratber more doing:
•ales 6,100 outs. State at 8 50 @1125; Round boot!
Ohio 10 56 @12 50; Western at 9 75® 12 00; Southern
■ales at 10 25 @ 16 50. California at IS 76 @ 14 25.
Wheat—dull and drooping; sales 27 000 bush Mil-

the

common to

at 21 50.
Pork—firm;
Lard—quiet and heavy.
Whiskey—quiet and unchanged.
Rice—dull; Carolina at 11} @ 11c.
Sugar—steady wltha good demand; sales Muscovado at 10} @ 10|c.

Coffee—firm.
Molassbs—scarce and firm.
Naval Stores—quiet; Spirits Turpentine at 7U@
72c. Rosin at 4 25 @ 9 50.
Petroleum—dull.
Tallow—quiet; tales 92,000 lbs at 11} @ ll}c.

Maroh 4.

Chicago Markets.
Chicago, March 4.
Floursteady and firm for spring extras. Wheat has
advanced 1 @ 2c; the market for No. 2 closes firm at
191; No 1 new sold tor 221 regular, and 2 27 for fresh
receipts in elevator. Com active with a speculative
demand; salesNo. 1 al78}@79}, closing firm with
tbw buyers at 79}. Oats steady and quiet, closing at
41c
2.

important appropriation bills have been Jpassed. Many bills nave been signed by the President this morning, including the tax hill. The
President has approved the bankrupt bill, also
the bill to make valid tbe proclamation ot the
President, thus exempting military officers
and soldiers from the operations of courts.
All important appropriation bills and all
other bills presented to the President, including the wool tariff bill, have been approved by
him.
The Senate has confirmed Thomas Russell,
Collector of Customs at Boston.
The Speaker’s table was cleared of business
by the taking up and passing of the bill authorizing George V. Fox, and the officers ol
the Miantonomah and Augusta to accept presents tendered them by the Emperor of Russia, and the Senate joint resolution thanking
the Chamber of Senators and Deputies of
Brazil, for their resolutions of sorrow and sympathy for the death of President Lincoln.
The following is the message of the President, concerning the Army bill:
To the Botue of Representatives:
The act entitled “an act making
appropriations for the support of the army for the year
June 30,1868, and fur other purposes,”
ending
contains provisions to which I must call attention. These provisions are coutaine 1 in the
2d section, which, in certain cases virtually
deprives the President ol his Constitutional
function as Commander-in-Chlet of the army;
and in the 6th section which denies to the
States of the Union their Constitutional right
to protect themselves in
any emergency by
means of their own militia. These provisions
are out of place iu an appropriation act.
I
am compelled to defeat the
if I
appropriations
withhold my signature from the bill.
Pressed
by these circumstances I feel constrained to
return the bill with my signature, but, to accompany it with my protest against the sections which I have indicated.

forNo.
Provisions continue firm and prices
tend upward; Bless pork has advanced 12}c, with cash
sales at 19 25 @ 1950.
Offerings of Bulk meats light
Lard firm but quiet.—
but the market is strong.
Dressed hogs neglected; sales at 8 60.
Receipts—2,600 bbls. flour, 8,500 bush, wheat, t5,000
corn, 17,000 bush, oats, 484 nogs.
Shipments—7,000
bbls. flour, 8,000 bush, wheat, 1,800 buBh. com, 1,800
bush. oats.

course.

Mr. Marston offered a resolution to add to
joint com mittees the Committee on Ordinances.

Adopted.

Several propositions to suspend the rules for
the purpose of taking up bills for consideration were made and rejected.
Permission was given to members to record
their names on the two bills vetoed by the
President.
The Speaker corrected the statement made
him that the President had signed the tariff
by
bill on wool and woolens. He had been misinformed. It was that putting mohair cloth,
lasting, etc, for shoes, on the free list.
The safe delivery of Mr. Alley’s bill after his
persistent efforts, was received with shouts of

A public meeting of onr citizens to consider
the condition of our country was largely attended.
Resolutions approving the terms of
Mr. Sherman’s bill and the course of Governor
Brown were rejected. The meeting then divided, the minority approving Mr. gherman’s bill
withdrawing, and will hold a meeting to-night.
The majority organized a new meeting, and
passed resolutions counselling a quiet submission to the bill, bnt characterizing it as harsh
and unjust; expressing approval of the noble
course of President Johnson asserting that
the honor and manhood of the Southern pecple were left; and announcing as the sense of
the meeting that the freedom of the people
must not be bartered away for the provisions of
Mr. Sherman’B bill. A resolution was adopted
that the Governors ot Southern States take
steps to test the constitutionality of the bill
in the Supreme Court of the United States.

MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS.

laughter.

On motion of Mr. Dawes a committee was
appointed to wait on the President and inform
him that the 39th Congress was ready to ad-

journ.

The hour of noon arrived, and the Speaker
rising, delivered his valedictory. At the close
ol his speech the Speaker declared the 39th
Congress adjourned without day, and vacated
the chair amid enthusiastic applause.

the Condition of the

Country.
Atlanta. Ga., March 4.

Lewiston.

Lewiston, March 4.

At the election in this city to-dav, George H.
Pillsbury (Republican) was elected Mayor by a
very large majority over A. Wakefield (Democrat. The Republicans carried every ward.
Gardiner.

EOBTIKTH CONGRESS.

Gardiner, Mareh 4.
George W. Wilcox (Republican) was elected
Mayor of this city to-day by a unanimous vote.

SENATE.

Bath.

The Senate was called to order at 12 SO by
Mi. AVade, President pro tem. in the Chair.
The new Senators were sworn in, and Mr.
Trumbull presented the credentials of the Senators elect from Nebraska, and Messrs. Thayer
and Tipton came forward and were swora in.
Mr. Thayer drew the term ending 1781, and
Mr. Tipton the term ending 1869.
Ordered, That the hour of meeting until
otherwise fixed be 12 o'clock, noon.
On motion of Mr. Trumbnll, a committee
consisting of Messrs. Trumbull and Buckalew
were appointed to wait on the President and
inquire if he has any communication to make
with the Senate.
It was ordered that the Secretary of the Senate inform the House that the Senate was
ready to proceed with business, and then on
motion of Mr. Trumbnll the Senate, at 1 P. M.,

Bath, March 3.
The municipal election to-day resulted in the
election of Hon. Israel Putnam (Republican)
by 35 majority.

adjourned.

HOUSE.

After the confusion had subsided, McPherson, the Clerk of the House of the 39th Congress, called the House to ozder, and proceeded to call the roll of the 40th Congress.
Mr. Wilson of Iowa, moved to proceed to the
election of Speaker.
Mr. Bracks of New York Tose, and after a
speech, in which he denounced the organization of the House in the absence of 17 States
as a revolutionary proceeding, be presented a
written protest against it on the part of the

minority.
Mr. Brooks then read the following protest:
Whereas, it appears by the record just made
that the following States, 17 in number, are not
now represented upon the floor of this House,
viz: The States of New Hampshire, Bhode Island, Connecticut, Virg.nia. North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Tennessee, Kentucky, California, Arkansas and Nebraska.
States entitled by the act of Congress, March
4,1862, and subsequent acts, to representatives
in Congreas, as follows, New Hampshire 3,
Bhode Island 2, Connecticut 4, Virginia 8,
North Carolina 7, South Carolina A Georgia 6,
Florida, 1, Alabama 6, Mississippi 5, Louisiana
B, Texas 4, Tennessee 8. Kentucky 9, California
3, Arkansas 3, and Nebraska 1, in all 80 ConDistricts now unrepresented on the
oor of the House.

Sressional
-And

whereas, of

these

unrepresented States
seven are of the original thirteen that in 1787
met in Convention and created the Constitution of the United States, viz: New Hamshire,

Bhode Island, Connecticut, Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, a majority of the oripnal thirteen. Therefore we,

the members elect of the 40th Congress do
enter our most solemn protest against
any and
every action tending to the reorganization of
this House until tne absent States be fully

represented.
Signed by 30 members.
The reading of the protest having been concluded the Clerk said he declined to receive
any paper of that sort, or any other matter I
this or
matter

pending

any other

pending the

organization oi the House. His duties were
clearly defined under the law, and it was impoc«Skle for him to entertain any business inorganization of the House,

wSShwea Wiethe

The Financial Troubles in Boston.
Boston, March 4.
The Jouraal of this evening says:
There is
a general feeling of distrust on the street so
far as regards the transactions of brokers and
bankers, the recent failures having brought to
light such gross irregularities thate ven well established and high toned houses suffer from the
suspicion which is naturally created. The
First National Bank at Newton
appears to
have been completely cleaned out, and many
oases of individual suffering are related.
It is
probable that one or two other banks besides
those enumerated have been subjected to loss,
and twenty thousand dollars was taken out of
one individual whose friendship made him an
easy dupe. We are happy to hear that there is
every prospect that the whole affair will be
made the subject of legal investigation.

EUROPE.
NEW*

HI

THE

CABLE-

Berlin, March 2, Evening.
Herr Simon has been chosen President of the
North German Parliament,
The King of
a
'>an1ue* 40 fh® members of

Parliamente"

London, March 3.
...
The Colonial Ministers
have resigned, for
reasons connected with the reform
question.
The reform bill which was promised
by the
Government will be presented to Parliament
on the lltb mat.
There is a report that dispatches have been
received here announcing that war has broken
out in India.
m..

Cincinnati, March 4.
Flour steady and unchanged; sales of superfine at
9 75® 1026; trade brands at 11 25 @ 1J50; limey
brandj 11 00 @ 15 00. Wheat firmer; sales No. 1

Com in good demand and
Spring at 2 47 @ 2 60.
closed a shade higher; sales in earat66@57c; shelled
at 62 @ 72c, and; 77c In sacks. Oats steady; sales 400
bush, at 52c for No. 1 in elevator. Rye at 124 for
No. 1. Barley at 1 60 @ 160 for prime to choice foil.
Whiskey held at 26c In bond. Mess pork firm; sales
20 00. Bulk meats held at an advance of }c. Bacon
In good demand; clear sides 11 @ 12}c; Sugar cured
hams in good demand at 15 @ 161c.
Lard advanced
ic; sales country at 12}; cityatl3}c; at close difllcul t
to cvy to any extent at these rates.
New Orleans Markets.
New Orleans, March 4.
Cotton—quiet; sales to-day 3,200 balea; low Middling at 30c; receipts 7,000 balesSugars quiet at 13}c
for good common. Molasses quiet. Exchange on
New York unchanged
Commercial—Per Cable.
London, March 4, Noon.
Consols for money at 91.
American Securities.—The following are the
current quotations for American Securities: Illinois
Central Railroad Shares 761. Erie Railroad shares
361.
United States 6-20’s 73j.
United States 5-20’s opened before official hours at
73} for the issue of 1862, and 72 was asked for the is- *
sue of 1866.
Liverpool, March 4, Noon.
The sales Cotton to-day will probably reach 10,000
bales; prices declined Id since fast report; Middling
uplands quoted at 13}d; Middling Orleans atlsd.—
Broadatufls—The market is generally quiet. Calitornla Wheat firm at 13s 3d & cental. Corn declined to
36s Sdper quarter for Mixed Western.
Provisions—
the market Is quiet; Lard 80s 6d
cwt.; Pork and
Bacon unchanged. Spirits Petroleum at lid; refined
Petroleum at Is 6d. Spirits Turpentine at 37s 6d.—
Ashes unchanged.
New York Sleek market.
New York, March 4.
Stocrs—excited and a little lower.
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons, 1862.HOI
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons,1864.108

Five-Twontloa, coupons, 1865,.108}
Five-Twenties, coupons new issue.106?
Ten-Forties, coupons.98}
U. S. Seven-Thirties, 1st series.. .106
U. S.
U. S.
U. S.

U. S. Seven-Thirties, 2d series.1064
U. S. Seven-Thirties, 3d series.105|
New York Central,. .106
Erie,. 64}

Reading,.102
Michigan Central,.107 ® 108
Michigan Southern,.
72}
Illinois Central,.116}
Chicago & Rock Island,.94}
Pacific Mail, ex-div.126}
American Express. 66

Boston Stork List.
Sales at the Brokers’ Board, March 3.
American Gold.
United States Coupon Sixes, 1881.
United States 7 3 loths, 1st series.
2d series.

small.
3d series.
United States 5 20s. 1862.
I860.
small.
Riston and Maine Railroad.
Western Railroad.

138}

lluj

W6J
165}
106}
106}
110}

108?

109
132

HOOP

CLAPP’S BLOCK,
Congress Street.

LADIES,

Blindness,
Deafness,
-AND-

Catarrh S
db. carpenter’s late visit
to Portland which closed Feb. 1st, so great a
number of persons deferred consulting him until the
latter part ot his stay, that many were unable to do
so, his time being fully occupied.
To accommodate
those and others desirous of consulting him he

During

|

can

be ccenllni at Ike V. 8. Hotel

aatil April 1st. upon all diseases of the

Eye, Bar, Throat
—

AND

Best

GOOD Rent for a tamily consisting of a gentleman and wife.
Address Box 1573, Portland
mcli2dlw»
Office.^_

Agents Wanted
FOB

IF YOU WANT THE

and

CwlT^inUH,

PROPOSALS
Par Dredging a New Channel thrnngb
Shepard’s Point Shoal and Hallowell
Shoal in the Kennebec River, at Hnllowell, Hnine.
will be received at this
OFFICE, until 10 o’clock A. M., on Tuesday,
the tltttb Day of March next, tor dredging a

Proposals

channel though "Shepard’s Point" and "Hallo well’' shoals, in Kennebec River, with a view to
obtaining a clear channel seven feet deep at low water, and sixty feet wide on the bottom, with sides
having aslope oftwoleetto one foot rise.
The ehannel will first be excavated through
Shepard's Point Shoal, for a distance of about 460
varils, requiring 16,000 cubic yards of excavation,
more or less; and afterwards,
through
Shoal, tor a distance of 575 yards, requiring 19,000
cubic yards ot excavation, more or less. This amount
of oxeavation may bo Increased or
diminished, as
the Engineer in charge may direct, after further exminatTon of the river.
new

Hallowell

lucuuucruu liiKcu irorn me axioms 18 10 De
deposited in the river, in such manner a may be required
by the Engineer in charge, and in such localities as
may be designated by him, not exceeding 650 yards
in distance from Shepard's Point, above and below it.
In making proposals, bidders must state the price
qf excavation, with the understandper cubic
ing that the work executed Is to be ascertained by
measurement of the channel after dredging; and, oi
such excavation only as has been
made to
obtain the required dimensions: with the understanding, also, that the price elated is to include the
depositing of the material taken out. in such localities as may be designated, within the limits above

yard

actually

named.

The work must be commenced as soon as such operations are practicable, and be completed on or before the 20th of November next.
Each proposal must be accompanied by a written
guarantee signed by two responsible persons, in the

form, that the bidder will, when called on,
proposal be accepted, enter into a contract and
bond, with good, and sufficient security (the sureties
and their places of residence to be named in the proposal) for the true and faithful performance of his
contract. The contract will be awarded to the lowest responsible bidder, and be subject to the approval of the Secretary of War.

required
if his

The undersigned,
however, reserves the right to
exclude the bids of any
persons who, there is reason
to believe, will not faithfully and
promptly perform
the contract; also, aiiy informal
bids, ut we 1 aa
thoae that are above a responsible price for the work
no
member
and
of Congress, officer or
agent of the
Government, nor any person employed In the public
service, shall be admitted to any share in the contract, or any bcneUt which may arise therefrom.
Payments will be made In too installments: the
first on the completion of the channel through Shepard’s Point Shoal, and the second, on the completion
of the whole work—20 per cent, to be reserved from
the first payment, until the whole work Is finished,
and to be forfeited In the event ot the non-fitlfilmcnt
of the contract In the time and manner as therein

required.

Persons desiring to make proposals, will please call
on the undersigned at his office, In Morton Block on
Congress Street, lor forms of same, and tor more definite Information, If desired; and, on transmitting
them, will endorse thereon
Proposals for Improvement ol Kennebec river."

The

Crowded with Illustrations.

MADE

LEAVE

TOLD

Agents

OBDEB

FOB ONE OF OCB

New

Style Sewed Skirts
MADE

BY

market,

every Wire Sewed la the

Tape BY HAND.

Agents
For

English

Agencies apply

marl d2w*

or

YOUNG MAN who has had several years exverience as a book-keeper and accountant,
would like to obtain a situation. Satisiactory lecommendatlon furnished.
Address *‘Q. W. B.” Portland Post Office. f28dlw»

A

•-AT THE—

New

$1.00!

French Corsets 175!
ALL

WARRANTED t

A New Lot of Paris Kid Gloves
Anal Received Direct!
THE

BEST

A

IN

new

THE

MARKET I

Lot Real and Imitation

CLUNY

AND

LACE

Agents Wanted

deodlm*Portland,

(Snceeasar ta JT. P. BAND,)

Flour Barrels Wanted!
and

CLAPP’S BLOCK,

after January 2d, 1807,
shall
ON the purchase
ot Flour Brls. for CASH,
Office ot the
wc

Portland

CONGRESS STREET.
Made

to

Order.

_meb2___

dtf

Astonishing- Curative Powers oi
Cold Medicated Inhalation,
AS

OB.

PBAOTICBD BY

MORSE.

Sugar

resume

OUT, Famni and
Naval III*
JUST
roes, by the brilliant and popular Historian, J.
T. Headly,
our
on

the Navy In the

War, ami everybody Is bnylng it.
GEOBGE H. BLAKE,
GENERAL AGENT,

halation, I will here refer to persons now living in the
enjoyment of good health, whose oases were pronounced hopeless and incurable some years since,
and wore cured by Dr. Morse’s Remedies,
mostly
through the medium of Inhalation.
Hundreds of
other similar oases might be mentioned.
CONSUMPTION.
Mrs. Sophia A. Fitts, formerly of Bath, now a resident of Oak Hill, Brunswick, of this State, was reduced to a very low state by sickness in 1862. It was
soon manifest that her lungs were
laboring under tuberculous ulceration, which was fast wasting her life
away. Her physician thought the structure of her left
lung was almost destroyed. Her case was considered
hopeless and incurable by all of her friends and physician. She was placed under the care of Dr. Morse
of

Wanted Daily ! !
The General Agency and Employment Office

AT

No. SSI 1-a Congress (Street. All perwishing to secure gootl Girls tor any respectable employment, will tind them at this ohOe.
Also please notice. We will send you men and
boys lor any work in city or couutry, iree ot charge.
USf~ We want good American, Provincial, Irish
and Colored Women and Girls, as well as Men and
Boys, every day tor all orts ot situations in this
City and vicinity. Give ns a call.
COX&POWARS.
Portland, Me., Jan. 25, ’(ST.
JanlSO dtf
sons

Wanted.
FLOUR BARRELS,

Cfl AAri

at Forest
West Com-

City Sugar Refinery,

mercial, near foot of Emery street.
Proposals will also be received for new Sugar Barrels, and a sample may be seen at tbe office of the
Company, 159$ Commercial, at corner of Union St.
Iebl2d&wtt

T. C. HERSEY

Flour Barrels

Wanted.

will pay 30 cents each for first class Flour
Barrels suitable for sugar.
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
novl3dtl
139 Commercial street.

WE

Portland, by whom a perfect cure was effected,
mostly through the medium of Inhalation. Mrs. F.
has enjoyed better health since than ever before.

_LOST

ASTHMA.
Mrs. Dorcas Lawrence of Falmouth, this State,
was in a feeble state of health for a long time,
caused by Asthma, or Phthlslo, difficulty of breathing, and other alarming symptoms, which caused
much Buffering, which rendered her cose hopeless fat
the minds of her friends. She was restored to a
perfect state of health by the use of Dr. Morse’s Remedies, mostly through the medium of Inhalation.

Watch. The
have the
A rSilver
alter proving property and paying for this

PNEUMONICA.

spiration.
After long suffering, a council oi three physicians
was called. After
consultation, they gave no encouragement of a cure. She was placed under the
care ef Dr. Morse of
Portland, and in a few months
restored to perfect health, mostly through the medium

Found.
owner

advertisement, by calling at 33
Portland, Marcn 1, 1867.

can

Commercial Street.
marl dlw

Lost!
bundle of small Keys, (5 or 6) on a steel ring.
The finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving
them at the Store ot Norton & M. rgan, Spring St.,
near Winter St., or with D. W. True & Co., HI

A

Commercial Sr.
March 1.1867.

mar2d3tv

great debility.
obliged to relinquish
preaching, and entertained doubts about ever being
able to resume his vocation. He placed himself under the care of Dr. Morse, and in a few month* was
restored to health through the medium of Inhalation, and is at present preaching to the people oi
was

West Buxton.

HEMORRHAGE.
Mr. Isaac L. Barnes, of Brunswick, of this State,
troubled with Hemorrhage of the Lungs, and otherwise affected, in 1882, had lost over thirty pounds oi
flesh, was troubled with palpitation of the heart, hied
one pint a day for six
days in succession, reduced
very weak. Mr. Barnes was fully restored to health
the
use ef Dr, Morse’s
by
Inhaling Remedies. Still
enjoys good health.

TO LET l

CATARRH, BRONCHITIS,

fee.

Isaac

Robinson, of East Vassalboro', was severely troubled with pulmonary disease for five years,
with Chronic Catarrh,
Bronchitis, severe hoarseness;
could not speak above a whisper tor several
months,
during wliich time he was confined to his room; a
large abscess formed on one lung, which broke and was
discharged t hrough the tubes out of the mouth. His
physician thought his case hopeless. He was placed
under the care of Dr. Morse, and
gradually improved
by the uso of the Inhaling Remedies, until he was
lUlly restored to health.
CHBONIC CATARRH.
Silas W. Berry, ot WaterviUe, this
State, was
troubled with Chronic Catarrh and
pulmonary di
which
was the cause of
ease,
frequent spells of Asphyxia, or suspended animation. He had loot five
sisters who died with consumption, and was much
alarmed about himself. Mr. Berry was
fully restored
to health by the use of Br. Morse’s
Inhaling Remedies.
AN IMPORTANT CURE.
Mrs. Caroline Atkinson, of
Cornish, of this State, a
widow whose husband gave his life to his
country in
our recent civil
and
war,
daughter of Mr. Samuel
Knight, of the same town, was seriously attacked by
a disease of the
Lungs, she had fastened upon her
dangerous symptoms, by which she was prostrated
very low, aud unable to oo removed for several days,
aud was given up to die. Other organs were soriously affected, and their natural secretions suppressed.
In this condition she placed herself under the
care ot
Dr. Morse.
Through the medium of his Inhaling
Remedies she was fully restored to
health, and is now
a hale and hearty woman.
Dr.Mor.se has the names of more lhan two thousand persons on his
books, who have been cured ot
Catarrh in its various forms, and It is sate
to soy that
all the above named cases were
caused by Catarrh, or
proceeded from that complaint.
Persons at a distanoe can be treated
by letter.
Tour obedient servant,
Mr.

CHARLES HORSE,
Physician for Diseases of the Throat aud
Lungs, No.
6 Decring
Street, Portland, Me.
February 25, I860, eod&wtt

subscriber offers tor sale this long
B established
“uiisnea
GRIST Mil,],.
It Is situated on the great thoroughfare into Portland
of the best back country travel, and also to supnlv
City trade of Portland, and a good part ol Westbrook with Meal and Feed.
There are 3 run of
Stones—one for salt with a Dry Room tor same, and
Elevators for Com and Salt—all In good running order and now
occupied, but will be vacated, having
“New Mill in Falmouth. If not soli, a thorMiller
witil
some capital can have an opportuwjgi
^
R on joint account.
Apply to
EDWARD H. BURQIN,
*•’
C*•mmercial St.
frK?? dtodtf

THE

on

the third Mondays of March, April, May, Jons, July
and August ensuing, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the purpose of attending to

r rout

Cellar,

bard and soft water—a good Stable,
and } ard room. Very convenient and desirable.
.Possession given someiime in Mai cii.
Terms easy.
Apply on the premises, or to

WM- H JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.

dtf__

For Sale I

required.

ences

feb25dlt.

Houses In the Brick block on Deer
These houses are built
mosl
thorough manner, ten finished rooms in each good
cellar, water of both kinds, good store
and
room.
of
closet
plenty
Enquire of E. WALbH on
ot the

"t™

the premises.

mch'2d2w

For Sale
The Fine Lot

corner of
on Congress

Streets, liO feet
St. Will be let for ten or
terms. A Block of Seven Stores in this central location would pay a good interest.
W. H. JERRIS.
Apply to
marldtf
New Brick House lor sale,
Corner Cumberland and Boyd streets: contains
eleven rooms. Piped lor gas from cellar to atKS'jh
I'.i.'JllLHfv This is a substantial, well-built
house, In a
good location, aud is all ready for oecupancv.
Apply to w. II* JERRIS Real Estate Agent.
Mar 1—d3w

line estate

marl

W. W. Carr & Co.’s store. No. 3
Exchange
Fore St, that will accommodate 150 workmen
shoemaking, tailoring, or many other kinds
of business.

For Sale.
One lot of Land

near the head of Wilmot
street,
per foot; algo, a lot near head or
street, about 31 by 55 teet, tbr $1200; also, a two
story House and lot on Munjoy Hill tor $2500; also,
one House and Lot on Merrill's Court, Chestnut
street, tor $1600, that will let for $30u per y at; also,
one house on Mountford street, with about 6000 feet
of land more or less; this bouse belongs to the estate
of the lae Lemuel Tukey, and will he sold at a bargain. Terms easy. Apply to
mchldlm
_W. W. CARR & CO.

forslxty-fivecents
Doer

To Let.
Chamber (2d story) over E. T. Elden & Co’s,
Free Street Block, suitable for Jobbing or

dtf

desirable House Lot at tho
Ellsworth Streets by

A

T. J. LITTLE,
79 Commercial street.

fonnd at E. T. Elden & Co’s

be

corner

of Hill

and

WOODMAN, Jr.,

JABEZ C.

Real Estate Agent, 21V Free Street.

feb23 dtf

FOR

SALE.

The subscriber, intending to return to California in the spring, of-

and Milk Streets.

Feb. 25. tf

Enquire

fers his Farm for sale.
Said Farm is situated in Hamilton, Mans., on the line of the Eastern Railroaf, between Salem and Ipswich, about onefourth of a mile from Wenham and Hamilton depot,
and contains about 60 acres, viz: 5 acres of Woodland,
3 acres of Peat Meadow, and the balance all under
good cultivation, and very
arranged.—
The buildings are all good aud in good repair, with
good cellars under the bouse .and barn, well cemented. There is also a well of good water at the house
and barn, with a large cistern for rain water at the
house. Also Stock, Farming Tools, Hay, Graiu, Potatoes, and Household Furniture.
This is one of the finest located Farms in Essex
County, is near the railroad station, ami convenient
to churches, schools, &c., and is Just tar enough from
the city to make it a desirable summer residence lor
a gentleman doing business in Boston or Salem; and
if not disposed of at i mate sale, wjll be so d at Public Auction some time in March.
JOHN NORTH.

over

premises,

or

Portland,

Usoful and Fancy Anirles and Refreshments

will be for sale.
The public are cordially
he ip a gcod object.

a

Portland Society of Natural History.
OF

Vestry of the First Universalist Church,
Congress Square, commencing

Estate

TIH KHDAl EVE.. MARCH 7,
and continuing each Thursday Evening till com-

SALE !

license from the Hon.

pleted.

of

These Lectures will present in a i*opu!ar manner
History of the Animal Kingdom, and will be
illustrated by large colored diagrams and blackboard
sketohes.
Tickets to the Coui ae 75 Cts. Single Lecture 50 Cts.
For sale at Lowell & Senter*s, Bailey & Noyes*,
Short & Loring’s, and the Door. Doors open at 7.
Lecture at 71 o’clock.
mar5d3t
the

to the estate of the late CHARLES E. BECKETT,
viz:
At 11 o’clock A. M., of said day, ou the premises,
lot ol land corner or Congress and Smith Streets,
extending about 44 feet on Congress an.l 130 feet on
Smith Street, with the unfinished buildings thereon,
subject to mortgages of about $3,000.
At half past 11 o'clock A. M., of the same day, or
immediately after the foregoing is disposed of, on the
premises, lot of land comer of Congress and Franklin Streets, containing about 8,000 square met, extending about 100 feet on Congress Street, subject to
mortgages of 85,500 and interest.
Also, at 3 o’clock P. M., of the same day, op the
premises, lot of land corner oi Vaughan and Pine
Streets, about 220 leet on Vaughan Street aud 143 on
Piue Street, subject to mortgages of $4,640 and luterest.
Said lots are located in the most desirable parts of
the city, and offer excellent inducements to builders
and capitalists to purchase.
S. B. BECKETT, Administrator.
HENRY BAILEY Co SON, Auctioneers.
eoddwtdtd
Portland, February 13, 1867.

--

ladies of park
The
hold their Annual

Rolf’s.

conven enf,
improvements,
Bathing room, in which is Hot aud Cold water, Gas,
Furnace, &c. Con ected with house is a good stable.
Po session given first day of May next. Enquire at
No.
Commercial Ml. head of Hobson’*
wharf, of J. II. ilimlen, the subscriber, STEPHEN
PATTEN, or of W II. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
Jan30codtf

In

unpaid

HENRY

J. B.

SO

Nos. 54 & 56 MIDDLE STREET,
Would respectfully invito the attention of purchasers
to their large, new and attractive stock of

ONE

of

DRY

Brick Store 201 Fore, foot ol
E. M.

cluding

new crop

Just landed from brig

"Hyperion," for sale by
TJIOS. ASENCIO d) CO.,

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

M4d3wls

Portland

*anua\
Portland

Observatory.
f°r

signalizing

vessels at
the
Observatory having expired, merchants, ship owners and others interested will be
called on during the present month to renew their
subscriptions.
ENOCH MOODY.
Portland, March 1, 1867.
dijw

THE

removed to Bookstore ofS. H. Colesworthy,

No. 02

Exchange

Street.

fel>2Tdlw_
retire from

our

firm

PAINTS AND OILS.
Drugs, Medicines, Dye*
stuffs, Window Gloss.
Forest River it Warren Lead Co.’s
CRAFTS &

WILLIAMS,

Nos. 6 and 6 Commercial Wharf, Boston.

Pec4—TuThStiy

MITCHELL

&

frimous Puzzle will be
rpHIS
I for fifteen cents and red
Box 1215, Boston, Mass.

E

SPECIAL

CLOSING SALE

sent to any address
stamp by addressing

mcb2dlw*

GOODS!

WHITE
One

Price.

E. T. ELDEN & CO.
Jan 2*—dtf

New

This

Day

SELLING

AT

A CO.

Portland, March 4,1S67.

Deceived !

dtf

Crop Molasses.

PRICES

LOW

426 HIIDS. II

41 TCS.
“Minnie Miller,"
fur sale by

VERY SUPERIOR MU SCOVADO MOLASSES, i«r Brig
from Matanzaa, now landing and

Chase, Cram * Sturtevant,

corner of Middle and
oi years.
Enquire

Feb23—isdtf

SON,

“THE

IS

MIGHTIER

THE

THAN

Housekeeping

SWORD.”

Cheapest of Pens'
Gold Pens l

Morton’s

E. T. ELDEN <£ CO.

Jan 2.8—dtf

BLEACHED d> BROWS

For sale at his Headquarters, No 25 Malden Lane,
New York, and by every duly-appointed Agent at the

prices.

Prices,

PRICE.

ONE

AX

The Res* Pens In the World I

same

A Catalogue, with full description of Sizes and
sent on receipt et letter postage.

SHEETINGS,
BLANKETS

&

QUILTS,

MORTON.

uo'JOd&wCm_A,

Goods

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

The Gold Pen—Best and

I

E. X. ELDEN Ac CO’S.
Jan 28—dtf

WMgcry’s Whant.

PEN

Farm for Sale.
WILL sell my firm near Allen’s Comer Westbrook, about three miles from Poitlund, one mile
from horse cars, and Westbrook Seminary.
Saul farm contains about 100 acres, part of it very
valuable for tillage, and part of it for building lots.
There is a good house, two large barus, and out houses on the premises.
It will Imj sold together, or iu lots
CYRUS TUURLOW,
to suit purchasers
1G5 Commercial St.
sepll-dti

Much Under Price,

the game unrivalled quality manuihcturcd by
us for the last ten years, we arc now
prepared to
furnish consumers and'the trade, in any quantity.
J. R. LUNT & CO..
mcli2d3t
348 Congress St.

OF

the Brick Yard of the Mrss. & Maine Brick
Co., (50 horse power) 14 inch cylinder, 3 feet
'troke, has been run but a lew days, and is a first
class machine. Will be sold low if applied for at
once, as it is to be replaced by a larger one.
Apply to ZENAS TRAIT, at the Yard, or IRA
BRADLEY, No. 20 Washington Street, Boston.

—

At—

E. T. ELDEN A CO’S.
Jan 28—dtf

E. T. ELDEX & <

<>V

WILL

OPEN THIS HAT

mcb4dlw

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
i

United States of America, 1
District of Maine, s. s. i
to a Monition from the Hon. Edward
Fox, Judge ol the United Statos District Court,
within and tor the District of Maine, 1 hereby give
public notice that the following Libel has been tiled
in said Court, viz:
A Libel against the Schooner “Alice T.” her
tackle, apparel and furnitcre, and the CAli-

PURSUANT

Bargains! Bargains!

OO OF

LUMBER

LATELY

LADEN

ON

BOARD

SAID

SCHOONER, in beliali ofWilliam P. Treble and others
in a cause of Salvage civil and maritime, as Is more

BARGAINS!

particularly set

BOOTS M® SHOES
—AT—

MONTGOMERY,

JNo, 4 Casoo St.
Men’s Cull’ ncg’d tap sole Boots,
$4.00

to

Sew'd Boots,
4,60 to
4,50
Kip peg lap soie, heavy,
1,25 to
Heavy Shoes and Brogans,
Ladies’ Calf sew'd double sole Balmo1,50 to
rals,
Ladies’ Calf sew'd double sole Polish
2 00 to
Balmorals,
Ladies’ Calf sew’d double sole PoUsh
3,50 to
Button, New York make,”
Ladies’ Leather eg’d Balmorals,
1,25 to
Serge double sole i olis « ButYork
*‘New
make,”
3,60 to
ton,
Ladies’ serge double sole Polish Balmo**
k
Yo
New
2.50
to
make,”
rals,
•*
Ladies’ Serge double sole Congress
1,50 to
44
house
wear
(tor
Ladies’
Congress,
or for rubber)
1.25
Men’s Rubber Overs,
44

Are! iea. 1st

2'1

quality,

$6,50
0,00

2,03
3,50
4,00
2,00
4,00

1,75
sample of the

The above kinds and prices are but a
whole S ock.
A
assortment of Misses and Children’s
Goods oi the above description at correspondineiy
low prices.
Tbo Goods offered a I this Kstabllshment are not
Auction Goods, bat arc Irom the First Manif.u-TORY in the Conniry. We warrant them all, and
guarantee perfect satisfaction. We offer them at
these price1 in hope, f hereby to build up a substantial trade. '1 be public arc respectfully solicited to
call and judge for themselves.

M O IV E

V

Worn and Torn Currency and Greenbacks
ja29dti

at the Horse R.

R. Office, by

»!• O. PAtslUER.

384 CONGRESS

tWITCBELL
mchldlw

CO.,

Provisions and Groceries,
AT LOWEST CASH
PRICES.
PORTLAND, Ms.

ftblMlm
A

BROS. & CHAMP 1>IN,
82 Commercial Street.

Spruce Dimension and
Out

S^truce

Plank !

Bethel
THE
running

Steam Hill Co. will commence
their Mill in April, ami will be piepared to till orders for dimension Frames with dispatch.
They have on wharf 50,000 leet 3 and 4 Inch Out
Spruce Plank, suitable lor Wharf or Bridge covering, for sale cheap.
J. U.HilLHi Agent,
Holwon'. Wharf.
Fob 26—dfw

Notice.

Half Bleached,
And Brown

DAMASKS!

Bleached & Brown Table Corns,
Napkins, Doylies, Towels, Fronting
Linens, Linen Sheetings, Ac,

At OnePrice^SFree St.
Jan

person,
Committee
ALL

laving bill, against tire Executive
mr

Ihe relief of

the 0th (lay of March
For order.
feb23 dgw

il

next.

Huflcrera,

are

re-

■

Grover &

HATS AM) CAPS !
RECEIVED
—AT—

SHAW

BROTHERS,

Opposite Preble House.
Portland, March 1,1867.

Baker,

Sewing- Machines,
AT MANUFACTURERS PRICES,

Every

Machine

Warranted!

machine Milk., Thread and Twul,
AiMrlural.

E. T. ELDEX ,i
iso.

Jan 28 dtt

a

full

CO.

9 frbk

street.

Packet for Ellsworth.
Schr. Frank Pierce, Capt. Grant, will
v, slime her trips to Ellsworth, commencIX
to receive freight, Tuesday, March
iug
Af’fi
if\ \ 5th, to sail Friday 6th Inst., from Lona

waMBiWbtrf.

ad, 186".—dlw*

March

HENRY FOX, Chairman.

18_0_7 7 T
JBiSPEIN6 STYLES
JUST

28—dtt

a

quested to present the same to the Committee at tholr
olliec Old €ily Hall IBtiilfliaig, on or before

STREET.

A. E. HASKELL &

Bleached,

7 £> TUBS CHOICE FAMILY BUTTER for tale

complete

IV. C. IHONTCOItlRRV,
4 Casco Street, 2 Doors from Congress.
teh;s d3t then codl w

CONSISTING OF

w

2,00
f75

Five Cases of Linen Goods

Blitter !

3,00

2 75

M

forth in the said Libel ; that a hearing and trial will be had thereon at Portland in said
District, on the First Tuesday rf March next, at
eleven o’clock in the forenoon, when and where any
persons ime.ested therein, may appear and show
cause, it auy can be .shown, wborelore the same
should not be decreed liable to said claim for salvage.
Dated at Portland this tweuty-sevonth day or
February, A. D., 1807.
F. A QUIN BY,
Deputy U. S. Marshal Dist. ol Main*'.
Feb 27— dtd

2.00

2,00

Dealers in

black crook.

26, 1867-

MACHINE.

SEWING

WOODMAN, TRI

Lots

lr'CC—dlt1.8 Eure Street.

Bought

AGENTS FOE

TEETH X

300 Do/. Linen llktlfs.

Agents for Maine for the

Lease.
a

•*

Is

JANUARY

At

the

SINGER

SALE,

valuable lot of land
THEPlumb
tciui
Stroels, lor
of
C. C.

Portland M. Fire Insurance
COMPANY’S OFFICE

TEETHl

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Elkotricity WITHOUT pain. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resettinnhe would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines tor sale
lor thrnily use, with thorough Instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a *ew patients with board
end treatment at his bouse.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; troiu 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 In the evening.
Consultation free.
novltf

Match.

THUS

PATTEN,

Morena Molasses.

E S

b A 1) I

Who have cold haiu.s ami feet; weak stomachs, lamaud weak backs; nervous and sick headache: dizziness and swimming in the head, wi>b indigestion and
Constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back*
leucorrhua, (or whites); fading of the womb with internal cancers; tumors,
and all that long
train of diseases will find in
a sure means
of cure. For painful menstruation, too ...oiusa
menstruation, and all oi those long line ot troubles
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, In a short time, restore (he sufferer to tha
vigor of health

for

New Isiuen Finish Collar with Cali to

C01U9IE BCIAL STREET
subscribers offer for sale the lot of land on
the southerly side of Commercial
Street, head oi
Dana’s Wharf, measuring 72 1* 150 feet.
For further particulars inquire
JONAS H. PHR LEY,
Oct 18
or W. S. DANA.
tf_

Plum Street.

5Sl8. j A'MOICe

By Electricity
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the laum and the Uz?
leap with joy, and move with the agilitv and elasric*
tty of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities re*
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength: the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ot
youth are obliterated; the accidents oi mature life
prevented; the calamities ot old ago obviated and an
active circulation maintained.

Laces & Embroideries S

Also a fall assortment of all the leading makes and
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Paper Goods, in-

PROCTER,

Store

GOODS,

Agents for Maine

N

W. C.

420

complaints.

and Small Wares.

Woolens,

6,0tH).
5,000.

JOHN C.

Desirable
FOR

To Let
Enquire of

to

announce

Gray’s Patent Molded Collar.

over
new

ja3dtfST, JOHN SMITH.

respectfully

on

AT

Union

he would

1867.

to the spacious warehouse
erected upon
THEIR OI.D RITE,

inquire at

BROWN

To Let.
Brick Store, three stories, No.
to
street. Apply

Sierra

SPUING.

woodmanTtrue & CO,

FEN PERSON.

feb23eod2w

28.

LORD,

.Having this day removed

ALSO,
Vacant lots on Adams, Cumberland, Congress, Eire
and Federal streets, from 25c to $1 per foot.

Aug.

P.

WHERE

citizens ol Portland aud vicinity, that he
•
permanently located in this city. During the three
wo
have been in this oity. we have cured some
years
o
the worst terms of disease In persons who have
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and ourin?
pitleuts in so short a time that the question Is often
a iked, do
they stay cured? To answer this <iuest!oi
we will say that ull that do not stay cured, we
second time without charge.
the
doctor
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician lor twenty'
and
is also u regular graduated phvsiciai
one years,
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
lu the acute stages or where the lungs are not lully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
ol the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitos' Dance, deafness, stum,
mering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can l*e presented; asthma, bronchi*
tis, strictures ot the chest, and all lornn* of feiu*t!a

TREASURES.

1867.

Brick Dwelling House for $10,000.
One
One Wooden

Vor

8tli inst.,

Mar 1—dtd

For Sale.

Inquire

a

on

Friday, the

dtf

Iwlll sell

Ordinance of the city,

an

Will be published in one of the dally newspapers in
this city.

House lor Sale.
good Hoijse two stories, Stable attached, hard
and soft water, good lot centrally located—con-

Jan. 24, 1867.

accordance with

Yearly Opposite flic (Jailed Slate* Hotel

TRRTHI

list of all Taxes assessed upon residents amounting
to Twenty Dalian ($20) and upwards, remaining

Valuable Hotel Property for Sale.
Oxford House, pleasantly situated in the vilrpHE
1
lage oi Fryeburg, Oxford county, Maine, is offered for sale at a bargain, if applied tor soon.
The House is large, in good repair, with furniture
and fixtures throughout, together with all necessary
outbuildings.
For full particulars inquire of
HORATIO BOOTHBY,
Proprietor.
Or Hanson A Dow, 541 Union st.
Fr yeburg, Sept. 2y, 1866.
dtf

J. A.

P.1PEUS l

NOTICE.

remove

Electrician i

MIDDLE STREET,

174

polypus,
Electricity

NOTICES.

Twl X

Street.

Co.’s,

over

feblGdtt

mar5d3t*

CITY

on Park St
about to
from this city I offer for
BEING
sale my House. No. 55 Park St. It is good size
and
with all the modern

two families, if desirable,
or 1!44 Fore Si.,

society win

st.

Festival and Promenade Concert,
Tkamday Evening next,
AT MECHANICS’ HALL.
Manic by Chandler'* Quadrille Band.
Single Tickets 50 cents; Tickets admitting gentleman and lady 75 cts.
For sale at Short A Lorlngfs,
A. Geyer’s, A. G. Schlotterbeok & Co. and Snrauel

For Sale—House

venient for
13 Hanover

MORSE,

lhe Essex Institute, will deliver a course of
Four Lectures on Natural History under the
auspices of the above Society, In the

public auction, on SATURDAY,
the following parcels of Ileal Estate ltclonging

A

|

ADMISSION Jo CENTS.
March 2—dtd

Judge
I shall sell by
BYProbate for Cumberland County,
March 16th next
virtue of

Medical

invited to attend and thus

ED W. S.

n7 DEMING,

DR. Mi.

HALL, (Muitfoy Hill,)
On Wednesday Evening, March IS.

feb21 d2w

FOB

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

LINCOLN

and lurtlier particulars apply on the
to J. N. NORTH, No. 8, Portland St.,

E. T. Eldcn &

Brown and Congress streets.

three storied

For Bent.
The Hew Wooden Store on Plum St., now occupied by us; possession given lust of March.
Also—Lot ot Land ad olning on Westerly side
about fib by 6J feet. Three storied Brick Store, No.
20* rore, foot of Plum street;
possession given Immediately. For Sale— A des.ranle buil.ling lot on
sided
near
Congress,
Locust Street, conWesterly
tabling about twelve uundred feet.
let-2t<ltf

THE

febl9tf

THEPlum Street.

\\TJi have on oasoriment of JSew Fire Proof Satei
▼ V of the celebrated WILDLft MARK, which
Mi;sT uk bold within twenty da\a, without retai l
to cost.
Thev are of various sizes, thoroughly IL»i-hed aud >e bnd (o none in the market. Those In
waut ol a reliable
bale, by calling eail\ will be sure
to gat suitad.

Ladies ot the Congress street M. E. ChiiTch
will hold a Fair and Levee ut

conveniently

l„~

Fire-Proof Soles for Sale at less
than Manufacturers’ Prices.

Levee.

and

^^^tB^Admnigteator.
PATTEN A

Auctioneer* aad Heal Eainie Hrakara,
OFFICE PLUM STREET.

A.BARTI.ETTjOfB ooklyn.N.Y.

Fair

20,

E. M.

Evening Tickets. 50 cents, to bo had a, the usual
laces and at the door. Doors open at 0,; Lectnre at
mch4d3t

at of-

Co.’e store, Free Street Block; also, offices
FIRST,
Croeman &
in
Schlotterbeck’s, and

jant4-dtf

connection with the above

?i o’clock.

To Let.

block corner

^Portland, Feb.

Wrath

Subject—“Boys.”

UNION

second and third lottg

hrtJoSSJS? “ar®u?.
5i “ch.^ K“U®)'

Steam Engine for Sale.

& Co’s.

True

wihuon'r „J:1,b®rt’

the

and

P. Y. M. C. A. COURSE LECTURES
ELEVENTH LICTCBE,
In the Free Street Church,
Weduomlay Evening, march ttlh, 1N67,

STREET,
suitable for moat an; business. Apply to
FRANCIS O. THOMES,
on thepremisee. or GEO. H. SMARDON, at Wood-

man.

SKtit&Sr’.KSS?
t®.!10011®1

PAKADISE LOST,

UetT

NO. 30

deceaaed,

°f 'J1®
e&fh of n!

*chcK,I'<'r I.uthcr Dana.
One eighth
“cl“on«r Nciiio M. Short.
One eighth of
*to-nc. Ida L. Howard.
One
One
Bottlce. Reed.
One sixteenth <>r the
One alxtoeuth of the
One thirty-second or
x“ Buonaventure.
Bunter.
One sixteenth „t the
One thiriy-second part
th8 charter ot toe x
Snow Bird.
brig

The Great Rebellion in Heaven, the War or Ancel»
Fall of Satan and the Fall of Man, as
John Miltou, in his immortal poem ot
Paradise
Lost, and carrying out his sublime ideas of
Heaven, Hell, Chao* nnd 1'nrmli.f.
The whole combined forming an entertainment
uni> railed in interest and
unsurpassed In grandeur
and sublimity.
marl dlw*

The 2d, 3d and 4th Floors
or STORE

1

will also be exhibited the world veuowncd Miltonian
Tableaux ol

on corner

Exchange

TO

a

public vcuuue, at the AnifeMtf Lidiaugt,
^o. 2
Long Wharf, in for, land, uu
Tharadar, March ill, ISAS’,
1,1 to® iorenoon, toe following pails ot
to toe estate of the late Win. E.
Short
nr W*"11*’
Short, of
Portland,
via:

tuh‘!booted

OCEAN INSURANCE CO,

fice of

Administrator's Sale.

New Jerusalem.

Rev M OT.

Aartioarrr.,

virtue of license from the Hon. Judge of ProBYbate
for the county of Cumberland, 1 will soil at

The whole
presenting to view the most startling and
SUDlime spectacle ever vouchsafed to
mao, and only
Disciple St. .John, that Man
learn through him
or the things that must
1‘rei>are for the 4.rral Way of

____

erms

Minor?, tSiSLi'd

PATTEN A CO.,
PLUM STREET.

IK.

Camphor Ice.

the third story of buliding

of Exchange
OFFICES

E.

A Vision of St. .John, aa by him described in the
Book of Revelations, showing what St. John saw
when a Door in Heaven was Opened, and ending
witli the vision of the

in

w

conaialnS,®®.

aald houa.

Bureaus, Bedateaua,
Center Tables, Carpets, Scc together with the
7™
Kitchen and Chamber Furniture.
IsbiwtA

Apocalypse,

For Rent.
in

*

EF*Thf most Sublime unt! Startling Pro.
duefiou of Ibe Age, llie Grand Tableaux
of Ibe

h°i»

at Auction.
corner

AT THREE
O’CLOCK.
Prices of Admission.
Low Prices adopted. The entire lower par, of.t,.
house will Ite placed at 33 els; Gallery, 25
nee. 15 and 20 cents.
Doorsopon at 7 to commence at
7 3-4 o’clock.

Day of Judgment

Furniture

•treet,
So Ida, Chaira,

Wednesday & Saturday Afternoons,
COMMENCING

The

Appraiser,

March 8th, at 10 o’clock
ONtheTUESDAY,
pruuiiM., No. 117 Oxford,
oi^'kM” °1
all the Furulturo in

Matinee
ON

Valuable Farm in Hamilton,

Business.

Mar 2—dtf

and Walkei Sts.
leer. Title
Apply to
W. H. JERRIS,
Keal Estate Agent.

For Sale.

near

lyKey can

corner Brackett
over

perfect

Household

a

de£rib.Tb*

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.
The lot contains
THE
28,Oou square
and terms favorable.

OVER
at

Inquire of

Lease.
Exchange and Corgress
aud 50 feet on Exchange
twenty years, on favorable
or

e\ery evening during the week, with

0pand

room’

•*

_TOJL.ET.

THE
Wholesale

hcau.

ONEStreet.

board, or as lodging rooms,
rates, at 31 Free street. Refer-

A

air.

House for Sale.
STREET, Upper Hall Of the Brick
01iNEA,1'House,
containing in all 14 Rooms—cementod

rooms with

HEMORRHAGE.
TO LET!
Rev. Horace, Norton, of Meadvllle,
Pa., after being
SPACIOUS Chamber, suitable for a Wholesale
reduced to a very low state of health, by Hemorrhage
Boot Store or some manufacturing business,
from the Lungs, wa* so feeble that he could not walk
over the store occupied by Samuel Waterhouse & Co.,
five rods without assistance. Came to Portland,
No. 166 Fore Street.
placed himself under the care of Dr. Morse. He gradSAME.. WATERHOUSE,
ually improved until he was fully restored to health. Enquire of
HU weight increased from 121 pounds to ICS pounds.
feb‘JSd3\v
on the premises.
j
ASTHMA.
Mr. James A. Page, of Bloomfield, (afterwards removed to Aroostook) was severely troubled with Asthma from a child, often so
badly that he could not perform any labor for months together. It was a common thing for him to be
obliged to sit up all night,
with much difficulty of
breathing. Mr. Page was
radically cured through the medium of Inhalation,
obtained of Dr. Morse.

SITUATED

NOTICE.

BOABD AND BOOM8,

at reasonable
PLEASANT

Ami continue

aad

(Office with Evana St
Bailey)
NCH. 1 A 2 FREE
STREET BLOCK.

Mondaysveiling, March 4th,

House for Sale.
on Tvng Street. No. 11. It is a story
and a half House, with eight finished rooms aud
a good cellar.
Lot 35 by 67 feet, on which there is a
ham. Possession given immediately. Apply to J.
mch4dlw*
MaHONY, on tho premises.

favorable terms us to
payment, or let for a term of years, the lots on
the corner of Middle and Franklin streets, and on
Franklin etreet,including tbecomer of Franklin and
Fore streets. Apply to WM. HILLIARD, Bangor,
or SMITH & REED. Attorneys, Pori land.
jyl2tt

Chambers to Let.

HEMORRHAGE.
William Leavitt, brother of Mrs. Hill, haring
heard of his sister’s recovery, applied to Dr. Morse.
His disease was Hemorrhage of the Lungs, which
Bev.

He

AMP FOUND.

same

Inhalation.

of

ately.

Valuable Beal

Co.,

Wanted !

This is the only work

JOHN C HOC MET T,

Auctioneer

OPENING

Will be sold for $2000 it applied for immedimch4d2w*
Apply to WM. H. JERRIS.

water.

at the

Febf—3mBox 827, Portland, Me.

LETTER NO. XXXI.
As I have in my proceeding letters so fully described the symptoms and pathology of Catarrh, and the
various diseases of the air passages, and painted ont
their important relation to consumption, and other
diseases of the chest. I shall in the present instance,
content myself by fhmishing the following
strong
proofs of their curability.
To show the permanency of cures effected by In-

a

For

_J.

Agents

HALL.

on

21 1-9 DauforthSle,
B. BROWN & SONS.

Feb8dtr

Hoop Skirts

!

HARTFORD P(JBLI§flING CO.
Exclusive .territory given. For terms, &c., Address
M. C. RICH, General Ag’t.,
Maine.
feb!4

HODSDOff,

AI7CTIOA sAL*:s.

-BV-

largest Commissions paid by the

COLLARS ! rpHE

ty REMEMBER THE PLACE,

NO. 6

Congress St,

MBsst West ef City Building (up stairs.)
capable of doing all kinds of house-work,
to whom good situations will be given.
Also LABORERS tor various kinds of work, and
CLERKS for every kind of business.
B3g-*We are able at all times to supply parties iu
any part of the State with GOO > RELIABLE HELP,
either as Domestics, Mechanics or Laborers.
Merchants, Contractors, Farmers ami others will
be supplied with Men and Boys for all kinds ot employment Free of Charge. Don’t forget the number, 229} Congress Street, next to City Building, Portland, Me.
CSOURLAY & HEWITT,
Feb 22—dtl
Proprietors.

THREAD

Open This Day-At Law Prices !

J. Y.

Employment

No 229 1-2

Office !

GIRLS

DEERING’S BRIDGE.

dswtswlt

our

addre s
J. PATTEN FITCH,
No. 233} Congress Street,
Portland, Me.
to

from this

The tJ. S. steamer Oliuse sailed for Santa
on the 28th. The W inooski was to leave
on the 1st inst, for Key West.

un,

is ail

names

J. CHASE
Profitable and Safe Business. MK. ANDREW
date.
YEATON & HALF.
Portland, Feb. 18, 1867.
<i5w

Cruz

Portland, Feb. 30,

pages and take

Corsets 90 cts.!

German Corsets

zas.

toruana,

sample

Wanted Immediately

GRIST MILL.

IU mu

meeting with unparalleled success.

are

have to do.

A Situation Wanted.

US

Fnb the BBST STOCK ia the
and

Life, Humor and
graphic, eloquent

a

To show

CALL AND

BOOK

Notice.

Any Person Building,

uiuw,

NEW

BEYOND THE MISSISSIPPI,
Most Fascinating Book of the Year.

was

As usual. And he would advise those intending to
avail themselves of his services to call early as convenient.
Dr. C. can refer to many patients in Postland and
vicinity, who have been cured or benefitted under his
treatment, who do not wish their names made public,
but are willing to converse with those interested.
^“Consultation at office Free, but letters must
contain one dollar to ensure an answer.
Office hours, Sunday excepted, 9 to 12,2 to 5, and 64
to 7| o’clock.
feb2Wlm*

wuu <H UUJ UIIV ASKWun

KICUABDSON’8

Border
A Adventure.andWritten
with
Skirt portraying
its pages
pen,

Cheapest

EVER

—

Sorted

A New Southern Confederacy.
New York, March 4.
The Herald s Mexican correspondence says
Miramon recently informed a gentleman that
the Southern confederates were hand in hand
with the
Imperialists, and that General Hindman was
corresponding with them in hopes
that the two defunct establishments might so
work together a* to make both a success.

A
Post

DEE RING

GOOD one story House and two acres of land

A situated the Stroudwater road, about twenty
minutes’ walk troin Portland. Has stable and good

m„r0lUr
mar
2

Thrilling Record of

caused

Returned to Portland March 1st,
And

locality,

Wanted.

MANUFACTORY,
6

one
a good
House to let in a desirable
within ten
or fifteen minutes walk of the Post Office, can hear ot
a tenant by addreasing the undersigned, who can
bring the best of references. Rent not to exceed
*400. WeBt part or city preferred. Address “Hot se,"
Box 816 Post Office.
mch4dlw

ANY

SKIRT

State* to

House Wanted.
having, or likely to have soon,

Mrs. Samuel Hill of West Buxton, in this State,
was severely troubled with
Pneumonic*, a disease
affecting the lungs, their membrane or motive power,
characterized by irregular, impeded or painihl re-

New York, March 4.
Havana advices of the 27th confirm the redefeat of Gen. Crapo and his death at
(aracaiho. The troubles in Carabobo were
about to be adjusted.
Tho expedition to sonnd for the proposed
submarine telegraph cable, which started from
Havana on the 22d alt., had returned with a
report.
satisfactory
The small pox continued to abate at Matan-

hodsdoits

137}

'*

Front Havana.

-AT—

Cincinnati Markets.

on

on

HADE TO OBDER

So’diers

of the

INQS

by John
Da-STY, among which are the “Mominii Aia. "
“Going to tied" “Parable gf the Lily," dtc. This’is
I also want a few
a rare chance for Canvassers.
more good canvaasers for the best subscription book
ever published in this country, viz: “The Livea of
the Pretidenle," by Eev. Joliu S. C. Abbott. Address JOHN UANKERNAN,
Publialier,
100 Middle St., Portland, Me.
mch4<li;tAw5w
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ANDREW JOHNSON.

Pablic Meeting

SKIRTS

BSTERTAINMENT&r

For Sale.

Agents!
in all

those

““"“i

REAL ESTATE.

Teachers, Clertmnen, Disabled
Ladies
SCHOOL
Gentlemen,
parts
sell
popular Enora
published
or

new mess

The Capitol is densely thronged to-day. All

It is not probable that the President will
send any formal message to Congress, se short
a time having elapsed since that of the first of
December. Certainly, there will be no message of extended length.
The bill which passed the House this morning, appropriating $50,000 additional for the
Paris Exposition, was not engrossed in time to
be presented to the President for his signature.
The Commissioner of Indian Affilirs to-day
concluded treaties with the Cherokee and
Shawnee tribes of Indians.
Treaties have
now been made with all the Kansas
Indians,
providing for their removal.
No nomination for the naval offioer of New
York was sent in in betore the adjournment of
the 39th Congress.
The First National Bank of Newton, Mass.,
and Hudson, New York, have been placed in
change of the Agents of the Comptroller of
the Currency, for investigation. It Is expected that the First National Bank of Hudson,
will pay all its losses and go on. The Mechanics' National Bank of Baltimore, will not suspend business. The directors and stockholders are wealthy and will
pay up the amount
ot the defalcation.
The defalcation in this
bank commenced twenty years ago, but had
been skillfully covered up and concealed.
It
was brought to light by an official examination made by an Agent of the Comptroller of
the Currency. Mr. Hurlburt acts promptly
and will carry out the law to the extent ot his
powers under the law.
The President of the Senate laid before that
body a communication from the Secretary of
the Treasury, showing that the total amount
received from various sources from property
enumerated under a general head of captured
and abandoned property was $34,000,000, of
which amount nearly $25,000 remain as net
proceedr. Upon due proof of any unlawful
taxing of property by agent of Treasury Department, the fact being shown by satisfactory
affidavits, reports of agents, or by other adequate written evidence, the agents holding
such property have been ordered to restore the
same to the owners, or the proceeds, if not actually turned into the Treasury here.
Great interest was taken in the Republican
caucus to-night, to nominate the remaining
officers of the House subordinates under the
late officers, and expectants under the new
candidates thronged the lobbies, while curiosFor Sergeant-at-arms
ity attracted many.
Mr. Dawes nominated N. G. Ordway, and he
was unanimously elected.
The contest for
Doorkeeper was the greatest. The nominees
were Gen. Lippincott, of Illinois, and Captain
Goodwin, the present incumbent. Gen. Lippincott was nominated by seven majority.—
Win. S. King was nominated for Postmaster.

30; Chicago Spring,
*’

Com—lc higher with a ialr demand: sales 67,000
bush. Mixed Western at 107 @ 110. Mixed Southern at 110; Yellow Southern at
109; Yellow Western at 1 10.
Gate—more active and without decided change lu
price; sales 49,000 bush.

■■PUBLICAN CAUCUS.

.-Jlgueuj

Wanted,

STYLE

SEWED

Havana Market.
Havana, Feb. 27.
Sugars dull at 7} tor No 12. Molasses—demand
slack and prices firm; clayed 41 @ 4} reals, Hay—
American in good demand at 4} @ 5. Lard—tierces
at 16; kegs at 17.
Lumber—W P boards 29 @ 30.—
Box Bhooks declined te 7J @ 7}; hhd. shooltB dull at
17 @ 20; molasses hhd. shooks in fair request at 2} @
21; hoops dull at 55 for long, 38 @ 40 for short. Exchange on London 14 premium; on United States 26
@25 per cent, discount. Freights for UnitedStates—
boxes $125® $1 50; lihds$6 50 @ 7 00; outports—
hhds., sugar, $8 00; molasses $4 25 @ 4 76.

BANK DEFALCATIONS.

I

NEW

New York, MarchS.
Money was easy to-day at 5 @ 6 percent, on call,
with Government and miaeellaneous collaterals.—
Gold
Prime discounts current at 6® 7 per cent.
firmer after closing and rose to 139. Government seand
at
the
strong. Stocks stronger
curities quiet
The total export of Bporie for the
close ot the (lav.
March
2d
was
and
Petroleum
week ending
$750,000.
Mining shares generally lower owing to Borne extent
to the panic In Boston.

President.

Washutoton,

WAWEB.

Financial.

waukee No. 2 at 2
folr, at 2 00 @c 15.

Concerning
Army Bill.

NHCELUaotS.

lBABKEl*.

THE

WASHINGTON.
Signed by

0«av«fttUlt I* Vlr#lnlft.

The Governor sent in a message to the Legislature to-day, urging a call tor a Convention
under Mr. Sherman's bill.

...

Bills

ft

Richmond, Va., March 4.

to the House in their presence.
Mr. Wilson nominated for Speaker Mr.
of Indiana.
Schuyler Colfax, ot
Delaware nominated SamMr. Nicholson
of
Illinois.
uel T. Fassatt,
The vote was taken by letters, and resulted
Colfax 127, Fassatt 30.
The announcement of the result was applauded on the floor and in the galleries
The Speaker administered the oath
prescribed by law to the representatives elect.
On motion of Mr. Dawes a committee of
three members to
join a committee of two on
the part of the Senate, was
appointed to wait
on the President and
inform him that both
houses of Congress were in session and ready
to receive any communication he might choose
to make. Messrs. Dawes, Marshall and Pouieroy, were appointed as the committee.
On motion of Mr. Schenck, the rules were
amended by 120 to 30, so that it shall be in
order during this week for the House to suspend the rules.
Mr Dawes offered a resolution declaring Mr.
McPherson Clerk of the House of the 40th
Congress. Adopted, and the oath of office was
administered by the Speaker.
Mr. Schenck presented the papers of Columbus Delano, contesting the seat of George W.
Morgan, from the 13th district of Ohio. Referred to ths Committee on Elections.
At 2 P. M. the House adjourned.

presiding officer.

Mr. Anthony moved that the Senate proceed
to the election of a President pro tern. Agreed
to.
Mr. Anthony nominated Mr. B. F. Wade,
Senator from Ohio, as President pro tern., and
he was elected. He was escorted to the chair
by Mr. Foster.
On taking the chair Mr. Wade briefly returned thanks and asked the indulgence of the
Senators to overlook any mistakes that might
arise from his want of familiarity with parliamentary rules.
Mr. Anthony presented an order directing
the Secretary of the Senate to inform the President of Mr. Wade’s election as President pro
tern.; also an order to inform the House of
Representetives of that fact. Agreed to. Mr.
Anthony then paid a warm and eloquent tribute to >fr. Foster for his ability,
courtesy and
impartiality with which he had discharged the
of
duty
presiding officer, and offered a resolution of thanks, which was unanimously adopted, as follows:
Seiolved, That the thanks of the Senate are
due and are hereby tendered to Hon. F. Foster,
for his dignified, courteous and impartial manner in which he has discharged the duties of
the chair, and that the Secretary be requested
to communicate a copy of this resolution to
Mr. Foster.
Mr. Trumbull moved to take up the House
joint resolution to repeal the aot appointing
Commissioners for the payment of loyal men
for slaves enlisted in the army.
After debate, and without action, at 11.10 A.
M. the Senate went into Executive session.
When the hour of 12 o’clock arrived the Senate was still in Executive session, aud the doors
were not opened until 12J.6, The 39th Conhad then been declared by the presiding officer adjourned sine die.

Coll for

n assemM,. Wilson of Iowa, said this body
That such is the
bled in pursuance of law.
from
New
case is admitted by the gentleman
his presence, and it is
York (Mr. Brooks) by
recognized by those associated with him and
who 11ave signed the paper w hich he has read
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Constantly
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BERT’S

ou

Groocls!

hand and for aalo
by

CURTIS

&

CO.,

«2 Milk S(,
The only authorized
Agents for the sale ot these
Goods tn New England.
T. C. & CO Also manufacture the finest qualities ot
Ceil.’ Mewed nad Pegged

Calf

Boot8

and

Shoes t

OF EVERY VARIETY,
Feb 7-T, T A 94w*
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tlie bay
Her window
<»u glistening light or misty gray,
and
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ot'
dawn
day
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With tlio opening of the
the readers of the

Uf stranger keels.

And one the near and far
Look oat on yon gray waste,

AUv^ perchance.8on
Or S’rKsTbeyond
hears the mockiug speech
man. he

Of Wind and sea.
O dread and cruel deep, reveal
he secret which thy w aves conceal,
And, ye wild sea-birds hither wheel
And tell your tale.
Let winds that tossed his raven hair
A message from my lost one boar—
Some thought of me, a last loud pravei
3
Or dying wall!

That slides breath.
The worst is better than the dread;
leave to mourn rov dead
ulye me»nbut
Asleep trust and hope, instead
OI life in death!”

It might have been the evening breeze
That whispered in the garden trees,
It might have been the sound of seas
That rose and fell;
But, with her heart, if hot her ear:
The old loved voice she seemed to hear,
*•
1 wait to meet thee: be of cheer,
For all is well!”
(John O. Whittier.
.......

If inhering

About twenty

brated suit called the “Horse Case,” which,
from its long continuance before the
courts,
became familiar, by name at least, to
nearly
every one in the county. The action was one
brought by Smith and Jones, livery-stable keepers, of Manchester, against one White, to recover the value of a
pair of horses alleged to
have been killed by tne defendant while conveying an insane man from Manchester to the
asylum at Concord. There was plenty of proof
that the horses died soon alter their arrival
there: but the defendant took the ground that
they died ot d:sease, and not from being overheated, aud that a sufficient time bad been allowed them to (ravel that distance with ease.
Then it became necessary to show the
jury the
time oi starting and the time of arrival at Concord. Plaintiffs brought to the witness-stand
many citizens from Manchester and Concord:
and, among the latter, a tall, bony, slab-sided,
lanky, sleepy-looking fellow, who' officiated as
hostler at the stable. I think it was Mr. Clark
who conducted the cross-examination of this
witness, aud I give you the substance of the
to
up
1 to

say it was when the horses were drivon
the stable?”
J ust as 1 was gom to dinner.”
“What time was it when you went to dinner
that day—by the clock?”
"Just twelve.”
“To a minute, Sir?”
“Yes, Sir.”
“Wliat time was it when you went to dinner
the day before—by the clock V”
“Just twelve.”
“To a minute?”
“Yres, Sir.”
^at
v.
5'n,u: did J'ou gfl tci dinner the day
before
that—by the clock?”
“At twelve.”
“To a minute, Sir,?”
“l es. Sir.”
And what time did
you go to dinner a week
previous—by the clock?”
"At twelve.”
“To a minute, Sir?"
“Yes, Sir.
Now, Sir, will you be good enough to tell
the jury what time
you went to dinner three
months before the last
date—by the dock?”
At twelve.1
“To a minute, Sir?”
“Yes, Sir.”
“That is all, Sir,” said, the
counsel, with a
gleam of satisfaction on his tace and a glance at
the iury, as much as to
“That
man has setsay,
his testimony,
gentlemen.” And so we all
’je<i
as
thought till, just
he was leaving the stand,
he turned to his questioner with a curious comical expression on his
face, and drawled out,
I hat ere clock was out o’
kilter, and hadn’t been
six
months
There was a general roar
yoin for
in the
gallery where I sat. Mr. Clark sat^awn,
and i noticed that the
judge had to use* his
handkerchief just then.
Editors.

Under the above caption the New York
Gazette furnishes some reminiscences
of various prominent members of the
press of
that city.
An extract or two may be of interest:

Report

city.

For

HARD

AND

EIGHT

a

as

HO M

large

aa
a

Portland,

was

pointed

out.

board?”
and

young man

Mr. McKenzie came on board the
ship, and
meeting Mr. Hudson said—
“Where is your father?”
“In America,” was the
reply.
“What,” with astonishment, “you are not
the man sent out here to
represent the press?
Yon are a mere
boy in appearance!”
Rut Mr. Hudson
produced his letter* of introduction, and in a shoittimehe had been
intt'oducedto the pre»3 of
Liverpool, and was
chatting pleasantly with Carter of the Mail,
McKenzie and others.
The press of that city
gave him a dinner, and the honest Englishmen
got over their astonishment, somewhat.
Not long after his arrival he was
travelling
in
company with McKenzie, and one day he
found himself in
Towards nightBirmingham.
fali he went to the
King’s Arms, an inn of conMderable repute in the time of
William the
K ourth, but since changed in name to Queen’s
Arms. He had entered into a
lively conversation with his companion, when a
tall, Yankeeman
looking young
entered, with a pack on
his back. The
young man, who could hardlv
have been more than
twenty-three or four,
threw his bundle upon the
floor, and, taking a’
seat, listened to the coversation. Overhearing
remarks about American editors and New York
city, he soon came forward and introduced
himself.
uia you ever bear of the Portland
Advertiser ?” he asked.
aI|d
of
John
ea,
Neal, its editor,” was the

reply.

his foreign correspondent.”
*T-ani
U hat, are
the

fellow who writes the
you
European letters for John Neal?"
So he proved to
be, and his name was
Brooks, now oi the New York Express. He
nad travelled
over on foot, carrying
Europe
his own bundle of
clothing
The gentlemen at the
King’s Arms immediately became acquainted, supper was ordered
and in the evening the trio set off to see
Miss
Josephine Clitton, an American actress who
was then
playing at the Birmingham theatre.
At that time tne foundations of the
New York
Express were laid.

“Hands off.”—The danger of meddling with
things in a doctor’s shop was illustrated yes-

terday. Two ladies called at the office of one
of our well known physicians, While one of
them was consulting the physician in his
private office, the other,
prompted by curiosity
or some kindred
impulse, proceeded to investigate the contents of a large case of bottles,
jars, etc., in the outer office. Between the two
apartments was a glass door over which was
a paper
shade, which, however, was torn across one corner so
that it was possible to see
from one room into the other.
Hearings ratamong his bottles, the physician stepped
to the glass door and
looked through to see
He d‘8c°vered the
lady in
Hie
the act of taking°2’
down one bottle after anotha,'d veiling of the contents
thereof. At
length she got hold oi something which evidently pleased her ol factories. She smelled and
smelled again, and each time it
was more an
parent that she was more pleased than before
She then poured some ol the
liquid into her
hand and smelled again. This time
her entire satisfaction with the result
of her investigation was evident, and she hastily rubbed the
fluid upon her nose and portions if
her face
contiguous thereto, replaced the bottle and
hcard a rustling in the
‘hat the consultation
w« at an
end, and that the consulting parties
Physician knowing well
what
result would be detained the ladies
in
several
minutes. Before
,lor
the
time, as the lady sat near a
and portions of her face
beean
.nos?
olive coler, and before
in* thad assumed
a beautiful dark
brown. Slie had mistaken the
doctor’s favorite hair dye fer
perfumery. She will be an
invalid and will not receive calls
for a week
to come.—Detroit Post.
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A Writer from the
“piney woods of Georgia,” who tells as well as appreciates a good story, sends the following to Harper’s “Drawer'”
Farmer H—-,a thrifty,
l.ard-working, closefisted son ot the soil, not long ago lost his wife
by death. The funeral took
in the after
noon, and was over by four o’clock. After re
mainiug in town a short time the clergyman
who officiated started on his return home w
road which led by the farm ofH-.
was his surprise fo find that
worthy in his
working dress, with coat off and hammer in
hand, busily engaged in repairing his garden
To his statement of the
impropriety oxtnbited in such
apparently unfeeling conduct
T
mean
but
see> I* being a kind of
a broken
-Tou
”8t ,ll0ught I would use it
in
up
®
gates.

plafe

^

“f"*1
dl'^Y

iiiendii?^ti,„

sad'scape-ipace Ja'l1ay from.

her home with a
bim against the
usual
in such

wishes of her
cases, she found that the
tion were rather thorny
imagina°j'bercame
t0
pluck them; and ere long alette.
10 the
father from his repentant child
was of some
length, and closed’ with
th lttUir
theae
touching sentiments:
a
“Dear Father, I can’t be
happy while
are displeased with me.
Do, please, send mv
h-Uf c‘rculai' and your forgiveness
*
Your
dutiful daughter’
“Eliza”
The paternal breast was moved.

parentsmiArl^d
r*B
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Clocks,
Howards Clocks,
Office and Bank Clocks,

Gallery Clocks,

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St,
275 Tons Hazelton Leliigli,

or

and
All Kinds of Clocks.

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

^

64 EXCHANGE

EGG AND STOVE SIZE.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
Free

like many weeklies, a mere waste basket for
loavlngs ot the daily edition. It is designed to be
as carefully made up as if it were a perfectly independent publication. It contains from week to week,
the most important articles which appear in the daily,
together with a considerable amount of
the

Matter

Expressly Prepared for

Wo shall add to its attractions

53T*Give us

Jan 15th—dtf

Agricultural

Department,

veteran

journalist, widely and favorably known

WE
ed with

In

Shipping

Week

New Wheat Family Flour of the most

be published without abridgment in the State
Press, as will also the
Will

Brighton

Market Reports.

ot six

Beading

weekly edition

for the

is made up in

rrr\ hhds. prime quality trinidad
lOU MOLASSES tor sale by
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial Street.
nov23*ltf

eight large pages,

columns each, and is the

It is

invariably in

A

advance.
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Furniture.

This Polish has been used by Mr
Ciossman for the last twenty years, giving perfect satisfaction to all. it is warranted to stand a temperature of two hundred degs. of heat, and is not otherwise
defaced. Furniture polished with it will
be perfectly dry and ready tor use in five minutes alter the Polish is put on. Price Seventy-Five and Fifty Cts. per bottle; any one can use it by following

FLETCHER d CO,

easily

PRESS.

THE

see such evidence of
With
as Portland now furnishes we see no

RFFIAED

prosperity.

such papers
need of importing Dailies from Boston and
York.

New

the Directions on the bottle.
Reference—Messrs C. & L. Frost,Capt Inman.USA.
Messrs. Breed & Tukey, Beiy Stevens; Jr., Win.
Allen, N. M. Woodman.
For sale by Burgess, Fobes & Co, W. F. Phillips
& Co., H. H. Hay & Co, Samuel Rolf, H. W. «& A.
Deering.
Manufactory 37G Congress st, up stairs, opposite
head of Green st.
S. C. RIGGS, Agent,

STEAM

(From the Christian Mirror.]
Press lias been enlarged since New Year’s.

glad to

BIGLEY EX.

JOHN

BEEF.

Feb 28—d3w
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NOTICES

Crossman’s Union Furniture Polish!
best in the world fbr Polishing Mahogany,
THEWalnut,
Stair-Posts, Rails, Counters,
kind ot

‘JOO BBLS. Northern Clear and Ex. Clear Pork.
5 HHDS. Choice City Cured Hams,
For sa.e by

of new subscribers, eleven copies will
l»e sent for twenty dollars, and the same discount is
offered to larger clubs.
To

BBTiS.

SOAPS ?

,

j

(From the Portland Price Current.]
The Press.—The crowded state of our columns
last week prevented us from noticing the enlageinent
and re-arrangement of the columns of the
Daily
Press, which in its present enlarged form, and with
its excellent editorial management, is certainly the
leading journal of Maine, and equal to any in New
England; especially when taken into consideration
the amount of interesting reading matter that is
daily furnished for the money.

leatue~&
WOULD

the

Crossman’s Polish,
Crossman’s Polish.

Beef, Pork and Hams I

offered to the public at the low price of

DOLLARS A YEAR,

Molasses.

a

Large*! Weekly Paper in New England.
‘A

COMBINING

aug7dtf

family.

go be,

solicit the attention ol the trade
to their Stum lard Brands of

and

Portland,

dec28dtt

consumers

STIC AM

REFINED

For Sale

SOAPS,

-viz:-

FAMILY,

SO. 1,
OLEINE.
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRAN E’8 PATENT,
SODA. AND AMERICAN CASTILE.

R.

A-

DEEDING,

Four Stores lor Rent
Whart, size 25 x 50, suitable for Grain
or other goods.
Apply to
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No.

febffitt_

6j

Its

news

is

and
selected,
judiciously
careftilly
and
taste

349

Congress St., Up

Stairs.

Fancy Linen Collnrs 15c* Tuckeil do. lOc.
Cloud*, 87c.
Pebbled Clands 91*95.
Shetland Veils 50 aud 75 cts.
VW Worsted Goods at Reduced Prices.
ja24dti

Tide

GORE’S

Eieathe &

and

general culture

characterizes Its
literary
contents. As a good family newspaper it has no suand
while
Mr.
Lincoln
perior;
occupies the city eda

itor’s chair there w'ill be

Tables,

the time and

Survey Office,

at the principal
Nautical Stores. Thev oau also be obtained by application to the Coast 'Survev Office in Washington
City. Price Twenty-Five
feb!9 dim

Gore,

lack of local news, as it
is generally acknowledged in that department he has

equal in the State.
Tlie enlargement argues a prosperous business, at
least for ur cotemporary, and we hope It will never
be found necessary to curtail the dimensions of this
enterprising and respectable sheet.

IS

Children

(From the Bangor Whig.)
Portland Press was enlarged

the undersigned journeymen Painters ol
Portland, at a meeting held on the 22d of Feb.
i867, do hereby resolve that on and after the 4th day
of March, 1867, we will not work for less than $3
per
f
SIGNED BY 10C NAMES.
•

WE.

afeb2«dl

EASTERN EXPRESS CO.

Marrett, Poor

!

on

cSiSdtvni
iwwft

the apparent

Public Speakers nud Singers

use

Purchasers of the above goods

fully Invited to

them.

manSUt'SISf.111*h-K? °!
’w

July 30

THE

Patent

Door

Plates l

Feb 28—dlw

to any silver plate, for they require no
are always bright and beautiful and
durable and ornamental than anv silver
plate. They are made of the very best pressed Glass,
nicely silvered and lettered on the inside, and are
firmly secured to the door.
They* have a nice thin piece of rubber between the
plate a i»d the door to keep out the wet.
One kgent In this
City sold over $200 worth In one
week.
And we now offer State
Rights for Sale at
very lo w price
For fi trthcr particulars
apply to
F. A.

The
Is the

'■

#

fe“*

M“9

Sunday sheet
Morning Advertiser
Eng-

largest quarto
land,
Sketches, IVcwi of the Day, Market
Keporta and Telegraphic Dispatches
up to a late hour Saturday evening. City subscribers supplied
Sunday morning, at $2.50 a year, in advance.
Mail subscribers, $2.00.
feblOdtf

a

BACH ELDER,
Green Street Portland.

LOGAN, Proprietors,

■.allies’ aud Mieses’ Merge aail Calf Boots.
Men’s Fine Calf and Thick Boots.
Boys’, Youths’ aud Children's Bools and
Mhoes.
Rubber Boots nail Mhoes of nil kinds.

OAK AND HEMLOCK BELTING.
LACE

of the kind in New
and contains

Grist Mill—Deerinjr’s Bridge,
SALE—containing 3 Run of Stones -one tor
Salt, with Dry Room. Also, Elevator, fbr Coin
and Salt. All in good running order and now In
use.
E0W. H. BURGIN,

FOR

1

leb!5

LEATHER.

BARBOUR.

JOHN

ENGINE HOME
RUBBER PACKING.
Rubber Hose*

C. J. BARBOUR.

BARBOUR.

E. K.

(Itt

ASSIGNEE’S
ot

new

and

elegant Furs

Boston,

FOR GASH,
can

CHEAPER
tlian at

Hudson
Nice

former

price $10.00.

BROTHERS,
PRERI.E

HOUME.
dtf

dec22

A Pump that cannot freeze or dry up
A

dtf

The untbuunate should he particular in selecting
his physician, ns it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; for
It is a j»oint generally conceded by the best syplillograpliers, that the study and management of these come
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to mnkliimseli acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one
system of treatment, in most cases makng an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

ftursues

Have t'oudurure.'
All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in matnrer years,
SEEK FOR AX ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

1 he

Pains and Aches, and Lassitude amt Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.

W. R. BOWEN, 86 Hanover St.

Fire.

Safeguard Against
P.
Patent

Double-Acting

FORCE

PUMP,

For Houses or Gardens, Railroad Stations, Factories,
■*
Distilleries, Cisterns aud Wells.

A Suction and Force

Pump

Kitchens, Bath-Rooms, and Garden Fngh.es.
The following are some of the advantages of this
Pump:
The whole thing is made of wood, and cannot rust
or harden the water.
The valves are always pliable
aud ready lor use. The action ot the Pump gives
enough agitation to produce wholesome circulation,
and keep the watei pure. On ceasing to work, the
For

water returns to the surface in the well, thus preventing it from freezing, or becoming warm or stale.
The Pump is 3 inch chamber, and 5 inch stroke, and
will throw water through a 3-8th inch nozzle, from 70
to 80 feet, and can be forced by one operator to 100
gallous per minute.
The Novell’s Patent Pump needs no direction, as
snv one can set them, and
repair them if necessary.
What we claim for Neven’s Double-Acting Pump Is
its Simplicity and Utility, and being the chea]>eHt and
most durable Pump ever produced.

COX

A

POW

ERS, Patent Agent*,
351$ Congress St, Portland, Me.
ft3P~County and Town Rights for Sale. fe22eod2w

A FULL

Boy’s

SUPPLY

Clotliing

!

AT THU

New

England Clot king Com.,
<8 Market Square.
E. LEVEEN &

$ioo.

$0.

#100,

WAR CLAIM OFFICE.
Patterson At Chadbonrne,
dloi-1011 Block, 2 doors above Preble House.
new Bounties, under the law approved Julj
‘28th, 18G6, Increase of Pensions, Arrears of Pay *
Prize Money, and all other claims against the Gctv«

ants should tile their claims promptly.
Frank G. Patterson, late Lieut. 5tli. Me.
Paul Chadbourne, late Maj. 1st Me. Cav.
Oct 16-dtf
n

Vols,

found, and

COACH.

FURNITURE,
DAMAK,
SHELLAC,

ignorant of

the cause, which is the

a
cases,
healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot {tersonally consult the Dr.
can do so by writing, in a
plain manner, a description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly
confidential, and will
l»e returned, If desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 PfGble Street,
Next door to the Preble House,
Portland, Ale.
OP* Send a Stamp for Circular.

Electic Medical Inprmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES
particularly invites all Ladies, who

need

adviser,

medical
to call at his rooms, No. 14
Street, which they will find arranged tor their
accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific aud
certain of producing relief iu a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ol>structions after all otber remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taker
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of tire country, with full directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 14 Preble Street, Portlaud.
a

Preble

especial

Cor.

Congress

and Preble Streets,

Drugs
ami the

and

medicines,

best preparations tor tbe Hair.

TOILET ARTICLES !
empressr
<ltr

Dr. Chaussier’s Empress.
A

CELEBRATED
French
PREPARATION
FOR

Notice.
undersigned having leased the well known
Carriage Manufactory formerly occupied by R.
M. Webb, at Webb’s Mills, take this method to announce to the
public that they will continue the business of m an max-tu ring Carriages of all
descriptions
as heretofore.
Also jobbing and repairing done at

rSTFr.-o from Poisonous
ous

wTStKOgw,
"y&rtg

^

w

N.

German
90

Have opened

■yyHF.RE
In

Eating House,

constantly

can

Chambers
Har-

Cioriiinn,

Nwi„

A

large variety of Tampico Kid and Goat Morocco.
Superior finished Oak Tanned, Poliahed mid
Oiled Orain Leather. BarboiiT Brothers famous
Irish SHOE THREADS, by dozeu or bale. PHILADELPHIA CITY TANNED Solo Leather, light and
heavy. Slaughter and Spanish Sole Leather, extra
Women’s Rubber Over-shoes, made In
quality.
France, quality superior to American, and sold at
much lower rates.
General assortment erf BOOTS
and SHOES, sold by dozen or case, at lowest cash
rates. Shoe Stock exchanged for manuthc tured work.
Liberal advances made on first quality of Boots and

IN

ance_

CHE&©SSES CURE,
THE

INDIAN
Curts all

eelf-abusp,

OTlF\T

(

MEDICINE,

^'ieaso' cant'd by
viz .•O'

Lom
of
Unite mil LtmsiPains in the Back\ Dim■ti«
of Vision, Premature
1 Old Age, W$uk *Y< -i f*. Difficult Breathing, Pale C< nitre

Memory,

f

/n9mihf/. Consump-

n mice,

tion, and nil dlftt:H*a that Mlow ft* a sequence of youthful indiscretions.
Tha Cherokee Cure will restore health and visor,
stop the emissions, nnd effect ft permanent cure
after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two
j.fisre pamphlet pent in a sealed envelope, free to any
address.
Price
per liottle, or three bottles for $5. Bold
ty all druggists; or will be sent by express to any
portinu of the world, on receipt of price, by tho

sole proprietor.
Dr. W. B. MERWIN, 37 W«lkor

St., N.

CVd! Jfw,lrtOT‘qu«i^c' m"8"#*

found various kinds

Tongues,
I.imburg Cheese.

null

SAUCE

HEItRIXGS,
PLAIN.

OR

Brands of Sardines!
MUSTARD wlikhcan

Best

ALL

DISHES

Usually tound iu
German
Feb

20—dlw

a

FIRST

—

,"^g

XKLlney*^
Strut urea

Detention

BAILn r,
SuperMmdct.
Portland, Nov. 2, 1M16.

WINTER

and all diseases that require
a diuretic, am) when used in
conjunction with the

CHEROKEE

INJECTION,.

fail to euro
couh Discharges in Male or
casts in
one to three
recommended in those cases
does not

Gleet and all J/u-

Female, curing recent
days, and is especially

from

of Finn” Alius or
Whites in Females. The two medicines used in
Conjunction will not fail to remove this disagi cable
complaint, and in those case* where other medicines
Lave been used without success.
Price, Remedy, One Bottle, $*?, Three Bottles,

Injection,

*•

PareomUield and 0**ipee
At Saooarappa tor South Windham, Windham ™
Bill
and North Windham, dally.
By order ot the President.
Portland, Dee. 14, 18c«—dtf

PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R. R.

Bide ol tl:e Western Piairies.’
aepit3dikv7hiu M

_
~

REDDY,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
DEALER IN

FURNISHING GOODS,
STREET.
finest assortment ol
ENGLISH, GERMAN FRENCH and DOMESTIC
CLOTHS, OASSIMERES, Ac., that can be found In
Portland. Time goods have been selected with great
cjuo and especially adapted to the
fashionable trade,
and at prices that cannot tail to please, and al goods
thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guaranteed.
A call is respectfully solicited.
Thankful to friends
lor past patronage,
hoping to merit a continuance of

For Sale.

A

SAMPSON

No. 19

&

20

tt

WAREHOUSE

\\

quire

novldtt

ot

a

bv the Eastern Packet Co.

ou

House Whart. EnLYNCH BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial street.
Custom

for the

intermediate stations,

as

M. N.

A New Place Just

RICH,

Open I

you
bu, real French CALF SKINS
and Philippe ami Canaml's SAL’DLNES. Jum
received from Tads, now in bond, aud lor sale In lot.
can

WILEKE

H.

by

PEYRET,
OMre

over

the Fiah ll.rkrl

FKDRR.iL

NTREI1

New Store—Just
BLUNT

&

Open.

FOSS,

DEALERS IN

Builders Hardware,Nails,Glass,Wooden Ware
SASH AND BLINDS, ami CARPENTERS’ TOOLS ta> Great Varlaty.
On Middle, between Hampshire & Frauklin Sts
Jas. P. Bliist.
Ja24d3m*
J*g. a. Fo«8.

DOORS,

/tores

ns

any other.

low uy

thiz route

Leave Portlaud ior Bath, Lewiston, Augusta and
Intermediate station* on Saturday only at 7.45 P. M.
Mixed Train leave* Portlaud to* Briinsa iek aud intermediate station* dally, except Satumay, at 5.30 P.

M.
Freight Train, with passenger car attached, wilt
leave Portland tor Skow began and inte mediate stations every morning ut 7 o’clock.
Trains trout Brunswick and Lewiston are due at
Portlaud at 0.20 A. M., aud iroin Skow begun and
Farmington and all intermediate stations at 2.00 p.
M. to connect with trains (or Boston.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and lor Bel
last at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival of train from
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; aud tor Solon, Anson
Norrtdgewock, Athens ami Moose Head Lake ut
Skowbegan, and for China, East and Norih Vassal
boro’ at Yassalboro*: for Unitv at Kent’al.’s Mill’s
and tor Canaan at Pishmi’s Ferry.

W* H ATCU* Superintendent.
Augusta, Oct. 27, lbOO.
nov12dti

MIINE-CENTRAL R. R.
WI NTER

A RRA N

GEMENT.

On and alter Monday,November
12th,
^5W!_*c^current, tiains will leave Portland Ibr
Bangor and all Intermediate station on this lino, at
1.10 P. M. daily. For Lewiston and Auburn
only, at
7.40 A. M.
®~Freight trains for Watervllleand all Intermediate stations, leave Portland at 8.25 A M,
Train irom Bangor I* due at Portland at 1.45 P. M,
in season tor on nee t with train ior Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only,at 8.10 A. M.
EDWIN NOYES, Sunt.
Nov. 1, 1866
no9dti

Through Tickets
SgBglTo the W est.
$6 Less than

any other Route v.a the
Grand Trunk Railway l
To Detroit,Clucago. all points West,
Or #3 Less
Via Boston, Vermont Central, yew
Yorli Central, Buffalo <t Detroit,

Union
Ticket
Ollier.
ONt>ER LANCASTER HALL, Opp. Treble House.
D. II. BLANCMAUD, Agi.
w
Feb 23—U3m

Travelers

To

!

Through Tickats from Portland
To all Points West A South,
▼ LA

CHS

New York Central,
Erie & Lake Shore,
And Pennsylvania Central

Kailroads

kale

Lo.nl ratra at the WealTicket OMv.,—LANCASTER
HALL BUILDING, Market Square.
at

tbr

“*"««>

V“

IV.

LITTLE d> CO.,

D.

Ururral Ticket A grata.
KB~ Posaagc Tickets for California, via steamer*

irom New York on the lot, 11th, an<1 L-lst of each
month for sale at this ottlce.aa heretofore. dcMdiwt.

UTEAISEUS.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
CARRYING THE CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES
MAILS.

Paucap-n Unokrd

l.ondouderry

to

nud

Tickf"' «r"n,'d

Kedoied08nt“'.,UrU

r“RrvI tv, Capt. Bal antUie, will
port for Liverpool, SATURDAY
‘“"“■'“‘“e'.v after the arrival of
orthenrevtouadav from
to be lulloweil bj the Nova Scotian on theMontreal,
loth of Match

sad Irom

this

i-nnih^l.° L"lu,0*‘,Jen>

auJ

in

For

Gobi

or

Freight or

Liverpool,..bin,

*7(1 to

Steeragear<'0!”nio<,!,tion)
Payable

No. 3 Indin St.
mch4dtu

*

nr

FARE

iw-

.W

ita equivalent.
passage apply to

ALLAN,
*1* ^
Portland, Nov. 26, 1866.
Pnriinn »

REDUCEDJO

Summer

BOSTON.

Arrangement!

Until further notice the Steamer*
°* the Portland Steam
Packet Co,
run as

follow*:—

Lcav« Atlantic Wharf for Boston,

[^c|(...

•liSdrrtSi***
Freight taken

,,<’l‘‘ *9'0 1,c

*“»<* »• **•«■ -Yg<

II.M

nrs

at°re-

nsual.

as

L

May 22n.l, 1866-dll'

WLLINtt6’ A**n‘

International Steamship Uo.
Kaslport. Calais and Si. John.
WINTER

ONE

ARRANGEMENT

TRIP

PliB

WEEK.

and after Monday, IVremlmr
17th, the steamer NE^BklnT
On

WICK, Capt.

t.

B.

will leave
^l'Eli,
^^tootofSlate

at 5

WINCHES

Kail Komj Wharf
St., every MONDAY

clock P. M for East port and St. John.
St. John every THUKS3

o

KETURNING, will leave

DAY at 8

o’clock

A. M.
At Eastport Stage Coaches will connect for M«chia*.
At St John tho E. & N. A. Railway will connect
tor Shcdiac.
P

tj#->Freight received onday*ol saiilng until

|;,

C-

>n_a..

AND

4

o’clk

*AXO«,

de.-JO-dfl___A
PORTLAND

NEW

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

guut.

YORK

semi-weekly line.
The splendid
ehipa DIMCO,

aud last Steam
taut. H. Snkit-

woou, and franco:; ia.
w. W. Sherwood. Hill, mini
further notice, rnn a. fellow-.:
Leave Brow .’s \V hart, Portland, everr WEDNFiOAY and SAXUR1»A\, at 4 F. H ami leave
Pfer
38 Ku-t Rivet, New York, cveiv
WEDNESDAY and1
SAT U U L>A Y, at 4 o'clock F. 4l.
These vessels are fined up with due acconuuod.
tlous lor passengers, mak lie, this the most speed ,
sale anil comfortable ron’e Inr travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, in State
Room
jj.ii.00 cabin passage sa.cn. Meal* extra.
Uoods Iprwaxded by this line to and tmm \l,m

*“«“«•
Augusta,
£$rel,eC'
Shippers
requested to send their ftcHt to tho
PM’“" «»*
fearePonbind?'^
b
are

freight

or

p^jMes

passage applv to
* b(DC, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.

BLANC HARD’S

or

now ottered for sale
particulars enquire o

No* 3Wharf

jao28dtl

I SCO.

Stations.(connecting at Brunswick with Androscoggin K. k., for Lewiston and Farmington, and at
Kendall’s Mills with Maine Central 11. R.) tor Bangor
and

1

Coasting

1/ih,

P. M., tor Bath, Augusta, WatSpSCSHK
ervtue, Kendall's Mills, Skowhegan, mui intermediate*

The fine white oak ami copper-fastened
fast sailing Schooner IDA MORTON,
49 12-100 tuna new measurement, well

/JpfF
jyflA/lA found and mlaptcd
is
«8Bn£»Fishing business,
For

IS or.

Trains leave Portland daily
llffirfl'-ii&iQ HtFasaenger
LOU

or

M. H. REDDY, Proprietor.

Schooner for Sale.

CONANT,

Commercial Wbarf.

To~Renl,
AA

same.

Jau2d2iu*

SUIT of Sails, Rivi’int! and iilocks, nearly new, I
from a fishing Schooner of ltJU tons; also lopsails, Fore and Mainsails, *er°nd band■
decldtf

No. 107 FEDERAL
We have In store one of the

janfldtf_

ARRANGEMENT,

WINTER

will

AND FUUIT LAND*, 111 a mild and
healthful climate. Thirty miles south ol Philadelphia, by Railroad, in New Jersey, on the same
line ol latitude as Baltimore, Md.
The soil is rich and nroducthre, varying from a clay
to a sandy loam, suitable tor Wheat, Grass, Corn,
Tobacco,Fruit and vegetables. This is n great fruit
Country. Five hundred Vinevards aud Orchards
have been planted opt by experienced trait growers.
Grapes, Peaches, Pears &c., produce iiumeuse proli:s, Vineland is already 011c of the most beautiful
places In the United States. The entire territory,
consisting of fitly sqn&re miles of land, is laid out
The land
upon a general system ol Improvements.
is only sold to actual settlers with provision lor public
adornment. The place on account of its great beauty,
as well as other advantages, has become the resort
It has increased live thousand
of people of' taste.
people within tha past three years. Churches. Stores.
Schools, Academies, Societies ol Art and Learning
and other elements of refinement ami culture have
been introduced. Hundreds ot people are constantly
settling. Hundreds of new houses are being construct^. Price of Farm Land, twenty acre lot9 and
upwards, #25 per acre, Five and ten acre and Village lots for sale.
Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this district
than In any other 1 cality, north of Norfolk, Va.Improved places tor sale
Openings tor all kinds ol business, Lumlter Yards,
Manufactories, Foundries, Stores and the like; and
Steam Power with room can be rented.
For persons who desire mild winters, a healthful
climate, and a good soil, in a country bcautiiully Improved, abounding in fruits, and possessing all other
social privileges, in the heart ol civilization, It Is
worthy ol a visit.
Letters answered, and the Vineland Rural a papei
giving full inlormatiou. andcoutuiniug report* ot Solon Rob nson, aentto applicants.
Address (ftAS K. LANDIS, Vineland P. O.,
Landis Township, New Jersey.
From Report ot Solon Robinson, Agricultural Editor of the Tribune; “It is one ol the most extensive
fertile tracts, ru an almost level position and suitable
condition lor plea-ant farming that »e know ol this

rT.

ls66,

Denmark, Seoogo,
Brid^ton, Lovell, iiirani, Bruwuiiuld, Fryeburj-,
Conway, Bartlett. Jacknon Liinin^ton, Cornish,Porter, Freedom, Madmen, and Eaton, AL tl.
At Buxton Center lor We*t Buxton,
Bonny-Eagles
South Lumngtou, Limin^ton, Lmenofc, Newfleld,

•*

#2,

ARRANGEMENT.

Passenger train* leave Saco Kiver for Portland at
5.30 and 0.00 A. M., and C.40 P. Al.
Leave Portland
tor Saco Kiver 7.15 A. AL, 2.0 and 5.45 P. Al.
train*
with
cur
attached will
Freight
i.a*senger
leave Saco Kiver lor Portland. 0.50 4. Al. Leave
Portland tor Saco Kiver 12.15 P. M.
t^'SUgobconnect at Domain lor \Ve*t Gorham,
stand i*h, Steep Full*, Baldwiu,

of

[ Urine,
of the
lUrcfhra, Dropsical Snell’inr/a, Brick Duet Deposit

to suit customers

CLASS

M

The Company are not responsible lor
bageaee
any amount exceeding gob In value (and that nerson
al) unless uotico is given, and paid tor at the ram
one passenger for every *o0n additional value
C. J■ Bit DUBS, Atanauiau
U Director
Local
H.

all Poiuta W«n and Moulli-tVc.l!
ty For reliable Information or Ticket* call at llio

Corps all tJVinary Complaints, viz: Grunt, 'InUttmm at ion of the Bladder and

House !

Eating

».,lor, a°i°n'
aV
ni
or‘checked

IsiautI

To

T.

Cherokee Remedy.

the

Also licit quality GERMAN
l»p got in suitable quantities.

Shoes.

NO. iO EXCHANGE STREET.
CHARLES J. BARBOUR,
febl#d*w2w
WILLIAM E. DENNISON.

be

HOLLAXDISH

FRESH ASSORTMENT OF

French & German Calfskins.

Street,

German and American Sausages!
Lamb’s:

banr,)
A

son the
It will not

PORTLAND,

CHASE BROS.

Ike mail Store of J. Sr C. J,

NOT A DIE

\ sarit wiii.not

Federal

For Hair bv

Dennison

NOV. 12,106

"-trains will run as follows:Train lor South I»np««.
1
»t7.40 A. M
Mai) Train lor \v;m
Ptmd, Montreal and
*
line train counecte with Ki„L
to. Detroit and Chicago. Sleepmv
trout
Pond lo Quebec and jl.,nu,
Train lor Soulh Paris at 5.Ui) P
No baggage can be received
alter t1
time above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston ami Aubnrn, at 8 10 a m
From Montreal, Quebec, die.,

janl.lbtiSdftw.

AND

and Eighths Bbls Flour. Yellow
for Table use. Oat Meal and

feb26dlw_

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

B.—Ladies desiring may consult one of their
A Ittdy of experience in constant attend-

GENTS’

ALSO

(OTer

Injuri-

ZITKOYS’

BBL*. WESTERN GRAHAM FLOUR.
IOOO Bushel# SOUTHERN YELLOW CORN,

Barbour &

or

Drugs.

finest linen!
gum the hair! Is free IVoin the disagreeable smell
of sulphur! It relieves tho scalp of dandruff and unpleasant irritation! Prevents the hair from falling oft,
even after lb vers!
Causes the new hair to grow on
bald heads when fallen off from diseases.
It will
Restore Gray hair to Its natural color, or the money
will be refunded in every instance.
Sold by CROSMAN & £0, Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods, *X;c.,305 Congress, 4 door* from
Brown St, Portland, Me.
felldSw

Graham Flour anil Corn !

White Meal

Minerals

IT IN

lcbl3d&wlm8

and

THE

HAIR :

THE

Halves, Quarters

Also all

WM

-1

Alteration of Trains.

FARM

ROLLINS & OILKEY’S,

RAILWAY

Canada.

Of

VINELAND.

—AT—

feblb

25

GRAND TRUNK

Gorham House !

BENZINE,

generally

A Mechanic's and Laborer's Train will
i«..«
BiddetoiiI daily, .Sundays excepted, at 6 a. M ami
’’
1
6.08, arriving in Portland at 6.10.
Returning, wiU leave Portland tor Saco and Bid.
delord and intermediate stations at 6.10 P. M.
A special freight train, with passenger car attached, will leave Portland al 7.10 A. SI. tor Saco and
Biddeford. and returning, leave liiddetord at s.'to
and Saco at 8 40 A. JVI.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt
Portland, Oct 0S», 1866.
loblldtt

own sex.

The Cherokee Cure? ** Remedy? and * In.heCONSUMPTION
lion" are to be found in ull well rrgiiUted drug
Wonderful Core of a Child Two and a Half
And are recomniendod by physicians and
stores.
Years Old. GentsMy grandchild, a little girl ol
druggists all over the world, for their intrinsic worth
212 years old, was taken sick In Portland,
Me., in
and merit Some unprincipled dealers, however,
January, 185s. No one could tell what was the mattry to deceive their customers, by selling cheap ftiui
ter with her. But she was much pressed tor breath;
worthless compounds,—in pr<]cr U» mako money—
had a hard, tight cough; could not raise; her throat
in place of Uigm. he not deceived. If tho drugtroubled her greatly ; she soeincd to b3 tilling up,
gists will not buy them fhr you, write to us, and we
and though attended bv the best physicians in Portwill send them to you by
express, socnfolv packed
land, they could not help her and she declined; and
and fire from observation. Wo treat all diseasi-s to
for some three months was not expected to live. Hor
which the hnman svatom is subject, and will bo
doctors and at length her friends gave up all hopes of
to receive full and
explicit sUpmcnts from
her recovery. She was brought home to my ltouso in
pleased
those who havo fdiol to receive relief heretofore.
Phipsburg, Me. We tried Cod Liver Oil, but the
Ladies or gentlemen can address ns in perfect coneffect seemed rattier opposite from good. She now
fidence. Wd desire to send mt mrty-iwo pace
Could not move her hand, so reduced was she. 1 was
pamphlet free to every lady and gentleman in the
taking Larookah’s Syrup at the time, ami commencland. Address ail letters for pamphlets, medicines,
ed giving it to her and in a week she showed
quite a*
or advice, to the »<>!.! pmpih-bif,
tor
the
and
change
we continued giving it to
better,
Dr. W. R. MFR W1M, 37 Walker St.. N. Y.
Iter. She gradually improved, and is now a
perfectly healthy child. People were astonished to see what
effect the medicine had on this child, and to see her
get well by the use of Larookah’B Syrup, which we
HOTELS.
believe to be the beet medicine lor Pulmonary Complaints iu the world.
Yours,
H. LARABEE, Phipsburg, Me.
Space will permit the publication of but a tithe of
the certificates which are constantly coming in from
GOIUIAM, MAINE.
all quarters of the globe. Patients will flnd tho most
THE Subscriber Laving leased tLe above
conclusive evidence of tho value or this remedy, In a
.House lor a term of years, is prepared to actrial of i t, which will cost but a trifle, and which mav
commodate parties and the public generally,
yiold priceless rosults.
l.arge bottles S1.00—medium size 50 cents. Pre[and from bis long experience In Hotel koep
J_Jing hopes to receive a liberal share of the
pared by E. R. KNIGHTS, M. I)., Chemist, Melrose,
public patropage, having kept a Hotel for
Mass., and sold bv all druggists.
more than twenty years. Charges reasonable.
arSold by W. F. Phillips <ft Co., W. W. Whipple
Janl5d3m
S. B. BROWN.
x Co., J. VV. Perkins &
Co., Portland; George C.
Goodwin & Co., Boston, and by all Druggists and
Merchants.
do28e<»d&wtf

I TV

,„r
l0*

20 PM

A.\v„ au“g,j0

Saco at

I'aniMfMt'ing Monday,

I
full and

1 believe the Svrup the surest remedy lor Pulare.
monary Complaint* that has ever been made available to the afflicted.”

N. B.—We also have the

short notice and in the best manner. Carriage lumber of the best quality and every variety
constantly
on hand for sale at fair prices.
We also have in connection with the above a Harness Shop, where the best of stock and
workmanship
is the guarantee we offer to o ir customers that our
Harnesses shall be all they wish for, in that line. We
would also state that with tho best stock in the country, and the best workmen anywhere to l>e found, we
feel confident we can make Carriages as good as the
best, and in style we Intend to be fully up to the
times.
To the patrons of the establishment heretofore and
the public
we would say, give us a call and
you may be assured that it will be tor your interest as
well as our own.
HILL, DYER & ROBINS.

al-

semen or

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
can warrant a perfect enre in such
and

commend it.”
From Hev. L. A. LAUPIIER, North Hero, Vt.: “I
have used Larookah’s Syrup, aud feel under obligation frankly to acknowledge Its excellency. While
using yonr Syrup I have enjoyed better health than
I had enjoyed for years. I have had slight attacks
or hoarseness, but the Svrup would soon remove It.
I find it Is a mild and Bale remedy also in Spasmodic
Bilious al tacks to which I am eonstltntlonallv subject.”
E. W. Field. Esq., writes from Virginia L’ltv,
Colorado. March 11,1868: “I feel very grateful tor
having Larookah’s Pulmonic Syrup near me, my
lungs being weak ami dentauding the most vigilant

DRYING JAPAN,
BAKING
do.
SPIRIT* TURPENTINE

ENAMEL RAW AND BOILED
LEATHER VARNISHLINSEED OIL,
ES.
At
the
Lowes!
Price i.
S3?A. P. FDLLEH,
Ynrui.h Manufacturer, MN Yore Hired,
Portland.
feblG dcod3m
BLACK AND

particles of

sometimes small

bumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. Thero are many men who die of this
difficulty

BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH.

FOR PPRE

VARNISHES,

ITIrn.

There are many men of tiie age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smaiting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the i>atieiit cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be

A. W. Harris, writes from whaleship**
Eldorado,**
March 11, i860: “Having suffered tor four years
with Bronchitis and Catarrh in their most aggravat1
it
mv
feel
to
suite that I have been
ing forms,
duty
permanently cured bg the use of Larookah’s Pulmonic Syrup. 1 had paid large sums to physicians
ana for s.» called Catarrh Remedies, but until 1 used
the Syrup I experienced no relief.
SPITTING OF BLOOD, PLEURISY, INFLATION
OF THE LUNGS. PAIN IN THE SIDE,
NIGHT SW EATS. HOARSENESS, &o.
From Rev. B. F. Bowles, Manchester, N. H.:
“Tin- bottle ol Dr, Larookah’s Pulmonic Syrup, you

LOOK

and

7.30

On and utter Monday, Dec,
17,
i'jTaiTT’fl
fctrain* will run a* follow*:

E. W. Mayer, of Carleton, N. B., writes Dec.
7,
1850: “My son, live years old, was a few months since
suffering greatly from WHOOPING COUGH. I never saw a more distressing case.
I gave him Larookah’s Pulmonic Syrup according to directions and
soon began to see improvement.
The Cough became
easier—the expectoration freer, and in two weeks the
malady was entirely overcome.”

THE

ernment, collected at short notice.
The necessary blanks hare been received, and claim

Passenger Trains leMe portUlMl

at 8.40 A. M.,
5ME5!lp®Baaton
L«,T* Poston tor Portland at

Haw Many Thousand* Can Tc-.iify to This
by Unhappy Kipvrieitce!
1 oung men troubled with emissions in
sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or
more young men with the above
disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the
and by their friends are supposed to
consumption,
have it. All such cases yield to the
proper ami onlv
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

kindly sent uie, has been tried for Hoiu-souess, with
very good results; for this I would confidently re-

IVEYEN’S

ARRANGEMENT,

PORTLAND S ROCHESTER R.R.

so

X.

in

I>o not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait for
Unsightly Ulcers, tor
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Bean t v
and Complexion.

WHOOPING COUGH.

FOR $4.00,
and other Goods In proportion.

OPPOSITE

have had great opportunity to test the virtues o
this valuable remedy, and it has never failed me
yet, however violent the disease. Having been in
the Drug business lor over 20 years, I have had good
opportunities of knowing the virtues ol the various
medicines sold, and pronounce LAliOOKAH’S SYKUP, the best of any article ever presented to the

any other store.

Grey Squirrel Setts,

SHAW

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throats, &c.
Letter from Hon. Z>. W. Gooch, Member qf Congress
Massachusetts.
Melrose, July 19,18G5.
Dr. E. K. Knights—Dear Sir:
1 have used Dr. Larookah’s Syrup in my family lor
six years, and have found it an excellent remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throats, and all Consumptive
have recommended it to several
Complaints, &c.
friends, who have received great benefit from its use.
Letter from a well known Boston Drug amt qf twenty
years experience, and Steward qf uanoter Street
M. E. Church.
Boston, March 9, 18G5.
Dr. E. R. Knights: Having used LA HOOKAH’S
PULMONIC SYKUP myself and in mv lamily for
tho past six years, 1 am
prepared to say that It is superior to any medicine I have ever known, for the
cure
of
positive
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, and all
similar complaints. As Intake cold very easily, 1

I>!■

Commencing Monday, Nov.

Cmntion to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
hat remedies handed out lor general use should have
heir efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies lit him for all the duties he must
till HI; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
wliich are not only useless, but always injurious.

testimony public.’*

and American Sable!

Bay

This remedy is too well known and too highl>Hte?teemed to require commendation here. It is regarded a necessity in every household, and Is
heartily
endorsed by the medical faculty, clergymen of every
denomination, mothers, editors, members of Conand
gress,
many of our most distinguished men In
public and private life.

WINTER

<'r>

_

Mr. Stiles, I tried Larookah’s Pulmonic Syrup,
which promptly relieved them, and in a very short
time they entirely recovered. In gratitude for the
benefit conferred, I cannot refrain from making this

sold

be

skitidindaSS?

cess.

CROUP.
Mrs. J. R. Bursis, 114 East 23d St., N. Y., writes
Oct. 9, 1864: “During last winter three of tnj obildren were attacked with Croup, and from the violence
of the symptoms, they were pronounced to l>c in
much danger. At the instance of our pastor, Rev.

SALE
In

OF

Cold

public.
Yours,

FROM AN

Hominy,

dtf_

Portland, Feb’y 28,1867.
Resolution of Congress granting a temporary suspension of the collection of certain Internal Revenue taxes assessed against sufferers by the
fire of July 4, 1866, provides that such suspension
shall not be continued after 4th March, 1867.
As a penalty ol ten per cent, will accrue on all taxes remaining unpaid after that date, it will will be
well for tax-payers to settle their bill without further
delay as the ten per cent, penalty will be exacted.

QU^ERIOR

|

respect

Office of Collector or Internal Revenue,
No. 901-2 Commercial St.

0 burnishing,

exchanges.

are

stock which is

New, Clean and Desirable.

much more

tlieibttcr“ik™

our

14‘J Washington Street, Boston, iflasa.
Wholesale Agents for Maine,—
W. F. Phillips & Co., I
Portland.
Nathan Wood,
j
Bold at Retail by all Druggist*.
feb25d&wtf

6Hass

the Worcester (Mass.
) Sm,
Am ong the pajiers that
THE Press
new year witli enlarged sheets and
the
are
Portland
Press and the
prosperity,
Evening Press. The former is tlie largest and
rlatly in the State ot Maine, and
lone regarded as one of the ablest of our Connertlem

examine

First Collection District of State of Maine

Townsend

[From

GOODS, &c.,

E. B. HOPKINS, 1H. Dm

*}
and elections

(From the Bangor Times.)
J3T* The Portland Dally Press comes to us consider
ihly enlarged and with a return to its old style of
make-up.” This enlargement—so soon after the
great lire—to a size equal with the leading Boston
dailies, speaks lavorabiy for the prosperity of the
city aud indicates a good degree of euterprize on the
proprietors. The Press 19 edited with
SJtor the
bag ab*e contributors, and as the
na*!Ity’
leading
paper ot the dominant
party, is a power in the land.

CURTAIN

PREPARED BY

tha* th»
an/us eflori’s
literary tastes ot its r^m„™0flS'
‘?e
public. The iditional sp
ot.taln^
be
devoted to details of
ee iiow
events

Paper Hangings

Ministers, Lawyers, Doctors, Sea Captains, all use
them with the best results. Among the hundreds of
thousands who have used them, there is but one
voice, and that of approval. They invariably promote digestion, and relieve Kidney Affections. Just
try one oox and you will be convinced.

&SSSFH&

important

prepared to offer their Irionds and the pnblie a large and well selected
stock ol

CARPETINGS!

Will Cure Catarrh, Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Bronchitis, and all affections iff the Throat.

advocates
a

now

DR. HOPKINS*

[From the Lewiston Journal. Jan 1
|

literature.

CONGRESS STREET.
ADJOINING MECHANICS’ HALL,

Are

Catarrh Troches!

[From the Bath Times.]
Portland Press comeB out groatlv enlarg.trrbe
ed, and wo suspect it now gives another settlor to thn
question which Is “the principal
paper in Portland
It is bound to distance its
competitors.

from current

311

IN

1
year-and that Its promise of
certain to he fulfilled. The Pii.. iT-Sithebestol the New England
papers, and Its present
1 re3eIlt
appearance is a credit to the State.

piinciples It

Co.,

Having taken the Chambers

Saco, a Stock ol Dry Coo,I*, with lease ol
Store, in one ol the best locations in the place.
Business long established.
II. M. JAMES,
Address
feblG dll'
._Saco, Me.

the 1st of

B*g^«BUiai*gjSEWe
creasing, notwithstanding
last

&

For Sale

aaaaa&aa.’aifgjwgj
ness is

for their nervous ir-

flavor, and free from
injurious qualities, which can-

Notice.

THE

Tlie

teething

as

in

said of many other preparations before the
Put up in large bottles at 25 cents, and sold
& C )., CROSA1AN & CO., M. S.
WHITTIER, H. T. CUMMINGS&CO.
feb28dlw

(From the Portland Evening Star, Jan. 1.]
Government have decided that they will pay
Daily Press appears this morning in an enthe express charges both ways upon 7 3-10 Bonds
large form, making it now fully equal In Bizo to any j
sent
to
in
Washington tor exchange. The Eastern ExNew England. The editor, in
newspaper
daily
ms New
ear’s Salutatory, shows that the success of
press Company will receive ana forward such Bends
the paper lor the past year ha* been most
under their contract with the Government without
gratifying,
ami we ate glad ot its
return
prosperity. The return to the charge to the owners, and the Department will
febl8dtf
m carriage paid.
orlgmal style u! arranging the contents 01 tlie paper,
is one oi tnc most agreeable
features ol the change.
—

NO. 8 EXCHANGE STREET,

MOEAMMEM HOME,
RUBBER BELTING,

Syrup.

CURE

Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma,
Catarrh, luriuenza, Bronchitis, spitting ol Blood,
Pleurisy. Inflammation of tho Lungs or chest, Pain
in the side, Night Sweats, Hoarseness, Consumption
in its early stages, and all Diseases ol the Throat and

Wholesale and Retail:
the

public.

by
O’BRIOW, PIERCE & CO.,
Whoieaalc Dealers, I >Vt Commercial 81.,
decSldly
PORTLAND, Me.

The

subject, as well

not be

for sale

IV O T I C E

are

It is agreeable
r,liability.
the slightest trace of

FLOUR AND CORN !

(From the Easteru Argus, Jan. 2]
—The Press appeared yesterday morning enlarged
by the addition ol 2} inches to the length of its colIts make-up has also been changed again,
umns.
and on the whole it presented a
improved
decidedly
new clothes” are
appearance. Oiu cotemporary’s
somewhat larger than ours, but the
biggest are not
always the best.’*

Cents._
Teething: Syrup

found to be an infalliable specific for all
Stomach and Bowel difficulties to which

Choice Southern and Western

no

are on

Mrs. Cobin’s

397 Commercial Si. 47 & 40 Beach Street.
K
PORTLAND, MAINE.
arch 2C—(It I

no

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

<lc8d3in

H. W. SIMONTON & VO.,

(From the Portland Advertiser, Jan. 2.]
The Dally Press appeared yesterday morning in an
SOLD BY ALL THE
enlarged form. Jt is now roily equal In size to any
daily paper in New England. In the arrangement
ol reading matter it has returned to the original style, I Wholesale Grocers Throughout the Slate.
which we think quite an improvement in its appear-

BARBOXJR,

Manufacturers and Retailers of

Union Whart.

height of High Water lor
GIVING
every day in the year at all ports in the United
STEAM REFINED SOAPS I States,
have been published by the United States
Coast
and
sale

ance.

J. & C. J.

Coughs,

^SSiymuu\OV

Ifliddle-Aged

Lungs.

Union

ON

Best Goods at the Lowest Frioes I
(From the Portland Transcript.]
The Daily Press
the new year much enHaving
begins
recently enlarged and erected NEW
larged in size; we are glad to see such an evidence ot
WORKS, cont&ing all the modern improvements, we
the prosperity ot this excellent journal. The Press
are enabled to furnish a supply of Soup* of the
lias swung around the circle to another
Boot (qualities, adapted to the demand, for Exarrangement
of its editorial and news matter; alter all, the old !
port and Domestic Consumption.
second and third pnge arrangement,
edipresenting
torials and news together was the best.
LEATHE

jy30dtl

and from

Hobson’s Wharf. Commercial street.

jan30tt

All ot SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages sultable lor the trade and family use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our goods are manufactured
under the personal supervision oi our senior partner,
who has had thirty
years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with eondence that we can and will furnish the

ity.

Maine.

Cheap.

40 M feet extra Southern Pine, inch thick
5 to 8 inches wide.
10 M 1$ inch do, 12 to 14 in width.

EXTRA.

(From tlie Gardiner Home Journal.]
Enlarged.—The Portland Press was enlarged on
the 1st Inst., to about tlie size of the Boston Dailies.
This is an evidence of not only the prosperity of the
Pi ess, hut offtPortland as well, for of course the enlargement is caused by the increase of advertising
tiivors. The Press is
worthy of tlie patronage it receives, is a credit to Portland and to the State, and
we hope increasing years may increase its
prosper-

Engines,

Maximum of efficiency, dura
bility
economy with the minimum or weight
and prioe. They are widely and favorably known,
more than 600 being in use.
All warranted satisfactory, or no sale. Descriptive circulars sent on
application. Address
J. C. HOADLEV tk CO.
Lawrence, Mass.
Feb 8, 1867—d3m

Churchill,Browns & Manson

Trinidad

Steam

and

FOR SALE BY

also furnish weekly a page of

Miscellaneous

Portable

Whitmore,

IHgest of General and State News,

L.

Feb 23—d2w*

Ainaranto,

To country traders the weekly report ot Portland
prices eurrrent aloue will be well worth the subscription price. In addition to a careful

We shall

JOSIAH

ALL SIZES.

Silk Velvet Hoods,Beaver trimmed,

Sta, by
BOSTON,

DR. LAROOKAH'S
FOR TIIE

call.

us a

$111.00,

Corner of Market and Middle

Dictator,
Trapical,

And the

PAPER OF

And

PROCTOR'S NEW BLOCK,

Mary L. Martin.

Pulmonic

Short A- l.aring,
31 F;ee, Corner of Center Street.

lUv/V/ age, for sale in

T. Harrison 4c Co.,
Plants. Eagle,
Brilliant XXX,

Revlctv of the Portland Markets,

83F*GLve

LBS. at 36 cents per lb., by the Pack-

celebrated brands.
CHOICE

febSdtt

HANGINGS,

BOUGHT

Butter, Butter.

Flour / /

Louis

DRAWING

all kinds,

All articles Bold warranted to be os represented.
A fair share of the patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
Portland. Jan. 14,1867.
dtt

last summer, I called to see you with
that had been sick for four years. I
ha*l taken her to a number of pbvBicians, and nono
could tell what ailed her or even her symptoms. You
examined her ease, and told me exactly her
symptoms from the commencement of her sickness, which
were very peculiar;
also told ino that fchero was
something alive in her, and also said there was a number of them, and told me that she drank them from u
rain-water cistern. You said that you would uot
warrant a cure, but would try and do the best you
could for her. She commenced taking your medicine
in August last, and from that time until December,
the child has passed oil large quantities of what we
call Tadpoles, from rain-water, and I think, and am
certain that the child must have died had it not been
tor you. And I advise
to see Mrs. Manchester, for 1 know that she lias the i»ower of knowing the condition of a person diseased better than any
peysi* iau that 1 have ever heard of. Mv child is now
perfectly healthy. Please have this published, and
let the world know that there is one who
practises
what they profess to.
Very truly and gratefully yours,
George E. Martin.

Post Office and Envelope Oases, Let*
ter Presses, Pen Backs, dto,

assortment of

Watches, Spectacles and Thermometers
constantly on hand.
Repairing In all its branches punctually attended
and
work
to,
guaranteed to bo faithfully performed.

are

Saint

The

of the

of

dispatch at any convenient port.
RYAN & DAVIS
161 Commercial 8t.
April 17—dtf

a contributor ior some time pa6t to the
Press over the signature of “Trail.” Mr. Drew’s
special qualifications for this work need no heralding.

large

and

Great Fall in Furs !

BLOCKS

prepared to execute orders tbr SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, deliver-

Maine, and

News

A

ns.

Bangor, Mav 15, i860.
Manchester—Dear Madam:—When you

were in Bangor
a child ot mine

everybody

nov26

ABORK,

J?y

83?“ New Patterns and Choice Styles.

NO. 1 FREE STREET BLOCK.

Southern Pine Lumber

Rov. WILLIAM A. DREW, of Augusta,

Miscellaneous
Blank Books.

PAPER

PRACTICAL WATCHMAKER!

S. ROUNDS & SON.

during tbo coming

To be conducted by the

a

call and try

a

School,

Rubber Clothiug,

SE1NTEU.

es made worse. 1 saw Mrs. M. in June.
She told me
my case was a bad one, Uie tubes In the throat and
upper parts of the lungs had become very much affected, all ot which 1 knew was the case. 1 commenced taking her medicine iu
June, and can truly
* am *ww a well man. 1 am a
trader, and in
01 ,alkiug a
and her curing ine
great
deal,
will,,bo the means of hundreds of dollars in
my pockets, as now I can talk without hurting me. Go and
consult her, and you will be
perfectly satisfied.
S. H. Stephens, Belfast, Me.

Wc have just received from New York a lull supjd, ot

STREET,
d«m

WRANK

war-

anted to give satistaction.
Also, 500 cords ol bestquality of HARD nnd
SOFT WOOD* which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part ol the city at
short notice.

its Columns.

«&

Portland Jail. 17tli, 1867.

burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds

White and Red Ash Coal.
These Coals are ot the very best quality, ami

vear,

An

LOWELL

300 TONS LOBERY,

la not

Free, Corner Center Street**
Have on hand a full supply ot

Stationery of nil Kind*.

Oash,

Parlor,

BROKEN AND E(»G SIZE.

VLt lenthroPa°,S,r;eS

anyTchn!

Calendar

JUST

paper,

31

I’OKTLAND, ME.

CLOCKS!

Coal.

Coal,

Booksellers & Stationers,

to

CO.,
street.

RECEIVED ami tor sale by the undersigned
at their Whart,

yeaft.

.-—-—--

The
our

Whart,

21,18GG._nov22dtf

Coal,

YEAR !

States la offered tor ten

In other

Apply

C. M. DAVIS &
117 Commercial
Nov.

Drs. Kimball A Prince. Dentists,
No. 11 Clapp’* Block, Congress Street,
feb!9dtf
PORTLAND, Mb.

prices.

SHORT & LOR1XG,

safe and pleasant Anesthetic in the extraction of
Teeth. Administered every
TUESDAY AND FRIDAY
—BY—

and Step

very superior Flooring
Boards
ABOUT
landing at Custom House
and for sale in lots to
purchasers.

Tlie Largest in the State,
twelve dollars

A

Southern Pine.

Fur

A

NITROUS OXIDE OAS !

No. 00 COMMERCIAL ST.,
Head of Maine Wharf.
n

oc25dtf

suit

DOLLARS

We expect to furnlnli

tain—

reply,

WOOD

Randall, McAllister & Co.,

There will lie

England

on

SOFT

Delivered at any part of the city at short notice.

and llepairetl

lor sale at lair

Jan8—dtf

SORE THROAT and AGUE.

Aim) invaluable in all cases of Sprains and Bruises.
Try It and yon will be satisfied. Manufactured and
sol'd wholesale and retail by W. W. Rogers. Hampden
Sold In Portland by H. H. HAY
Corner, Maino.
& CO., wholesale and retail.
jal2dGm*

purchasing.

Market Reports,

the Daily Pbess.

RHEUMATISM,
TOOTHACHE,
HEADACHE, EARACHE,
STIFF NECK,
DIPHTHERIA,

^We keep constantly on hand a lull assortment ot
Those wishing to purChoice Family Coal.
chase large lots will do well to give us a call before

a news

“Is Mr. Hudson
Yes, was the

PLEURISY PAINS,

For Ranges and Cook Stoves, John’s IVhife
Ashy Diamond, Bed Aah, which are free of all
impurities and very nice. Also Cumberland ! A
cargo just landed, fresh mined, tor Blacksmith use.
Lehigh Lump, lor Foundry Use!

NO INCREASE IN THE PRICE

as

Furnaces.

now

01'

The Best Preparation Ever Made
For the following Complaints:
ALL NERVOUS and NEURALGIC PAINS,

Cleansed

A.M.to UP. M.
affliction of JwSi Uk^° who are muttering under the
whether urising tfow
Impure connectim*
terr,We vice of self-abuse,
Devoting his entire
the medical profession M? t-11?* *>articttlar branch 01
GCARANTEEING A ClHEIX
atanding or recently controctedA«SI*£ 7hethcr
°Vg
“g tho
dregs oi disease from the »v»wm and
niaki,»g a perfeet and permanent a lbjb.
He would call the attention of the afflicts u
feet of his long-standing and well-earned
furnishing sufficient assurance of his
t'

reirabufil

Physician I

From 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can be consulted at her rooms at the
Preble House.
CertiAcalea of Cam.
This is to certify that I have been cured of Catarrh
iu the worst
form, by Mrs. Manchester. I have been
to New York and
Boston, have paid out large sums of
and
was
money,
neverbenefitted, but in most all cas-

__

^“Second-hand Clothing

Excelsior Pain Curer. Law,

of the

Co.
Leliigli,
LOAF LEHIGH,

SUGAR

AND

Mrs.

‘*>m

SL^

CLAIRVOYANT!

1867.

BY

ROGERS’

price,

Old

DJSCOVERyT

Very Truly,

WILLIAM BROWN, formerly at 94 Federal
street, to now located at his new store No64 Federal st, a few doors below Lime street, will attend
to his usual business ot Cleansing and Repairing
Clothing of all kinds with his usual promptness.

Tu&F&weow

GREAT

remain

we

CHADBOURN & KENDALL.

Druggists.

all

declS

offer nice CHESTNUT COAL

can now

by

Sold

Price 25 cents.

$8.

WEatAlso
$8.00 pci ton, delivered at any i»art
for sale at the lowest market

Erysipelas,

patronage,

your

lours

Clolhini/

Small Pox*

Carbuncles, Corns, Bunions, and all Rneuniatfc Palos* dec. Arc. Heals permanently Old
For Frosted
Sores and Fresh Wounds.
Limbs, Burns, or Scalds. It has no equal iu
the World, dire It a trial.

LEHIGH.

LUMP

CHEAP COAL l

$8.

heretofore.

and

Halt Rheum* Scrofula, Ulcers,
Sore Nipple** Mercurial Sore*,

Soliciting

January 15,

Never Fails to Cure.

Cash.

lot of DRY SLAB WOOD, sawed in stove
length, delivered in any part of the city, at S8 per cord.
PERKINS, JAl'KSON & CO.,
High Street Wharf, 302 Commercial,
Foot of High street.
jiyildtf

We

foreign and domestic ports, will l>e published

in

for

a

Maine Skipping.

of

McAlisters all healing ointment

small lot of

TONS

100

an old family nurse for the past twenty years,
d known all aroand the world as the most soothing and healing Ointment in existence.

STOVES,

Bate*

A

accurate

an

Ranges Furnaces,

Law

Purohascd the past week lor Cush, which will be
ottered to the trade at the la west market prices.

SALVE

Has been

NICE BLACKSMITH’S COAL.

lteview oi the Portland Markets,

Thirty-two years ago the editors and publishers of this
city sent Mr. R. C. Hudson abroad

as their
representative in relation
room, etc. At that time R. Shelton
McKenzie was editor 0f a paper in
Liverpool,
and also correspondent for the
Evening Star of
this city, published by
Noah. Mr. HudMajor
son was
hardly twenty-four years of age when
lu went to England, a mere boy in
appearance:
but lie did not neglect to take letters of introduction, and hail one in his pocket from Major
Noah to Mr. McKenzie.
Ab the ship upon
which hi sailed came iuto the harbor of Liverpool a small boat came alongside with three
men
aboard, one ot whom called out to the cap-

At

Trimmings,

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods!

OR WORLDS

Manchester

Eclectic

—AND—

—AND—

forwarded by telegraph from al* parts of the United
States, from Canada, and iroui England. A weekly

and

Tailors9

COAL. !

PARLOR

Goods

Dry

& Domestic Woolens,

Foreign

an

Coal for

&

OF

CO.,
PERKINS, JACKSON
High Street Whart, 302 Commercial,
toot of High street.
janldtf

COAL !

Mrs.

THE INDEPENDENT

Large and well Assorted New Stock

Laths.

and

I,"j^fe***

Trade to their

LUMBER,

A

Dally Summary of Maine News

Evening

to
to

Clothing, Tailoring

Clapboards, Shingles

PKIVATE MEDICAL BOOMS,

.Vo. 14 Preble Street.
NrarikePnble Hmm,
t)« consulted privat.lv, and with
WflJK* Be cancoufldsnee
t>V the aBlictcd, at
hours

And would invite the attention of the

sawed to order at short notice.

Where our Correspondent has already arrived.
To the people of Maine, anti especially to people
who have business relations with Portland, we hope
to make the Press more valuable than any paper
published outsido of the State can possibly be. We
shall publish the same telegraphic summary as other
New England newspapers. We shall not publish
special dispatches from Washington, but we shall
have regular correspondence from t hat point, and a

Full and Accurate

SACO A PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Ware’s

No. 3 Free St. Block,

;

Frames and Dimension Lumber

Also

which readers here would be sorry to ml68.
shal have

yO»TLAND

CAN BE FOUND AT BIS

THEIR NEW STORE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Regular Letters from Paris,

concluding portion:
“What time, Sir, did I understand
you

of

SPRUCE

correspondents at various points
throughout the Stale. During the French Exposition we shall publish

Franklin

DB.J.B. HUGHES

—

OPEN THIS DAY

All kinds of

occasional

Hillsborough

Early Trials

•bgOt^CT. ^

-g—'T-H i.,

The Eye, Ear, Catarrh
THROAT.

LtJMBERT

Washington,
Regular Correspondents
New York, Boilou and Angusta,
and

years ago, when

Irom.

auglltf_No. 3} Union Wharf.

in

Pierce and the present Senator Clark stood at
the head at* the
bar, in New
there was upon the docket a cele-

Hampshire,

tkeciizc of the largest

We have engaged

Witness.

a

BOARDS,

constantly on hand.
sawed
^Building material

for
controlling
ty of Maine, ft was impossible
voiceless In this city.
party of the State to remain
defend tho principles of
The Press will continue to
America. 'J lie war lias elosed
the Liberal partv of
in our national lilstory-tbe cycle
one great cycle
at the South and democraduring which aristocracy
North grew up side bv side, a period of
cy at the
in an appeal to arms
Jealousy and conflict, resulting
and the victorious supremacy of the democratic prinon a state of
transition, which
ciple. We ha\ e entered
seems likely to prove longer than most ot us antici
pated. The Press will insist upon a settlement
which will secure the fruits of our victory. Nothing
is settled till it is Bettled right. We must have democracy at the South as well as at the North—equal
lights for all Becured by equal laws, freedom ot
speech, freedom of the press, impartial suffrage. Ot
the prulound convictions of the Republican party oi
Maine, the Press will remain a faithful exponent.

Misoellanj-.

Humorous

Feb7dtl

II

!■*»' I Jii'i'li" it*
»A(!.HU4Ut<

-and

the

Come with your dreariest truth shut out
the tears that haunt me round
about,
o God ! I cannot bear lliib doubt

D\

order at
L. lA\LOK.

Wholesale aud Retail.
Plank, Shingles and Scantling of all sizes

The enlargement of our daily edition is equivalent
the addition of between three and four columns to
its size. This addition.il space will be devoted to details ot important events, which we have heretofore
been obliged to give in brief, and to selections from
current literature, grave or gay. such as we have
lately been obliged to omit altogether.
wi
What the character of the paper thus enlarged
was esbe, Its past history will show. The Press
tabllshed primarily to represent the Republican par-

y

sawed

or

to

lumber,

to

some lone beach
the reach

of

to

C A R

Hill. I

.M

MEDICAL.

_

---■

New England Rallies.

».
a

Paper Enlarged

A

is day
Thou! with whom the night

o

dimension on hand
■ncrcinl Nt.

DAILY PRESS,

and in by summer gales,
The stately ships, with crowded sails,
The Bailors leaning o’er their rails,
Before me glide;
They come, they go, bnt nevermore
Spice-laden from the Indian shore,
1 a jo his swil't-winged Isidore
The waves divide.
out

La

ioo.ooo.e«.'!ff~iS

year we presented

new

A

Lumber.

1807.

For

In prayer she kneels
Dear i^ord !” Bite saith,
to many a home
From wind and wave the wanderers eome;
1 onlv Bee the tossing toam

Blown

P H E S S

THE

Xli* An^t

—-=r?* J--

U .III

MUWUL

medical

MlPfiiUSIlOti

fttt«€£JLLAN£OtJS.

a£BCBAKDU£.

•

Improvement

on

Steam Boilers!

holler. 700 dees, of heat Is
thrown away,
making a loss »l 1-3 the tool. The onestion
ie
olteu asked how can this he saved.
Mr Him., bard
has invented a boiler that takes
O oi Ml
conur
perfect
the heat and makes it do
in tile
rid. is

ON

some

duty

engine,

nlter tlm engine I,‘in
rnofion',,^moV,C?n9,.ruflnni
R^0S4'^ ^Jht, and the waste
inun carried9
the steam to
beaters,
heating
int-1 tnm,i,Lt.hruUk''!1
the remainder carried
rh^...,oI?inratUr.c Je*lT,,'l;
beater, using up all the waste

noi.Un
**, 2IH1
o**e, ^;ltor
licat but

degs.; tho heal being reduced so low
be no danger of setting tires bv sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value
to
this
invention, besides the saving t-3 the fuel.
For particulars Inquire oi
YVM. YY’II.I.ARl),
t.orner oi Commercial Whart and Commercial s[
Feb 21—dlv

tnere can

For Hale.
Office Safe
E. Wilder’s nianniactu'e,
ANsuitable
Ibi Railroad, Marufbrturers’
Bankul John

o.

ing purposes, measuring 6 feet 3 in. In height, 4 feet
width, 2 feet3J In. deep, w.lth Interior safe ~«1 drawers.
For sale by C. A A A BLANCHARD, loa
State Street, Boston, Mess,
leblfidtf

